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ÀBSTRÀCT

Two studies were conducted in order to evaluate past

assumptions about the mentor-protege relabionship and to

provide theoretical grounding for the discussion and further
evaluation of the mentor-protege relationship. Based upon

their interviews with mentors and proteges, both ltram (1983)

and Missarian (1982) concluded that the mentor's behaviours

changed over thè course of the mentor-prolege relationship,
and that these changes reflected three distinct stages of

the relationship. In Study 1, 373 rnanagers completed the

Behavioural Survey, which gauges the frequency of the

mentor's behaviours during the ear1y, middle, and late parts

of lhe work relationship. The results of Study 1 did not

support a 3 stage model but did support a 2 stage model of

mentoring relationships.

À second purpose of the present research was to assess

the utility of social exchange theory (Spr) as a theoretical
model for the study of mentor-prot.ege relationships. One

means of achieving this end is to assess whether the

dynamics of mentor-protege relationships are indeed

consisten! with a social exchange theory interpretation of

relationships, as has been inferred by past researchers. In

Study 2, 192 managers completed the Investment Model and

Equity Survey, which measures the central variables of SET.

The results of the regression analyses provided strong

X1



support for a SET perspective of mentoring reLationships.

It was found that relationship satisfaction could be

predicted from the receipt of high rewards at low costs and

that relationship commitment could be predicted from high

rewards and poor alternatives to the current relationship.

xt l
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AN IN DEPTH ÀNALYSIS OF MENTOR]NG AND

NONMENTORING WORK RELATI ONSHI PS

Interest in mentor-protege relationships (MPRS) in the

work place escal,ated during the 1980's. This interest stems

from the belief that MPRs exert a positive impact on the

protege, on the mentor, and on their organization.

Specifically, MPRS are thought to be an excellent vehicle

for employee training and development (e.g. Àlleman, Klien,
& Nev¡man, 1984; Busch, 1985; Dalton & Thompson, 1986;

Klauss, 1981; Reich, 1986) and are believed to engender

organizational commitment (e.g. zey, 1984). For the mentor,

the relationship is seen as a necessary stage in career

dèvefopment (Dalton & Thompson, 1986), and perhaps as a

necessary stage in the Iife cycle as r¡el1 (Levinson, Darrow,

Klien, Levinson, & McKee, 1978).

The growing interest in MPRS has led to a proliferation

of articles on the topic in the popular and academic press.

The focus of much of the literature has been on: describing

nentors and proteges; assessing the functions of the mentor;

and determining lhe benefits of the relationship from the

vantage of the mentor, the protege, and the organization.

Ðespite this attention, two important areas have been

overlooked. First, relatively Iittle attention has been

directed at hhe dynamics of the MPR (Merriam, 1983), and

second, the area lacks a theoretical base.



The consequences of these oversights are far-reaching.

The apparent benefits of MPRS have led many organizations

adopt formaL mentor-protege programs v¡ithout first
understanding why and how the reìationship works and ¡,¡hat

makes it effective. Until these dynamics are understood,

is unlikely that any formal program can be adequately

designed and implemenÈed (e.g. Blackburn, Chapman, &

Cameron, 198'1 ). Furthermore, as a consequence of the

atheoretical nature of the area, the research Iacks

direction and unity. Hence, the field has not progressed

beyond the descriptive.

Mentor i ng
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to

ir

The purpose of this paper is to address these oversighLs

by examining the dynamics of the MPR and by determining if
the theorehical framework offered by social exchange

theories is an effective one for study of the MPR. To this
end, existing knowledge about the MPR wilI be reviewed, the

rationale for a social exchange framework presented, and a

field study directed at assessing the dynamics of the MPR

wiII be proposed.

The Mentor-Frotege Relationshíp

In this section, an overvie¡,¡ of the MPR is presented.

This overvier,¡ includes: a) definitions of the terms "mentor"

and "protege"; b) a description of the typical MPR; c) a
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discussion of the significance of the MPR to the mentor, the

protege, and the organization; and d) a discussion of lhe

problems v¡ith current approaches to the MPR.

Mentors

The concept of mentor originated in Greek mythology in

the tale of Odysseus (nalton & Thompson, 1986). Àccording

to HamiLton (1942), the gods punished Odysseus and his

companions for their brutal treatment of the prophet

Cassandra. Odysseus's punishment was an inability to find
his o¡un home, and he spent ten years wandering aimlessly

before the goddess Athena took pity on him. Àthena had

aLways liked Odysseus and his young son Telemachus, and

consequentLy, she made a plea to the Olympians for the

termination of Odysseus's punishment. The Olympians granÈed

Athena's request, so she planned a happy reunion for the

f ami ly.

To this end, Àthena thought it would be wise for

Telemachus to embark on a journey in quest of his father,
because such a journey would cause his countrymen to look

favourably upon him (uamitton, 1942). Having convinced

Telemachus, she then appeared in the form of Mentor, the

most trusted Ithacan, to give resources, counsel, cornf ort,
and courage !o Telemachus as he prepared for the journey.

Once Telemachus l¡as well equiped, Àthena found Odysseus and
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helped him lo formulate a plan to recapture all that was

rightfully his. The culmination of this plan was a bloody

battle, during which Àthena activeJ.y kept the enemy at bay

to enable Odysseus to fight them one-on-one. As a result of

Àthena's inLervention, Odysseus won the battle and

recaptured his wife and home (Hamilton, '1 942).

Àlthough much time has passed since the tale of Odysseus

was bo).d, the concept of mentor has changed little. In the

work p1ace, as in Greek mythology, a mentor has been defined

as a trusled advisor who protects, sponsors, promotes,

guides, and teaches younger, inexperienced personnel (e.9.

A1Ìeman, cochran, Doverspike, & Newman, 1984; Dalton &

Thompson, 1986; Klauss, 1981; Levinson et aI. , 1978) Ze!,

1984). Moreover, a mentor has been viewed as a person who

has a posiLive influence on the career development (e.9.

Campion & Goldfinch, 1983; KLauss, 1981) and personal Life

of an individual, and also trusts and respects him or her

(cfawson, 1980). For many writers, however, the definition

of a mentor goes beyond these descriptors to reflect the

essence of the relationship. This essence is a form of love

(..g. Levinson et aI., 1978; Missirian, 1982) or

paternalism (e.9. Shapiro, Halestine, & Rowe, 1978 ) that

result.s in an intensity between the mentor and protege not

found in other work relationships.
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Proteoes

In t.he tale of Odysseus, both Odysseus and Telemachus

respected Àthena's greater experience and wisdom (Hamilton,

1942), This appreciation led them to trust Athena and to

follow her advice; Athena, in turn, continued to support and

advise them. The behaviour of Odysseus and Telemachus is
analogous to the behaviour ascribed to proteges in the r¿ork

place. In the work place, proteges are inexperienced in the

e¡ork that they must perform (e.g. Levinson et al., 1978),

and avaiL themselves of the experience and guidance offered
by fheir mentors (e.g. Klauss, 1981). Mentors continue to
provide support as long as it is needed and desired by both

themselves and their proteges (e.g. Kram, 1983; tevinson et

al. , '1 978; zey, 1984 ) .

Not aIl inexperienced, attentive personneJ. develop a

relationship with a mentor. It seems that other factors are

involved in becoming a protege. One such factor is the

mentor's willingness to spend the necessary time with the

protege. Furthermore, mentors in the work place must

respect the abilities and the characters of junior

coll-eagues before committing to !he retationship (e.9.

Clawson, 1980; DaIton & Thompson, 1986; Kram, 1983; zey,

1984). Moreover, the esteem rnust be mutuaL (Clawson, 1980;

Dâlton & Thompson, 1986) and this mutual respect gives rise
to the protege having feelings of love, admiration, and
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gratitude towards the mentor (e.9. Levinson et aI ., 1978)¡,

It is this intensity of feeling that distinguishes proteges

from other subordinates in the work place (e.g. CJ.awson,

1980; Shapiro et al, , 1978 ) .

Olher factors that affect the likelihood of becoming a

protege relate to the abilities and behaviours of the

individual. Intervievrs conducted by Klauss (1981) indicated

that proteges take the initiative in their reLationships

with senior personnel and seek their advice. Moreover,

proteges share career information with senior personnel and

listen to any advice that may be offered by them. Dalton

and Thompson (1986) also interviewed organizational
personnel and found that in their relationships with senior

personnel, proteges tend to be dependable, 1oya1, avaiIabJ.e,

accessible, predictable, supportive, and informative.

In sunmary, mentors in the work place are experienced

individuaLs who aid the professional and personal, groh'th of

respected junior colleagues, the proteges. Proteges are

eager to Learn from their mentors and demonstrate qualities

commensurate with the mentor's trust and respect. Together,

a bond of mutual affection is formed and the two people work

closeJ.y to achieve professional, organizati.onal, and

personal goaLs. It is apparent from this description that

it is difficult to discuss mentors and proteges

independently. In order to capture the essence of each
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role, it is essential to discuss mentors in terms of

interactions ¡,¡iEh proteges, and to discuss proteges

of their interactions with mentors. It is this
mentor-protege relationship that is the focus of the

section.

their
in te rms

next

The Mentor-Proteqe Relat ionship

Most of the knowledge about the interaction between

mentors and proteges in the work place has been derived from

interviews and surveys conducted in the fieId. Researchers

have directed their energies toward assessing: a) the

prevalence of mentoring in organizations; b) the

characteristics of mentors and proteges and the interaction
between these characteristics; and c) the significance of

mentoring to Lhe mentor, the protege, and the organization,

Each of these areas will be discussed in turn,

PrevaLence

The prevalence of mentoring has been assessed by numerous

surveys, administered to a cross-section of organizational

personnel, including teachers (e.g. ragan & walter, 1982),

senior executives (e.g. Roche, 1979), public sector managers

(e.g. Henderson, 1985), and managers at various Ievels in

business organizations (e.9. Burke, 1984; Co1wi11 & PoIIock,

1987). To deLermine Èhe prevålence of menboring,
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respondents have been asked if they have ever had or ever

been a mentor. The percentage of respondents reporting that
they have had a mentor at least once in their careers, has

ranged from approximately 33% (Riley & wrènch, 1985i Zey,

1984), to approximately 50% (oolI, SuIIivan, Simonetti, &

Erwin, 1982; Torrance, 1983), to over 60% (Burke, 1984;

Campion & coLdfinch, 1983; r'agan & WaIter, 1982; Henderson,

1985; Xrupp, 1985; Missirian, 1982; Reich, 1985, 1986;

Roche, 1979; Rutherford & I,?iegenstein, 1985). The

percenlage of respondents reporting tha! they have been a

mentor has ranged from approximateLy 50% (Busch, 1985;

Krupp, 1985) to over 60% (Campion & coldfinch, 1983; ColwiII
& Po1lock, 1987; Missirian, 1982; Roche, 1979). . Thus, even

if only the most conservative estimates are considered, it
appears that mentoring is a common practice in

organizations.

The surveys have also indicated that being a mentor and

being a protege are not necessarily mutuafly excl-usive

roles; 43% of. CoIwiIl and PoIlock's (1987) Business

Quarlerly respondents, approximately 50% of Krupp's (1985)

elementary and secondary school personnel, and 80% of

Roche's (1979) senior executives considered themselves to be

both proteges and mentors. These findings are consist.ent

with the demonstrated tendency of proteges to become mentors

(Busch, 1985; Campion & Goldfinch, 1983; r'agan & walter,
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1982; Levinson et a1., 1978; Reich, 1986; Roche, 1979;

Rutherford & Wiegenstein, 1978). Because of this !endency

for proteges to become mentors, it is Iikely that mentoring

wiLL become even more prevalent in the future, and perhaps

will eventuaJ,ly affect the majority of management and

prof essional personnel.

The Tvpical MPR

Due to its prominence in organizations, the MPR has

generaled a great deal of interes! from researchers.

Studies have been directed at describing the attributes of

mentors and proteges in organizations, the features of their
relationships, and the roles of both the mentor and the

protege. In this section, a summary of these studies wiII
be presented and the typical MPR described.

Mentoring appears to be a role that is adopted by

individuals who are in or who are approaching middle-age

(e.9. Levinson et al., 1978)--about 36 years of age in most

studies (e.9. Kram, 1983; neich, 1985, 1986). One

consistent characteristic of mentors is their tendency to be

older than their protegès--7 to 18 years older on average

(Fagan & WaIter, 1982; Fitt & Ne\,¡ton, 1981; Levinson et aI.,
'1 978; Missirian, 1982; Reich, 1985). Mentors also tend to
occupy positions of greater authority than do their
proteges. Surveys conducted in business and government
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organizations have shown that approximately 50% or more of

mentors are the immediate supervisors of their proteges

(Burke, 1984; Fitt & NeÌ.¡ton, 1981; Kram, 1983; neich, 1985,

1986; Roche, 1979). Most of the remaining mentors are

separated from their proteges by two or more organizational

levels (Fitt & Newton, 1981; Kram, 1983). An exception to

these findings was obtained by Fagan and walter (1982), who

surveyed teachers in elementary and secondary schools. For

these teachers, only 25 percent of the mentors were the

proteges' immediate supervisors; however, 65 percent of the

mentors were sen ior colleagues.

Às mentioned, proteges tend to be younger than their
mentors. Their average age is approximately thirty (Kram,

1983; Reich, 1985, 1986), aLLhough many are in their
twenties (Burke, 1984; Henderson, 1985). The vast majority

of individuals who become proteges have their firsl mentor

in the first five years of their career (Henderson, 1985;

Roche, 1979), but many proteges have their first mentor six

to ten years into their careers (Roche, 1979,, Proteges

wiLl likely have two or more mentors over the course of

their careers (campion & Goldfinch, 1983; colwi11 & Pollock,

1987; t"tissirian, 1982), and mentors wiII have, on average,

three to four proteges (Campion & Goldfinch, 1983; colwilt &

Pollock, 1987).
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The average length of the MPR varies considerably;

results from several surveys have indicated thaL MPRs Iast,
on average, t!¡o to three years (Bowen, f985; Burke, 1984i

Krupp, 1985; Levinson et aI., 1978; Rutherford &

Wiegenstein, 1985). Among female lawyers, however, RiLey

and Wrench (1985) found that the average MPR lasled about

five years. In fact, many MPRS have been reported to last
five or more years (e.9. Missirian, 1982; neich, 1985;

Roche, 1979), and some relationships continue for ten years

or more (Missirian, 1982; Roche, 1979; Rutherford &

Wiegenstein, 1985). For relationships of shorLer duration,
it appears that common reasons for dissolution is that
either the mentor or protege leaves the organization or dies
(e.9. Burke, 1984; Levinson, et al., 1978).

The gender of mentors and proteges has been noted in many

surveys; however, a comparative study of the frequency of

male and female nentors and proteges in organizations has

yet to be conducted. Consequently, only a cursory

description of gender is possible. It appears that more

males than females are mentors (e,g. Burke, 1984 Colwill &

Pollock, 1987; Kran, 1983; niley & Wrench, 1985), but that
roughly equal proportions of males and femaLes indicate that

they are proteges (e.9. ColwiJ.l & Pollock, 1987; Torrance,

1983). Another finding regarding gender is that male

proteges are Less like1y than female proeeges Èo have a
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femaLe mentor (prkut & Mokros, 1984; Henderson, 1985;

Torrance, 1983). Similarly, in CoIwiIl and Pollock's (1987)

survey, all males who stated a preference preferred a maÌe

mentor. There is also a tendency in business organizations

for male mentors to choose male proteges (Reich, 1985) and

for female mentors to choose female proteges (Reich, 1986).

Despite this tendency, 73% of ColwiII and Pollock's (1987)

respondents stated no preference for maLe or female

proteges. Of those who did state a preference, however,

most preferred a protege of their own gender. Similar
results were oblained by Missirian (1982), Thus, there

appears to be some preference for same-gender MPRS, although

cross-gender MPRS are prevalenb and occur most often when

the mentor is male and the protege is female.

The MPR has aLso been characterized by a consistency in

the mentors' behaviours. Kram (1983, 1985) placed mentor

behaviours into two categories: career functions and

psychosocial functions. Career functions encompassed those

functions that were related to aiding the protege's career

development and advancement in the organization, and

included coaching, publicizing, and giving chalJ.enging

assignments to the protege (Kram, 1983 , 1 985 ) . Psychosoc ia1

functions encompassed those functions that were related to

developing the protege's sense of professional cornpetence,

and included role modelling and friendship (Kram, 1983,

198s ) .
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In order to assess the range of mentor behaviours, the

empirical studies in l¡hich the mentor's behaviour was

assessed were reviewed by the present author. This review

yielded 'l 77 behaviours, which were grouped by simiJ-arity

into 40 distinct mentor behaviours. Of these 40 behaviours,

27 were found in tr,ro or more studies. These 27 behaviours

were lhen classified as representing either career functions

or psychosocial func!ions, based upon the factor structure
obtained by Burke (1984). For those behaviours not listed
by Burke, the present author relied upon Kram's (1983, 1985)

definitions to place the behaviours into the two categories.

Às Table 1 demonslrates, menlors display a wide range of

behaviours: tèaching, directing, protecting, and promoting

their proteges. Moreover, mentors serve as an important

source of information, provide their proteges with needed

resources and counsel, and enhance the protege's confidence.

In other words, the mentor's behaviours are directed at

developing the protege into a capable, competent coJ.league.

Insert TabIe 1 about here

ConsiderabLy J.ess attention has been given to the

protege's behaviour than has been given to the mentor's.

is known, however, that the protege demonstrales a

IT
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Tab]e 1

Mentor Behav i our s

Func t i on Source

Career Functions:

1) Promotes proEege
- assigns to speciaJ. projects
- a ids protege's promotions
- transfers expediently to more

challenging j obs
- manipulates pol i t ical factors

to enhance promotabi I i ty
2) Speaks on protege's behalf

- protects protege ' s interests
in mee t ings

- "goes to bat" for protege

3) Enhances protege' s creativity
- challenges protege to think

more c reat i vely

Àdvises protege on career
- provides counsell i ng on

career path

Guides protege
- spon sor s
- coaches

Demands high performance
- insists upon dedication

Increases protege ' s skills
by providing chalJ.enging
¡rork
- uses assignments to

develop skills
- gives autonomy on

diff icult assignments

Burke, 1984; Kanter , 1977;
Levinson et al. , 1978i
Missirian, 1982; neich,

1985; Rutherford &
l^tiegenstein, 1985; wi IIcox,
1983; 2ey,1984.

Burke, 1984; Dalton &
Thompson, 1986; Kanter ,
1977.

Ðalton & Thompson , 1986)
EdIind & Haensly, 1985;
Fagan & walter, 1982;
Missirian, 1982 i
Torrance, 1983.

Burke, 1984; Kanter , 1977 ;
Klauss, 1985; neich, 1986;
Ri ley & Wrench, 1985;
Torrance, 1983; zey, 1984,

Burke, 1984; Klauss, 1981 ;
Kram, '1 983; Torrance, 1983"

Dalton & Thompson , 1986;
Missirian, 1982 .

Burke, 1984; Dalton &
Thompson , 1986; Kram, 1983;
Levinson e! al. , 1978;
Missirian, 1982; Reich,
1985, 1986.

4)

s)

6)



(Table 1 continued)

8) Gives protegè direct
ass i stance on !asks
- instructs on how and why
- helps perform job
- teaches how to work with

PeoPIe

9) Enhances protege ' s visibii.ity
in the organization
- inc reases contacts
- ensures that relationships

develop wi th key people
- provides exposure f or

the pr ot ege

10) Gives protege resources
- provides needed equipmen t
- provides operating expènse s
- provides positions

11) Teaches protege the politics
of the organization
- gives information on

per sonn e I
- helps protege unde r sta nd

the organization

12) Gives protege information
- on cLassified data
- on trènds in the field
- on wor k

13) Protects protege
- intervenes in conf Licts
- buffers protege from

sources of stress.
14) Ðevelops protege's skills

through di rec t assistance
- passes on knowledge
- teaches technical aspects

of work

Psvchosocial Functions :

1) Acknowledges talent

Mentor i ng
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Di rsmi th & Covaleski, 1985;
Fagan & Waller, 1982;
Missirian, 1982; Roche, 1979i
Rutherford & Wiegenstein,
1985; SchulLer & Robertson,
1982; zey, 1984.

Burke, 1984; CoIlins & Scott,
1978; Ðalton & Thompson,
1986; Dirsmith & covaLeski,
1985, Edlind & Haensly, 1985;
Kram, 1983; t'tissirian, 1982;
Zey , 1984.

Dalton & Thompson , 1986)
Reich, 1986i Zey, 1984.

Dalton & Thompson , 1986;
Di rsmith & Covaleski, 1985;
Fagan & Walter , 1982i
Levinson et al. , 1978;
Missirian, 1982; Reich,
1986; Rutherford &
Wiegenstein, 1985;
Torrance, 1983; zey, '1 984.

Ða1ton & Thompson , 1986;
Di rsmi th & Covaleski, 1985;
Kanter , 1977) Zey, 1984.

Burke, 1984; Dirsmith &
Covaleski , 1985; Kanter ,
1977; t',lissirian, 1982;
Zey , 1984 .

Dalton & Thompson, 1986;
Edlind & Haensly, 1985;
Fagan & l^la1t.er, 1982;
Missirian, 1982; RuLherford
& wiegenstein, 1985 | Zey ,
1984.

Coll ins & Scott, 1978;



(rable 1 cont i nued )

2) Gives personal comfort
- provides counsel and moral

support in times of stress
- provides personal comf ort

and understanding

3) Listens
- listens to protege's opinion
- listens to protege's needs
- listens to advice given !o

protege

4) Makes expectations expl ic i t
- communicates expectations Lo

protege

5) Enhances protege ' s esteem
and conf idence
- builds sense of confidence
- nakes protege feel secure

6) Encourages prolege

7) values protege ' s opinions
and contributions

8) Facilitates and supports
protege ' s dream

9) Demonstrates caring
- di splays genuine interest

in protege
- cares about protege's

we J.l -be i ng

10) Gives protege regular
f eedbac k

11 ) Respects protege

Mentoring
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Missirian , 19821 Torrance,
1983.

Burke , 1 984 ; Coll ins &

Scott, 1978; Erkut &

Mokros, 1985; Levinson et
aL. , 1978; Roche , 1979;
Torrance, 1983', Zey t
1984.

Collins & Scott , 1978;
Da1ton & Thompson, 1986;
Klauss, 1981 ; Missirian,
1982.

Dalton & Thompson, 1986;
Schuller & Robertson,
1982,

Burke, 1984; Dalton &
Thompson , 1 986 ; Edl ind &
Haensly, I985; Fagan &
walter , 1982; Missirian,
1982; Rutherford &
l^liegenstein, 1985; Torrance,
1983; zey, 1984.

Erkut & Mokros, 1985;
Missirian, 1982; Torrance,
1983.

Collins & Scotl ,1978;
Missirian, 1982, zey , 1984.

Burke, 1984 ; f,evinson et
aL. , 1978,

Dalton & Thompson , 1986i
Kram, 1983; Re ich, 1985.

Da1ton & Thompson , 1986;
K1auss, 1981; zey, 1984.

Kran, 1983; Torrance, 1983.
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Communi.cates needs to
protege

Àcts as a role model
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Ðalton & Thompson , 1986;
Klauss , 1981.

Burke, 1984; DaIton &
Thompson , 1986; Fagan &

WâIter , 1982; Kram, 1983;
Levinson et al., 1978)
Rutherford & Wiegenstein,
1985; torrance, 1983.

12)

13)

Note: examples that were redundant to the numbered behaviour
were omitted
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willingness to Learn and to work, and undertakes the

men!or's directives (e.g. DaIton & Thompson , 1986;

Missirian , 1982) , KIauss (1981 ) also determined that

proteges actively seek and listen to the mentor's advice.

In doing so, the protege aids the menLor in completing his

or her vork, thus facilitating the mentor's own career

advancement ( zey, 1 984 ) . Moreover , through the protege, the

mentor has access to information--information about leveIs

of the organization to which the mentor would not othert¡ise

have access. FinaIly, as the relationship deveLops, the

protege is able to serve as a trusted advisor for the

mentor, and provides a testing ground for the mentor's ideas

and dec i s ions (zey, 1984).

Whether the behaviours of mentors and proteges vary over

the course of the MPR is a question that was addressed by

both Missirian ( 1982) and Kram (1983). Missirian conducted

in-depth interviews with 10 proteges, and Kram interviewed

15 proteges and their mentors. On the basis of these

interviews, both Missirian and Kram concLuded that the MPR

was comprised of several distinct stages and that the

behaviours of the mentors and proteges varied across these

stages. À discussion of these stages foIlows,

Missirian (1982) concluded that the MPR is comprised of

three consecutive stages: initiation, development, and

termination. The initiation stage is characterized by the
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mentor's recognition of the protege's abilities and talent,
which is manifested by the mentor's giving the protege

challenging work and encouragement. The development stage

is characterized by an increase in the carèer functions
provided by the mentor. Specifically, the mentor continues

to teach and to provide challenging work, but aLso nos

publicizes, promotes, and protects the protege. Throughout

the initiation and development stages, Missirian found that

a close bond forms between the mentor and protege,

characterized by rnutual trust and love. The final stage,

termination, is characterized by a sharp transition in Lhe

over! behaviours of the mentor and protege. The mentor no

longer overtly aids the protege's professional development,

but instead becomes a resource person for the protege.

Proteges now recognize their or.rn autonomy, and pursue their
goals independen!ly. The relationship itself, however, does

not necessarily lerminate, and feelings of friendship and

love between t.he mentor and protege may continue (t"tissirian,

1982) .

Kram (1983) also identified the stages of initiation,
development, and termination; but she referred to them as

initiation, cultivation, and separation, respectively. Like

Missirian, Kram found that the mentor began providing career

functions for the protege during the initiation stage. Àt

this time, the protege demonsErates a ¡.¡illingness to learn
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from and develops respect for the mentor. AIso, Kram found

that the career and psychosocial functions provided by the

mentor increased over the succeeding stage--cultivation--as
did the emotional bond that formed between the mentor and

protege. FinaLly, like t'tissirian, Kram found that during

the separation stage, the mentor performed fewer functions

for the protege, h'ho now preferred to work more

autonomously. Kram, however, identified a fourth stage in

the MPR. This fourth stage vras called redefinition, and was

lhought to extend for an unspecified period. During the

redefinition stage, Kram believes, most mentors and proteges

form a friendship. The mentor performs f e!¡er functions for
the protege, but the mentor may stiLl- provide some form of

sponsorship and coaching on an informal leve1.

Although Kram (1983) argued lhat there are four stages in

the MPR, Kram's fourth stage of redefinition h,as captured in
Missirian's Stage 3: termination. Specifically, Missirian
argued that during termination, the relationship oer se did
not terminate. Rather, the mentor and protege continued

with their friendship, despi!e the protege's professional

independence. Thus, the developmentâ1 stages proposed by

Missirian and Kram are functionally similar.

Both Missirian (1982) and Kran (1983) found that the

boundaries between the successive stages are transitional
and flexibLe. In other words, lhere was overlap in the
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mentor's and the proLege's behaviours across the stages, and

the transition between stages was variable and

individualistic. Often, the differences in the behaviours

across the stages were only quantitative in nature
(t"tissirain, 1982). Ðue to this variability, Missirian did

not specify a tirnetable for the stages. Kram, however, did

set a precíse timetable for the development of the MPR. For

her, initiation lasted about six months !o one year,

cultivation lasted about two to five years, separation

lasted abouL six months to two years, and redefinition
extended over an indefinite period.

Implicit in the discussion of the mentor's functions over

stages in the MPR is the belief that the mentor has some

infLuence over the protege, and several survey studies have

been directed at assessing this influence. Respondents to

Lhese surveys have indicated overwhelrningly that their
mentors have had eiLher substantial or extraordinary

influence on their career development (Burke, 1984)

Henderson, 1985; Reich, 1985; Roche, 1979) as r¡el-I as on

their personal development (Burke, 1984; Roche, 1979).

Rather than directly asking the respondents to gauge the

mentor's influence, Clawson (1985) asked his respondents to

indicate whether they wished to emulate the life patterns of

three people whom they considered to be the most influential
in their Iives. The life patterns included: spiritual
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beliefs, die! and exercise, management skills, and social
skills. The Iife aspects most often emulated, in order of

frequency from highest to lowest, v¡ere: intellectual
sharpness, job skills, career management, social ski11s, and

emotional characteristics (CIawson, 1985) .

The finding that proteges wish to emulate their mentor's

intellectual sharpness, job ski11s, and career management,

is consistent with the finding that mentors infLuence the

protege's career development. A1so, the finding that
proteges wish to emulate the social skills and emotional

characteristics of their mentors is consislent $rith the

finding that mentors influence the protege's personal

development and outlook.

In summary, the characteristics of the typical MPR in

organizations are as fo1lows. An experienced, middle-aged

manager or professional--the mentor--recognizes the

abilities and talents of a younger manager or

professionaL--the protege. Over the course of their
inLeractions, the mentor provides career and psychosocial

functions for the protege. In turn, the protege wilIingly
accepts the mentor's directives, and a relationship
develops. This relationship 1asts, on average, two to three

years, and oflen extends beyond five years.
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Over the course of the relationship, the mentor provides

an increasing number of functions for the protege--functions

aimed at advancing the protege's career and at preparing the

protege professionally and psychologically for this
advancement, During this time, the mentor has substantial
influence over the protege. Àt one point, however, the

protege no longer desires the mentor's intervention, and

prefers to work autonomously. Consequently, the mentor

withdraws many of his or her functions, but the friendship

that has developed between the mentor and protege typically
endures.

From this discussion, it is apparent that a great deal of

time is invested in the MPR. This impression is

substantiated by findings indicating that the MPR is
characterized by frequent int.eractions between the mentor

and the protege (e.9. Burke, 1984). From the protege's

perspective, it appears that the time is wel.l spent, because

the protege has an opportunity to Learn and to advance. It
is not as readily apparen!, however, what the mentor and the

organizaLion have to gain from this !ime investment. The

significance of the MPR !o the mentor, the protege, and the

organization will be addressed in the following section.
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The Sionificance of the MPR

The mentor and the protege expend a great deal of time

and energy in their interactions !¡ith each other (Burke,

1984; DaLton & Thompson, 1986) . Investigators have

addressed the question of why both parties invest so much of

themselves in the relationship. One finding is recurrent in
aIl of these studies: lhe mentor and protege, as we1J. a.s the

organizalion, receive rewards or benefits fron !he

reLationship. In this section, the benefits of lhe MPR viIl
be reviewed from the perspective of the mentor, the protege,

and the organization.

Mentor benefíts. The bulk of the informa!ion on the

benef it.s of the MPR to the mentor has been derived from

field surveys and interviews administered to a cross-section
of organizational personnel. The benefits fall into !\,¡o

broad categories: career rewards and personal rewards.

Career re¡vards refer to those benefits that have a direct
impact on the mentor's career. Personal rewards are those

benefits that have an impact on the mentor's sense of setf.
Each wiIl be discussed in turn.

The career benefits to the mentor that \,rere obtained

empirically have been organized by the present author änd

are presented in Tab1e 2. Not aL1 mentors necessarily

experience each and every benefit. Rather, Table 2 presents
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the accumulation of benefits that have been elicited from

mentors and proteges in various studies. The range of

possible career benefits is large. Many mentors feel

satisfied, because by developing a protege they have

contributed positively to the development of the

organization or to themselves (e.g. Blackburn et al., 1981;

Busch, 1985; Klauss, 1981; Levinson, et a1 ., 1978; Reich,

1985, 1986). Moreover, the protege helps the mentor

complete the mentor's own work by completing challenging

assignments competently and on time. Hence, the mentor's

own job performance is facilitated (e.9. Burke, 1984; DaIton

& Thompson , 1986; Reich, 1985, 1986), and, consequen!1y, the

mentor may receive organizational rewards (Datton &

Thompson, 1986i Ley,1984). Fina11y, the mentor's ability
to recognize and develop talent may be highly regarded by

co-workers and superiors; hence, the mentor experiences

increased status at l¡ork (e.g. Burke, 1984; Kram, 1983; zey,

1984 ) .

Insert TabLe 2 about here

The range of empirically derived personal benefits that

the mentor may experience have been organized by the present

author and are presented in Table 3. Since the mentor is

instrumental in the protege's development, the mentor can
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'l'a.bL e z

Career benefits of the MPR for the mentor

Benefit Source

2)

1) Contr ibut ion to company by
developing talent
Good use of o¡,¡n skills

3) Job satisfaction

11)

Propagation of "own way of
doinq things"

I ncent i ve to stay abreast
of f ield
Greater access to information

Protege' s I oya 1ty

Recognition and respect
f rom co-workers and superiors

I ncreased job performance

Organizational rewards

New perspective and insights

12) oevelopes own managerial
talent

Klauss, 1981,

Levinson et aI. , 1978;
Reich, 1985, 1985.

Blackburn et al. , 1981 ;
Krupp, 1985; Reich, 1985,
1 985.

Dirsmith & Colvaleski, 1985;
Kram, 1 983 ; Levinson et aI . ,
1978 .

Busch (1985).

Zey , 1984.

Burke, 1984; zey , 1984.

Burke, 1984 ; Busch, 1985;
Dalton & Thompson , 1986;

Kram, 1983; Zey, 1984.

Burke, 1984; Dalton &
Thompson , 1986; EdIind &
HaensJ.y, 1985; Reich, 1985,
'1 986; zey, 1984.

DaLton & Thompson, 1986;
zey , 1984.

Blackburn et aI., 1981;
Burke, 1984; Edlind &
Haensly, 19851 Klauss,
1981 ; Levinson et al. ,
1978; Reich, 1985, 1986.

Reich, 1985, 1986.

4)

s)

6)

7)

8)

ql

10)
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(tab1e 2 continued)

13 ) Decreased stress Bowen, 1985.

14) Job security Ðalton & Thompson, 1986.
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derive great personal satisfaction from vaLching the protege

grow professionally and personally over the course of the

relationship (e.9. Dalton & Thompson, 1986; Kram, 1983).

This growth, however, is not restricted to the protege,

since out of varied MPR interactions, the mentor also has

opportunities for introspection and growth (e.g. xram, 1983;

Krupp, 1985). Moreover, the protege can also be a source of

support and friendship for the mentor (e.9. EdIind &

HaensIy, 1985; Krupp, 1985), filling a void for the mentor

in what couLd be an otherlrise sterile environment (Bowen,

1985).

Inser! Table 3 about here

Costs t,o the rnentor. Many researchers have found that in

addition to the benefits that the mentor may receive over

the course of the MPR, there are also risks and costs

associated with the relationship. The potential risks and

costs that have been mentioned by mentors and proteges in

various studies are presented in table 4, Time is one such

cost (Burke, 1984; Busch, 1985). While the time investment

may seern h'orthwhile with respect to the benefits that the

nentor may realize; if the protege does not fuIfi11 Lhe

mentor's expectations, if the protege becomes too dependent
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Table 3

Personal benefits of the MPR for the mentor

Benefit Source

1) Satisfaction from watching Edlind & Haensly, 1985;
the protege develop Dalton & Thompson, 1986;

Klauss , 1981 ) Kram, 1983;
Reich, 1985, 1986.

2) Confirma!ion and support Busch, 1985; xram, 1983;
Krupp, 198 5.

3) Personal growth Krupp, 1985,

4) Self-awareness Krupp, 1985.

5) Àppreciation of other's needs Reich, 1985, 1986.

6) Pride Burke, 1984; Busch, 1985;
Kram, 1983,

7) Friendship Busch, 1985; Edlind &
Haensly, 1985; Kram, 1983 ;
Krupp, 1985.

8) Sense of accomplishment Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

9) Filling of a void Bowen, 1985.
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upon the mentor, or if the protege fails, the mentor may not

attain the benefits of the MPR (e.9. Busch, 1985; Dirsmith &

Covaleski, 1985i Ze!,1984). Moreover, if either the mentor

or the protege percei.ves that the other person is not

adequately fulfilJ-ing his or her responsibilities, tensions

may arise and overt conflict bet\,¡een lhe mentor and protege

may result, causing stress for the mentor (e.g. levinson, et

aL., f978). Other costs for the mentor are associated with

the responsiblity of having a protege; providing the

necessary career and psychosocial functions for the protege

may, for example, cause a strain for the mentor (Levinson et

a1., 1978; Reich, 1985, 1986:, zey, 1984). Finally, the

nentor may encounter problems with other organizational

members who are trying to promote, prolect, and publicize

their own proteges (pirsmith & Covaleski, 1985).

Insert Table 4 about here

Despite these potential costs, it appears that the MPR

can be very rewarding for mentors who have capable proteges.

The MPR provides the mentor r¡ith an opportunity for
professionaJ. and personal growth and fulfillment, and at the

same time enables the nentor to function effectively in the

organization.
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Table 4

Costs of the MPR for Lhe mentor

Cost Source

1 ) Protege dependency Busch, 1 985.

2 ) Time Busch, 1985; zey, 1984.

3) Reputation, if protege fails Dirsmith & Covaleski, .1 985;
Fitt & Newton, 1981 ) zey,
1984.

4) Political sensitivity Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

5) Difficulties ¡,¡hen several Reich, 1985, 1986.
proteges vie for same job

6) Emotional strain Kram, 1983; Reich, 1985,
1986; zey, 1984.
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Benefits to the Þrotèqe. The benefits of the MPR for the

protege have been assessed through the administration of

surveys and interviews to a cross-section of organizational

personnel. These benefits have been organized by the

present author and have been categorized as either career or

personal benefits, The career benefits are presented in

Table 5. Àgain, not aIl protegès necessarily experience

each and every benefit, Rather, Table 5 presents the

accumulation of benefits that have been elicited from

mentors and proleges in various studies.

Insert Table 5 about here

The range of potential career benefits for the protege is

large. Proteges are taught necessary technical and

management skilLs (e.g Burke, 1984; Kram, 1983; zey, 1984),

aLlowing for greaLer effectiveness at ¡,¡ork (e.g. Alleman et

a1., 1986; Doll et aL, 1982; shelton, 1982). ln addition

to job-related skills, proteges are exposed to the political.

dynamics of the organization and to the functioning of the

organization as a whole (Burke, 1984; Dirsmith & Covaleski,

1985). This information aids the protege in furthering his

or her o!¡n career. Furthermore, the mentor helps the

protege's advancement by promoting, protecting, and

publicizing the protege (e.9. Bowen, 1985; Dirsmith &
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Career benefits of the MPR for the Þroteqe

Benefit Source

Caree r :

1) Protection

2) St imulat i on by mentor's
ideas

3 ) S uppor t
4) Career succ e ss

5) Career satisfaction

6) Acquisition of knowledge
and work skills

7) Learn to deal with people

8) Greater self-confidence

9) Pol i t ical awareness

10) Greater effectiveness at
work

Zey , 1984.

Reich, 1985; 1986.

Kram, 1 983 ) Zey, 1 984 .

À11eman, Newman , Huggins,
& Carr, 1986; DolI et al.,
1982; Henderson, 1985;
Ri i.ey & Wrench, 1985;
Shelton, 1982; Shelton &
Curry ( 1982) .

Àlleman et aL. , 1986;
Fagan & Wa1ter , 1982;
Henderson, 1985; Krupp,
1985; niley & Wrench, 1985;
Roche, 1979.

Burke, 1984; Dalton &
Thompson , 1986; Edlind &
Haensly, 1985; Kram, 1983;
Krupp, 1985; neich, 1985,
1986¡, zey, 1984.

Burke, 1984; Erkut & Mokros,
1985.

8urke, 1984; Edl ind &
Haensly, 1985; Erkut &
Mokros, 1985; Kram, 1983 ;
Reich, 1985, 1986.

Burke, 1984; Dirsmith &
Covaleski , 1985.

Bowen, 1985; Erkut & Mokros,
1985; Reich, 1985, 1986.
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(table 5 continued)

11) Career support and Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985;
guidance Klauss, 1981; Kram, 1983;

Reich, 1985; wiltcox, 1983,

12) Development of ethics Edlind & Haensly, 1985

13) Integration into company Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

14) Greater creativity Edlind & Haensly, 1985;
Reich, 1985.

'1 5) Broader horizons Bowen, 1985.

1 6 ) Àdvancement Zey , 1984 ,

17) Visibility in company Bor¡en, 1985; DaLton &
Thompson , 1986; EdIind &
HeansIy, 1985; Kl-auss, 1981.

18) Job satisfaction Krupp, 1985.

ære-gneÀ:

1) Awareness and understanding Burke, 1984; Krupp, 1981;
of self Reich, 1985;1986.

2) Confidence outside of !¡ork Bowen, 1985.

3) Learned to set prioriLies Erkut & Mokros, 1985.

4) Friendship Bowen, 1985; Busch, 1985;
Edl ind & Haensly, 1985;
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Covaleski, 1985; Klauss, 1981', Zel , 1984), !¡hose promotions

can be handled because the mentor instills a sense of

confidence in the protege (e.9. Burke, 1984; Erkut & Mokros,

1985; Reich, 1986). ÀIso, through theír guidance, mentors

may subtly help their proteges to develop a code of ethics
(Edlind & HaensLy, 1985). Furthermore, NeIson and Quick
(1985) have suggested tha! mentors may alleviate or prevent

job stress for the protege. ÀlL of these benefits may serve

to enhance the protege's job satisfaction--a consistent

finding in the Iiterature (e.9. Àlì.eman, et aI., 1986; Fagan

& walter, 1982; Riley & gtrench, 1985).

The range of personal benefits that proteges may

experience, that have been found empirically, are also

presented in Table 5. Through their interactions ¡,¡ith

meneors, proteges can learn to set priorities in their Iives
(nrkut & Mokros, 1985). These interactions may aLso aid
proteges in becoming aware of their own strengths and

l¡eaknesses and, thus, in gaining a greater understanding of

themseLves (Burke, 19841 Krupp, 1985; Reich, 1985, 1986) and

greater confidence outside of the nork setting (Bowen,

1985). Furthermore, proteges tend to develop friendships

lrith their mentors, and these friendships become val-ued

sources of satisfaction and support (Bo¡,¡en, 1985; Busch,

1985; Edlind & Haensly, 1985)
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Costs to the proteoe. The potential costs and ri.sks of

the MPR that have been identified through surveys or

interviews are presented in Table 6. The protege's

credibility may be undermined if the mentor fails to perform

effectively, if !he protege ís over-identified with the

mentor (Burke & McKeen, 1989; Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985;

Reich, 1985, 1986), or if sexual improprieties are suspected

(Bowen, 1985; Henderson, 1985). Moreover, if the protege is
productive, the mentor may block the protege's promotions in

hopes of maintaini.ng the relationship (Reich, 1985, 1986).

On the other hand, out of a sense of loyalty to the mentor,

the protege may forego opportunities to ¡,¡ork Ì¡ith other

high-profile managers (Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985).

FinaL).y, the dynamics and intensi!y of the relationship may

cause stress or emotional strain for the protege (Levinson,

et a1, , 1978; Reich, 1 985 , 1 986 ) .

Insert Table 6 about here

Other potentiaL costs of the MPR for the protege have

been suggested by Burke & McKee (1988). First, proteges

will likely have a grèater work load than their peers.

Second, proteges must complete their work under closer

surveillance than do their peers. Third, proteges risk a

loss of support from and possible conflict with their
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Table 6

Costs of the MPR for the Þroteqe

Cost Sourcê

1) Blocking of promotions by Kram, 1983; Reich, 1985,
mentor 'l 986.

2) Overidentification with Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985;
mentor Reich, 1 985, 1986.

3) Stress of relationship Kram, 1983; Reich, 1985,
1986.

4) Shielding from mistakes Reich, 1985, 1986.

5) Jealousy of peers Bowen, 1985; Dirsmith &
Covalesk i , 1985; Reich, 1985.

6) Loyalty to menLor Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

7) Suspected sexual Bo\,¡en, 1985; Henderson, 1985.
improprieties

8) Mentor falls out of favour Reich, 1985.
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mentors if they end the relationship whiJ-e remaining in the

same organization as their mentors,

Despite lhese potential costs, it appears that the MpR

can have a significant positive impact on the protege's

career and personal development. The significance of having

a senior manager direct and support one's career cannot be

understated. The persuasiveness of such direct intervention
on a protege's behalf has led many writers to suggest that
mentors are necessary for the career development of a

manager (e.9. Collins & Scott, 1978; Dalton & Thompson,

1986).

OrqanizationaL benefits. It has been suggested by Zey

(1984) that MPRs also exert an impact on lhe organization.
Through their interviews of senior managers, Zey (1 984) and

Dirsmith and Covaleski (1985) assessed the benefits and

costs of effectively functioning MPRs on the organization
(see Table 7). The benefits are associated lrith having

properly trained and socialized employees, developing a

strong and effectively functioning management team, and

ensuring a continuity in organizational leadership and

philosophy (Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985i Zet,1984). These

factors are aLso thought to lead to increased productivity
and to a decrease in employee turnover, because protèges

will be more commibeed to their jobs and to the organization
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(zey, 1984; 1988). Moreover, zey (1 988) believes that

mentoring would facilitate employee recruitment plans,

since, through mentoring, the organization demonsLrates that

it cares for its workers.

Insert Table 7 about here

In addition to these benefits, Evans (1984) analyzed the

effects of mentoring on control loss in organizations.

control loss is an index of managerial efficiency, and "is
defined as the extent to r+hich the subordinate fails to

carry out the intentions of the superior" (pp. 156). On the

basis of his analysis, Evans concluded lhat mentoring can

significantly reduce control loss in organizations.

Orqanizational costs. Ðespite these benefits, some of

the managers interviewed by Dirsmith and Covaleski (1985)

suggested that the MPR could create too much political

behaviour in the company. This situation may arise, not

only from the mentor teaching the protege about the

political dynamics, but also from the mentor bypassing

regular procedures when attempting either to promote the

protege or to give the protege needed resources. One effect
of this politicking might be a decrease in employee morale

(Ðirsmith & Covaleski, 1985).
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Table 7

Benefits and costs of the MPB fs! tbq groanization

Benefit Source

1) Effectively functioning Zey, 1984,
management

2) Managerial development Ley, 1984.

3) Continuity of management Dirsmith & Covaleski,1985.

4) Clear lines of succession Zey, 1984.

5) Better educated employees Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

6) Properly socialized Zey, 1984.
employees

7) Decreased turnover 7ey, 1984.

8) Increased productivity Zey , 1984,

Cost Source

1) Excessive political behaviour Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.

2) Decreased morale Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985.
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The costs and benefíts in summarv. The MPR has a

significant impact on the mentor, the protege, and the

organization. The MPR provides a Iearning opportunity for
the mentor and protege, both of whom can benefit from

developing their skills and knowledge and from deveLoping

new lines of information. The MPR may also enhance the

opportunity of advancement for both the protege and mentor.

From the poinL of view of the protege, the mentor can

directly intervene during the promotion process to ensure

the protege's success, or can indirectly influence the

process by ensuring that the protege and the protege's

competence are visible to influential others. From the

point of view of the mentor, advancement may result from the

ability to perform effectively--a tikely outcomè if the

mentor has effectively functioning subordinates. The

culmination of these factors may be greater career success

and satisfaction for the mentor and the protege. Moreover,

the mentor and protege benefi! from the the support and

friendship Lha! each offers the other. Hence, they may

experience great personal joy and satisfaction.

To the extent that the mentor and protege are productive

and satisfied, the MPR is also beneficial to the

organization. The organization benefits because employees

are well trained, productive, committed, and less likety to
leave. Moreover, control and the continuity of leadership

and philosophy are enhanced.

i ng
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There are also risks associated with the MPR that may

have significant impact on the mentor, the protege, and the

organization, If either Lhe mentor or the protege does not

fulfitl the other's expectations, conflict and emotionaL

strain for both parties is possible. The emotional strain
may even surface in an effectively functioning reJ.aEionship

because both parties have greater responsibilities and

pressures as they strive to provide their functions for one

another. There are also risks for the organization: the

risk of excessive political behaviour and its subsequent

detrimental effect on empLoyee morale.

Problens in the MPR Literature

Although researchers have been quite successful in
amassing information on the MPR in organizational settings,
there are several problems with the research to date. These

problems include a lack of agreement on a definition of

mentoring (..g. , Merriam, 1983) , methodologicaL concerns

(".g., Bo!¡en, 1986), and a lack of direction and focus

(".g., Merriam, 1983). In this section, these problems and

their impact on the Literature will be discussed, and a

means of redress proposed.
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De!initíon

Il has been argued by Bridgman (1927) that an operational

definition of a concept is requisite to any meaningful

discussion and empirical evaluation of that concept. The

failure to operationalize a concept leads to ambiguity in

iLs application (Bridgman, 1927); hence, researchers may

inadvertly measure different concepts, yet apply the resul!s

to concepts having the same labeI. Moreover, Bridgman

argued that, particularly in the social sciences, constructs

and questions are invented easily. If these constructs

cannot be measured by a set of concrete operations, however,

it is possible that the construct does not exist and thaÈ

the questions addressed to its evaluation are meaningJ.ess.

Herein lies the first conundrum in the mentor-protege

literature. ÀIthough there is a consensus on what the

concept of mentor means, there has been no consistency in

the ways in which mentoring has been defined for the

purposes of the empirical evaluation of the concept (e.g.

McCau1ey, 1986; Merriam, 1983, Noe, 1988, Riley & Wrench,

1985). The concept of mentoring has varied, not by the

operations used to measure i!, but according to the

researchers defining it (e.g. Riley & !.lrench, 1985) and

according to the various personnel functions in which the

researchers were interested. Hence, there is no assurance

that researchers have actually been studying the same
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phenomena. Merriam (1983) has suggested that to continue

research on thè MPR !¡ithout its clarification would be a

futil-e exercise.

To overcome the idiosyncratic use of the mentoring

concept and its deleterious affec! on the study of

mentoring, Riley and.wrench (1985) developed an operationaL

definition of mentor'ing. This was accomplished by recording

each feature of the MPR as mentioned in six empirical and

three theoretical papers. The search yielded 1.1 7 features

that were collapsed into 28 statements on the basis of

simiJ.arity in meaning. Riley and Wrench then classified
these statements (see Àppendix ¿) into four categories:
provisions, emotion, self-concept, and resources, In order

for a person to be classified as a mentor, that person would

have to have a mean ranking of at least. 3.5 for the items

contained within each category or subscale.

Ril-ey and Wrench's (1985) operational definition of

mentoring has yet to be utilized in a published study.

Regardless, Riley and Wrench have contributed significantly
to the mentor-protege Iiterature by providing a sound

operational definition of mentoring. By using this
definition, researchers can overcome much of the ambiguity

that has plagued the mentoring literature, and can now gain

new insights into the phenomena.
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Me thodo loov

There have been several criticisms leveled at
methodological issues in the mentor-protege Literature.
Bowen (1986) has criticized the relatively small sample

sizes in many of the studies and Kram (1983) has argued that
past research has failed to identify the causal factors of

transitions in the MPR. Àlso, much of what is known about

mentoring is based on retrospective accounts, particularly
those of the protege (Bowen, 1986; Kram, 1983). This

approach may be problematic because the respondent's recall
may be fauLty and because only one perspect.ive--the

protege's--is relayed. Furthermore, many subject samples

have been obtained from only one organization; hence, the

externaf validity of the studies may be low (Bowen, 1986).

Many of these problems are due, in large part, to the

stage of the mentor-protege literature. lnterest in

mentoring was spurred largely by the serninal work of

Levinson et al., in 1978. Thus, the area is relatively
young. In order to assess the molivations of mentors and

proteges and to isolate the imporEant features of the

relationship, the necessary first step is to describe the

relationship (Harvey, Christensen, & McCLintock, 1983).

In-depth interviews are an excellent vehicle for such

exploratory-descriptive work, but the Iogistics of

interviews often preclude studies enpJ.oying large numbers of
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subjects. À1so, exploratory-descriptive research precludes

the isolation and identification of cause-and-effect

relationships. Thus, Kram's ('1 983) criticism regarding the

failure to determine the casual factors leading to the

transitions between stages in the MPR appears to be somewhat

premature. Moreover, since the stages have not yet been

determined on an a Þriori basis, reservation is in order.

the criticism that researchers have focused on hhe

proLege's perspective more than on the mentor's, and often

on onJ.y one organization, may be due to the guestions that

were of interest to the researchers, It may also reflect
the newness of the area, for every possible variable cannot

be examined simultaneously. Regardless, these problems can

be soLved easily by a shift in focus and sampJ-ing.

The criticism tha! researchers have relied too heavily on

the respondent's retrospective accounts is somewhat

premature. The Iiterature is in its infancy; thus,

descriptive accounts based on retrospection are required to
gain the information needed in order to form the base of

more sophisticated designs, Furthermore, the determination

of whether an individual is a mentor can only be made after
the relationship has endured for some time. Since people

rarely ì.og their inleractions with people who may or may not

be significant in their own Iives, it is necessary for
researchers to rely on retrospective accounts in order Lo

rng
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gain knowl-edge about the earLy aspects of MPRs. As the

knowledge of MPRs increases, more sophisticated research

designs will be possible. Through more sophisticated

designs, many of the problems associated with retrospection

can be taken into account (cf . Harvey et aI., 1983).

Merriam (1983) has argued that, regardless of the stage

of the literature, the research designs that have been

utilized to date are not sophisticated. Often there is no

design. Furthermore, comparison groups of nonmentors and

nonproteges have not been incorporated, making it impossible

to determine if the findings in the MPR Iilerature are

actually unique to the MPR or if they are common to \,¡ork

relationships in generaL (Merriam, 1983).

A related problem is the way in which hhe data have been

presented. Much of the survey data have not been quantified
in a meaningful way. For example, Roche (1979) compared

proteges to nonproteges on a number of dependent variables,
including wages, career success, and satisfaction.
Statistical procedures were not, however, applied to the

data, Consequently, it is not knor,¡n if the obtained

differences between the groups were simply a rnatter of

chance.

À lack of quantification and clarity is typical of t.he

inLerview data as welI. Often, the author presenLs an
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excerpt from an interview and then forms a conclusion, yet

there is no mention of whether the excerpt was

represenLative of mentors, of proteges, or of the comparison

sample, if one existed. AIso, the information is often
presented in such a general manner that it is difficult to

determine if the statements are empirically based or if they

merely represent the author's opinion.

Because of the unsophisticated designs, the lack of

quantification, and the unclear presentation of the data,

the significance of the f i.ndings cannot be determined. In

other words, the unique and saLient features of the mentor,

the protege, and their relalionship are still unclear,

despite the mass of descriptive data.

Lack of Direction

In addition to the problems associated with previous

research designs, Merriam (1983) has argued that many areas

of the MPR have been overlooked. SpecificaIly, the dynamics

of the MPR, the negative aspects of the relationship, and

the motivations to enter the relationship have not been

specifically addressed in the Iiterature, À1so, there has

been no systematic attempt to determine the behaviours and

functions of the protege over the course of the

relat ionship.
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In a different vein, Hunt and Michael (1983) proposed a

series of 36 MPR questions that should be addressed. These

questions were aimed at women's issues, the effect of the

organizationaL context of the MPR, the effect of thè

personal attributes and career stages of the mentor and

protege on the MPR, and lhe oulcomes of lhe MPR--questions

presuming that the fundamenlal aspects of the MPR have been

ascertained. Given the problems of past research on

mentoring and that the fundamental issues have not been

addressed (Merriam, 1983), this presumption is premature.

Regardless, the call for research on the guestions

proposed by Hunt and Michael (1983) has been reiteraled by

Kram (1985, 1986) and by Noe (1988). Kram (1985, 1986) also

proposed that in addition to inves!igating women's issues,

issues of ethnicity, race, and individual differences should

be addressed.

The caII for research by Hunt and Michael- (1983) has

apparently had a greater impact on the Iiterature than has

the calt by Merriarn (1983). The consequences of this
emphasis are Lhat: a) there is stitl a need for the

systematic study of MPRS and an assessment of the dynamics

of the relationship (Noe, 1988); b) there is no cohesive

direction for research; d) the research is rapidly
progressing beyond the limits imposed by past research; e)

research is expanding to incJ.ude outlying areas, such as
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relationship networkinS (e.9, Kram & Isabella, 1985),

without the fundamentals of the MPR itseLf being understood;

f) important areas such as the behaviour of the protege over

the course of the relationship have been overlooked; and g)

researchers are appì.ying the knowledge of MPRs to

organizations \,rithout first understanding how or why the

relat ionship works, and e¡hat makes i! both ef fective and

ineffective (e. g Blackburn et aI. , 198 1 ) .

Given this predicament, it is imperative that the

fundamental aspects of the MPR, the motivations of the

mentor and protege, and the dynamics of the relationship be

brought to the forefront of research on menLoring, as

earlier suggested by Merriam (1983). Moreover, this
research should be systematic and should enable the

integration of other important questions such as those

suggested by Hunt and Michael (1983).

One means of accomplishing these directives would be to

Lie the mentor-protege Literat.ure to a theoretical
f ramev¡ork. That the area currently lacks a theoretical
framework is surprising, given the scope of the theories

that address close relationships and interpersonal

interactions. A theoretical framework would aid progress in

the field by providing a means for: a) Iogicai.Iy

conceptualizing the existing knowledge; b) systematically

assessing all aspects of the relationship; and c) providing
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the needed unity and direction for future research (e.g.

Marx, 1963).

Problems in the MPR l¡iterature in Sumnary

There are several problems in the mentoring Iiterature
that have impeded progress in the area. One problem that
has led to ambiguity is the idiosyncratic application of the

mentoring concept. Ambiquities afso arise when one tries to
interpret and to gauge data that are rudimenbary and general

in their presentation. Furthermore, while much knowledge is
yet to be gained before sophisticated research designs can

be achieved, past research designs have not brought us

closer to this stage. Finally, several important areas of

the MPR have been overlooked.

The problems associated vrith a Lack of an operational

def inition were redressed by RiJ.ey and Wrench ( 1985), who

developed a comprehensive means to gauge mentoring, The

methodological problems can be redressed by applying greater

rigor to future research, and the probLem of a lack of

direction and focus can be redressed by utilizing a

theoretical framework to guide research. At this point,
some of the serious oversights in the area can be

systematically addressed.
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A theoreticaL framework for the MPR has yet to be

proposed. Thus, thè necessary first sLep is to delermine if
there is a theoretical- framework that is consistent !¡ith
current observations in the literature. If so, the

appropriateness of this framer¡ork could then be tested

empirically. In the next section, the observations on the

dynamics of the MPR r,¡ilI be described, and a theory

consistent !rith these observations presenced.

The Dynamics of the lifPR

Thus far, various aspects of the MPR have been discussed

in relative isolation. This approach was adopted in order

to ensure the clarity of the salient features of the mentor,

the probege, and the mentor-protege relationship. By

definition, however, relationships are not unidimensionaL;

therefore, the salient features must interact. Neither are

relationships stat.ic--they are constantly changing and

evolving (e.g. Àltman & Taylor, 1973; Huesmann & Levinger,

1976; MccalL & Simmons, 19661 scanzoni , 1979).

Specifically, the motivation for the continued interaction
betvreen two people and the behaviours of each person may

change over the course of their relationship, and these

changes can affect the behaviours of each individual, as

¡,¡eL1 as the quality of the relationship (e.9. Adams, 1965;

BJ.au, 1964; Homans, 1974; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; walster,
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Berscheid & walster , 1973; wj.ggins, 1973). The dynami.cs of

the MPR have not yet been directLy assessed, but researchers

have drawn several inferences regarding the motivation to

initiate and to maintain the MPR, and the ensuing dynamics

of the relationship. À discussion of these inferences

folLows.

There have been many suggestions as to what motivates

individuaLs to become mentors. Levinson et al., (1978) have

viewed mentoring in terms of adult development, and have

suggested that during mid-life individuals have a need to
prepare the next generat.ion for lheir incumbent

responsibilities. This need can be futfilled by performing

mentoring functions for the upcoming generation, and thereby

transferring acquired knowledge and wisdom. Consistent v¡ith

this view, Campion and Goldfinch (1983) found that a

willingness to share knowledge and wisdom was highly

correlated with an interest in becoming or being a mentor,

as was previous positive experience !¡iLh a mentor. This

need t.o share knor¡ledge may be altruistic, it may derive

from a sense of obl-igation to propagate the knor,¡1edge that

one has received, or it may result from the deduction tha!

this sharing wiIl yield satisfactions that could not

otherwise be obtained (Levinson et a1., 1978). While

crediting each possible alternative, Levinson et a1,

concluded that much of r¡hat motivates mentoring is the
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rewards and satisfactions that the mentor receives, the

satisfac!ion derived from being instrumental in another

person's deve).opment and the subsequent sense of

accomplishment, and the rewards associated with learning
from the protege.

The view that the perceived benefits for the mentor

provides the impetus for mentoring permeates the literature
(e.9. ÐaJ.ton & Thompson, 1986; Klauss, 1981; Kram, 1983;

Merbz, WeLch, & Henderson, 1988; Reich, 1985; Willcox, 1983;

Zey, 1984). À study by Mertz et åL (1988) underscores this
inference. Mertz et a1. asked 2O chief officers and

high-1eve1 administrators what they sought in a protege.

The responses indicated that four attributes of individuals
were critical in assessing their suitability as proteges:

organizational fit, risk, predictability, and payoff.

Organizational fit is the extent that the individual matches

existing personnel with respect to physical appearance and

philosophy. Risk is the extent to which the mentor would

receive negative repercussions from peers for his or her

public association with the individual, as welL as negative

feedback from the individual who would now have the

opportunity to closely observe the mentor. Predictabitity
is the extent to which the mentor is assured that the

individual would not behave in an unacceptable manner.

Payoff is the extent that the individual can offer the
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mentor benefits such as recognition, resources, information,

and future contacts or favours (Mertz et aL, 1988). By

evaJ.uating potential proteges on the basis of these four

criteria, the mentor maximizes his or her benefits. The

mentor can either select individuals lrho can currently
provide these benefits or individuals who are likely to

succeed and to be in a position tó provide the benefits at

some future time.

By the same token, it has been inferred that the protege

is molivated to enter the MPR in order to reap the potential
benefits that an association with a more senior employee of

the organization can yield (e.9. Dalton & Thompson , 1986)

Kram, 1983; Levinson et aI ,r 1978,Tey,1984); benefits such

as knowledge, career progress, and self-confidence (see

Table 5). There is indirect support for the inference that
proteges are motivated to interact with mentors because of

the benefits lhat the protege wilL reap. In a series of

three role-playing exper iments , O). ian , CarroJ-1 ,

Giannantonio, and Feren (1988) repeatedJ.y found that
potential proteges favoured mentors who demonstrated a high

degree of interpersonal competence. Similarly, Klauss

(1981) reported that proteges sought mentors who had

interpersonal skiIIs that facilitated communication,

powerful organizational positions, broad organizational

experience, and commitment to employee development. In his
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survey, Roche (1979) found that proteges ranked a

viLlingness to share knowledge and understanding as the most

important characteristic of a mentor.

CoLlectively, these studies ind j.cate lhat proteges seek

mentors who have a broad base of knowledge that they are

willing to share and who have the interpersonal skiIIs to do

so ef f ectiveJ.y. Moreover, proteges seek mentors who occupy

influential positions. These qualities enhance the

Iikelihood of the protege deriving benefits from the MPR by

increasing the probability that the protege can learn from

the mentor, and can also have access !o information,

resources, and promotions vithin the organization.

Thus, it appears that both the mentor and protege are

motivated to interact with one another in order to obtain

the benefits that the other can provide. These observations

are so pervasive that several researchers have asserted that
it is these motivaÈions that create and maintain Lhe

dynamics of the MPR, Zey (1984) and DaLton and Thompson

(1986) have explicitly stated that the dynamics of the MPR

involve exchange and mutuaÌ benefits. Zey referred to the

process in terms of the "mutual benefits model", in order to
emphasize that both the mentor and protege benefit from

their relationship and lhat it is these benefits that

sustain the relationship, Àccordingly, if either the mentor

or the protege perceives that he or she is not incurring the
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appropriate benefits, the reì.ationship will be terminated
(zey, 1984). Similarly, Dalton and Thompson inferred that
exchange and reciprocity formed the core of MpRs, such tha!
the maintenance of the reLationship requires lhat both the

mentor and protege receive substantial benefits from one

another. For Zey and for Dalton and Thompson, these

benefits are believed to be acquired lhrough the exchange of

the career and psychosocial functions on behalf of the

mentor and through the wiI).ingness of the proeege to heed

the mentor's advice, and to share information, advice,

knowledge, and services with the mentor.

In a simiLar vein, both Levinson et aI. (1978) and Kram

(1983) implicitly refer to an exchange process that yields
mutual benefits, when they describe the roles of mentors and

proteges. In fulfilling their roJ.es, mentors provide a

number of teaching and sponsorship functions for proteges in
order to propel the proteges closer Lo their chosen goals.

In response to the mentor's tutelage, the protege develops

feelings of admiration for, Iove for, and indebtedness to
Lhe mentor (Kram, 1983; Levinson et a1., 1978). As time

progresses and the protege becomes more capable at work,

Levinson et aI. (1978) argue, the giving and receiving that
occurs beLween the mentor and protege tends towards

equality. Levinson et al. did not elaborate on the nature

of the exchange that occurs later in the relationship, but
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Kram (1983) offered some insights, Specifically, the

experienced protege can offer the mentor technical as welL

as psychological support. Thus, it is the exchanged

functions and behaviours that resul-t in the benefits which

c on sequent l-y motivate future interactions.

CoLlectively, Levinson et a1. ( 1978 ) and Kram ( 1983 )

inferred that while both the mentor and protege are

motivated by the perceived benefits that they may accrue

from their joint interaction, the nature of the behaviours

that are exchanged and the concomitant benefits varies over

the course of the MPR. These changes are largely dependent

upon the protege's growth and development. This premise is
echoed by Ðalton and Thompson (1986) and by Zey (1984), who

also believe that mutual benefits and exchange motivate and

maintain MPRS. The premise that the interactions between

mentors and proteges involve exchange and mutual benefits is
entirely consistent wiLh a social exchange theory

interpretation of interpersonal relations, yet no reference

has been made to social exchange theory in the

mentor-protege literature. It is the purpose of the next

section to address this oversight, and to demonstrate the

paraLleJ. betv¡een current theorizing on the dynamics of the

MPR and existing social exchange theories.

Social Exchange Theory
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Social exchange theory (SET) is not characterized by a

single theory that contains a number of hypotheses,

corollaries, and derivatives. Rather, SET is better viewed

as a mosaic of the works of early exchange theorists (Nord,

1969) ¡rho were interested in explaining the seJ-ectivity
(Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and stability (e.9. Homans, 19't4)

of social relationships. The work of Homans (1958, 1964,

1974), Thibaut and KeIley (1959), Gouldner (1960), and Blau

(1964) contributed immensely to the genesis of SET, and many

of their ideas have since been elaborated and refined (c.f .

Adams, 1965; ÀItman & Taylor, 1973 i Foa & îoa, 1974;

Greenberg, 1980; McCal1 & Simmons, 1966; Nord, 1969). Since

an exhaustive description of each position would serve to

obscure the rudiments of SET, the present discussion will
focus only on the basic tenets of SET and their parallel to

currenl theorizing on MPRS.

Social Exchanqe

SET addresses the dynamics of voluntary relaLionships

that are not bound by role obligations, or by coercive or

criminal acts (e.9. Blau, 1964; Gou1dner, 1960). À1so, SET

addresses relationships bet!¿een two or more peopLe, but, due

to the present focus on mentor-protege reJ.ationships, bhis

discussion will focus on the dyad. The basic premise of SET

is that during the course of social interaction, people
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exchange behaviours or actions, and each person is both a

source and a receiver of these behaviours (e,g. Homans,

1958; Thibaut & KeIley, 1959). Moreover, the behaviours

that each person emits is dependent upon the behaviours lhat
that person receives from the other person. Conseguently,

the quality of and the probability of the continued

interaction beLween two or more people is dependent upon the

behaviours that are exchanged during social interaction
(e.9. Blau, 1964; Homans, 1958 , 1974; Thibaut & Ke1ley,

1959), SpecificaIIy, if the behaviours exchanged are

reinforcing or satisfying to each individual, the

interaction wiIl continue. Conversely, if the exchange is
not reinforcing to at least one person, the interaction or

relationship will be terminated (e,9. Homans, 1974; Thibaut

& Ketley, 1959). In order to assess the quality and

likelihood of continued interaction, exchange theorists
evoked the concepts of rewards, costs, and outcomes. Each

will be discussed in lurn.

For Homans (1958), rewards represent behaviours that,
once emitt.ed, have some value to the recipien!. Thus,

sociaf approval, conformity, or the rendering of a valuable

object were considered to be rewards or reinforcers.
Simitarly, Thibaut and Kelley (1959) suggested that any

behaviour that resulted in drive reduction or need

fulfillment was satisfying or rewarding for the individuaL.
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Examples of such rewards included: esteem, liking, advice,

and goods. Àccording to SET, during the course of a dyadic

social interaction, each person gives rewards to and

receives rewards from the other person. In other words,

rewards are exchanged over the course of social interactions
(e.9. Thibaut & Ke11ey, 1959).

Àccording to SET, whenever a person emits behaviour, that
person incurs some cost. For Homans (1958), the cost of one

behaviour equals the value of the foregone alternative
behaviours. This position implies that peopLe continually
choose between afternative behaviours, all of which may

yield certain rewards. when a person chooses one behaviour

over aLl others, the cosL of the chosen behaviour is the

loss of the rewards that wouLd have been obtained from the

unchosen behaviours (Homans, 1958,1974), For Thibaut and

KeIley (1959), cosÈs refer to anything tha! serves to
inhibit a given behaviour, and include time, effort, money,

disapproval, and embarrassment. Bl-au (1964) lras more

explicit than Thibaut and Keltey and Homans, for he

described three types of costs associated with social
exchange: investment costs, direct costs, and opportunity

costs. Investment costs refer to the costs, such as time,

that are involved in establishing the sociaL relationship,
as weII as the costs involved in acquiring the skiLls and

abilities needed to furnish rewards for others. Ðirect
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costs v¡ere said to be incurred during the exchange proper,

and include the cosls involved in deferring to the other

person in the exchange. Opportunity costs refer to the

rewards forfeited by engaging in one social interaction over

another. The time required to complete an exchange was

vier.¡ed as a significant opportuniby cost, because time

detracts from a person's ability to engage in other

opportunities (BIau, 1964), ÀIthough the precise

definitions of costs vary by author, there is a consensus

tha! considerations of forfeiled rewards, eime, or

potentially negative repercussions may serve to decrease the

desirability of emitting certain behaviours.

The outcomes or consequences of social. exchanges are

thought to be directly related to the rewards and costs

incurred by each person involved in the exchange. For

Homans (1958, 1974), an individual's outcome is vierved in

terms of profit, which equals the value of the rewards

received mínus the costs incurred. Thus, outcomes are

conceptualized in terms of a single value dimension that

could have a positive or negative value. Similarly, Thibaut

and Kel).ey (1959) believed that an individual's outcomes

refLect the joint effects of rewards and costs, which could

be represented on a single dimension called "goodness". À

combination of high rewards and low costs is high in terms

of goodness, while a combination of low rewards and high
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costs is 1or,r. Thibaut and Ke11ey noted, however, that it
v¡as not always useful to conceptualize rewards and costs on

the same dimension; hence, they also permiLted the separate

evaluation of rewards and costs for determining outcomes.

Each person's outcomes were thought to beãr directJ.y upon

the quality of the current interaction and the likelihood of

future interactions. In order to assess these facets on a

globaI level, Thibaut and Ke1ley defined two standards that
people use to gauge their current relationships. The first
standard, "the comparison leve1", involves a comparison of a

person's expected outcomes and the out.comes acLually

obtained in an interaction. Expected outcomes are derived

from either direct past experience or from a person's

general knowledge of similar interactions. If the outcome

of an exchange exceeds one's comparison level, the exchange

is said to be satisfying. Conversely, outcomes that faIl
below the comparison leveL reflect unsatisfying exchanges,

but the interac!ion may continue if better al.ternaLives do

not exist (Thibaut & KeIley, 1959).

The second standard was called the "comparison level for
alternative"--a person's minimal leveI of acceptabfe

outcomes in an interaction, given the available
opportunities to interact r¡ith other individuals or groups,

or the opportunity to be alone (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959).

Thus, the comparison leve1 for alternatives is equivalent to
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Homan's concept of cost (Homans, 1974). According to

Thibaut and Kel1ey, if a person's outcomes fell below the

comparison level- for alternative, that individual would

leave the relationship. Thus, for relationships to be

maintained, the joint outcomes of the two people invoLved

must be greater than the outcomes that either person could

obtain outside of the relationship (Thibaut & KeIley, 1959).

The assumption that people maintain relationships as long

as each individuaL receives outcones that are othertrise

unattainable is central to Thibaut and Ketley's (1959)

notion of interdependence in relationships, and is also

centraL to social exchange theories in general (c.f . BIau,

1964; Gouldner, 1960; Homans , 1974) . Interdependence or

mutual benefits provides the motivation for social
interactions or exchanges. This motivation is actually
tr,¡o-f old. On one hand, people arè motivated to seek the

re¡{ards that another person has to offer (e.9. Blau, 1964;

Gouldner, 1960). On the other hand, peopl-e are notivated to
return or to reciprocate the re!¡ards that they have received

from olhers (BIau, 1964; GouLdner, 1960; Homans, 1974i

Thibaut & Ketley, 1959). The reciprocation of rewards, in
turn, enhances the outcomes that each person receives from

the relationship, and this exchange fosters the continuance

of the relationship (e.g. B1au, 1964; couldner, 1960).
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RecaIl that it is inferred that these dynamics are

ongoing in MPRs. Specifically, it is assumed that MPRs are

based upon t.he exchange of behaviours between mentors and

proteges that yields benefits for both the mentor and

protege, and that these benefits sustain the relationship
(e.9. Dalton & Thompson, 1986) Ze!,1984). Furthermore, it
has been asserted by writers in the area of the MPR (e.g.

Dalton & Thompson, 1986) Zey, 1984) that if eilher the

mentor or protege does not receive benefits from the other,
the underbenefited person will terminate the relationship,
and this consequence is predicted by SET (e.9. BIau, 1964).

Despite these parallels between sociaf exchange theory and

discussion of the MPR, no reference to SET appears in the

mentor-protege literature. Moreover, Levinson, et a1.

(1978) and Kram (1983) have inferred that the nature of the

exchange between mentors and proteges varies over the course

of their relationship--an issue addressed by social exchange

theorists through the dynamics and the developmental course

of relationships. A synopsis of lhe application of SET to

developing relationships follov¡s.
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. Relationship InÍtiation

It was previously mentioned that people tend to
reciprocate the rewards or benefits that they have received

from others. Àccording to Gouldner (1960), the reciprocity
of rewards or favours is a universal norm that is evoked

upon the receipt of a reward, and is manifested by

reciprocating the benefits to the donor. In other words,

reciprocity is viewed as a normative obligation for social
repayment. rmplicit in the norm of reciprocity is the

notion that an individual who has received a reward becomes

indebted to the donor, and that this felt indebtedness

motivates reciprocity (Greenberg, 1980) . The norm of

reciprocity is assumed to be fundamental in the initiation
of social interactions for both Blau (1964) and Gouldner

(1960). Specifically, the norm of reciprocity provides a

person with the needed confidence that if he or she gives

something of value Lo another person, the recipient will
render something of value in return (Gouldner, 1960). The

norm of reciprocity was believed to operate somewhat

differently for Bl.au (1964), who maintained that a person is
motivated to initiate an inLeraction because of the

perceived advantages of acquiring the indebtedness of

another person. Moreover, Blau assumes that a person

chooses among all existing people in order to determine who

could best supply the desired rewards.
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Although GouLdner (1960) asserted that the norm of

reciprocity is universal, he did not assume that it is
unconditional. The motivation to reciprocate was posited to
be positively related to both the value of the benefit
received and the needs of the recipient at the time that the

benefit was received, and inversely relabed to the resources

of the donor. Gouldner also believed that the imputed

motives of the donor and situational factors also affect
reciprocity motivation. Greenberg (1980) augmented these

two factors as follows. Eirst, to the extent that the donor

is perceived to be acting from inLerest in the recipien!
rather than from self-interest, reciprocity motivation
increases. Second, the l-ocus of causality of the donor's

motives are thought to affect reciprocity motivation.

Speci.f icaIIy, reciprocity motivation is greater when the

locus of causality is perceived to reside within the

recipient, as when the recipient asks for the benefit; is
lower when the Iocus of causality resides in the donor, such

that the donor imposes the benefit; and is least !¡hen the

Iocus of causali!y lies within the environment, !¡hen, for
example, there are role obJ.igations or luck involved,

Third, cues emitted by others, including the donor, affect
reciprocity motivation by providing some means of

objectively gauging the donor's motives and cost.s.

Collectively, all six factors are thought to affect the

recipients' subjective perceptions of their benefits and the
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donors' costs, Furthermore, the magniLude of reciprocity
motivation, or felt indebtedness, equals the algebraic sum

of the recipient's profits and the donor's costs (Greenberg,

1980).

The failure to reciprocate a reward is assumed to have

deLeterious effects on the formation of relationships for
several reasons. For Blau (1964), the faiLure to
reciprocate yie).ds indignation on behalf of the donor, and

resul!s in a loss of trust in the recipient and a

terninaLion of the interaction. Moreover, the recipient who

fails to reciprocate may experience aggressive and punishing

behaviour from the donor and from those people whom the

donor was able to contact and inform of the faux pas. Not

only was the failure to reciprocate associated !¡ith
indignation, so r¡as both the refusal of a favour and the

quick repayment of a favour. RefusaL of a favour implies

that the polential recipient does not consider the donor to
be a worthy exchange partner, and quick repayment implies

that the recipien! does not wish to remain obligated to thè

donor (BIau , 1964) .
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Re1at íonshio DeveloÞment

As mentioned, i f the init iaI behaviour of a person is
reciprocated and if the resuLts are gratifying or

reinforcing to both people, the exchange between the two

wilt continue (Blau, 1964, Gou1dner, 1960; Homans, 1974;

Thibaut & KeLLey, 1959). The nature of the subsequent

exchanges, however, is not static in the sense tha! the

people continue to exchange the same behaviours repeatedly.

It appears that over the course of their interactions,
people introduce new behaviours and, hence, rewards for the

other person (e.g. B1au, 1964; Homans, 1974). Several

factors are believed to affect a person's propensity to
introduce new behaviours: general learning and

reinforcement principles (Homans, 1958, 1974; Thibaut &

KeIley, 1959), trust (Blau, 1964), needs (e.g. Thibaut &

KelIey, 1959), and distributive justice (Homans, 1958,

1974). Each will be discussed in turn.

Homans (1974) and Thibaut and KeIley (1959) evoked

reinforcement principles to explain much of the observed

behaviour in social interact.ions. The effects of

reinforcement on the course of exchange was most

parsimoniously explicated by Homans (1974); hence, the

present discussion ¡,¡i11 focus on his l¡ork. To begin, Homans

borrowed six propositions from behavioural psychology. Each

proposition wilL be described, as will its predicted
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consequence on behaviour. The goal of this discussion is
provide a sense of the ways in which exchanges may emerge

a result of the behaviours of the peopte involved in the

exchange .

Homans' first proposition, called the success

proposition, states that. the frequency of a given behaviour

is positively related to the rewards received for that
behaviour. À second proposition, the value proposition,

imposes a caveat on the success proposition, Specifically,
the value proposition states that the probability of a given

behaviour is a direct function of the value, or degree of
relrard resulting from that behaviour. Thus, if, in an

initial exchange between t\,¡o people, each person is rewarded

by the other person's behaviour, each person wilI probably

repeat his or her initial behaviours losards the other,
especially if the rewards thaE the other person has rendered

are valued, In other words, the rewards incurred during the

initial interaction affect the frequency of subsequent

interactions. À1so, during fhe first f er¡ interactions, the

exchanges may be some!¡hat static, since each person is
repeating behaviour that r¡as previously reinforced.

Homans' deprivation-satiation proposition states that
rewards lose their value the more frequently and recently

they are received. Consequently, in static exchanges,

rewards lose their value, costs increase, and profit

to

as
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(rewards Iess costs) decreases. Therefore, the probability
of repeating previousJ.y rewarded behaviour declines. At

this point, both people are willing to terminate the

exchange (Homans, 1974). According to Homans, the

termination of the exchange may be temporary for two

reasons. First, the effects of satiation on reward value

decreases over time; hence, the two people may once again

seek previous rewards from the other. Second, according to
ã fourth proposition, the stimuLus proposition: "since one

kind of action by each [personl has already been rewarded by

the other, each [person] may expect by stimulus
generalization that lhe other will also reward new kinds of

action" (p. 59, Homans, 1974), Hence, there is a tendency

for each person to emit new behaviours and to expand the

domain of the social exchange. The frequency and values of

the new behaviours are also predicted by the success, value,

and satiation-depr ivat ion propositions.

Over the continued course of social exchanges, Homans

argued, people develop expeclancies regarding the behaviours

and rewards that will be exchanged in future interaclions.
The effect of these expectancies on behaviours have been

summarized in two propositions. The aggression-approval

proposition slated that the probability of aggressive

behaviours increases when an expected reward is not received

or when unexpecLed punishment is received (Homans , 1974).
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The rationality proposition states thaL, when one is given a

choice of t!¡o or more behaviours, one's behaviour is
determined by the multiplicative reLationship between the

probability of a reward and the value of that reward

(Homans, 1974). Specifically, the greater the product of

the t!¡o, the more J.ikely it is that that behaviour will be

chosen. In other words, the expectancy of certain rewards

guides each person's behavioural choices, and each person

sLrives to maximize his or her own rewards. If one's

expectancies are not fuIfilled, one is IikeJ.y to become

angry, and may terminate the exchange or withhold rewards

that are expected by the other person (Homans, 1974).

Blau (1964) did not rely on reinforcement principles to
explain the course of social exchange. RecaIl that BIau

assumed, based on the norm of reciprocity, that people are

motivated to initiate an interaction because of the

perceived advantages of having another person indebted to

them. The initiator of the interaction, however, incurs the

risk of personal insult by having the initial overture

rejected. Assuming that the overture is not rejected,
however, the recipient can demonstrate trustworthiness by

discharging his or her obligations to the initiator (B1au,

1964). Over repeated exchanges, if both people continue to
discharge their obligations to one another, both demonstrate

that they are worthy of further exchanges. This
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trust\,¡orthiness reduces the risk, and therefore the cost, of

the interactions; hence, each person becomes more committed

to the relatíonship. For BIau, rrthe rnutual trust bet!¡een

committed exchange partners encourages them to engage in a

variety of transactions--to exchange advice, heIp, sociaL

support, and companionship" (p. 315), Thus, !rust, not

stimulus generalization, is assumed to provide the basis for
increasing the variety of behaviours that are exchanged.

Once trust has been established, people are motivated to
increase the variely of transactions by offering more types

of rewards in order to induce the other person to continue

supplying desired rewards. In this manner, people make

themselves attractive exchange partners by demonstrating

their ability to furnish rewards for the other person.

Àccording to Blau, there are tlro other forces that affect
the course of social exchange. First, in order to provide

incentives for the other person to increase the magnitude of

the rewards, each person increases the magnitude of lhe

rewards that are given to the other person. Second, as

peopLe receive increasing amounts of reward, their need for
the rer¡ard decreases. Bfau does not evoke reinforcement

principles to explain this latter phenomena. Rather, he

evokes the economic principle of diminishing marginal

utility, which refers !o the reality that the attainment of

a greater quantity of the same reward is no longer worth the
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costs involved in obtaining them. Àt this point, the

exchange tends to stabilize. The point of diminishing

returns, however, does not necessarily coincide for both

people. Thus, the person who still- requires more of the

same re¡,¡ard is motivated to increase his or her exchange

repertoire in order to induce the continued supply of the

desired reward from the other person (Blau, 1964).

The introduction of new behaviours into social exchanges

is noL a random process. Rather, it is determined by a

person's needs (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1974; Thibaut & KelIey,
1959). Needs, wants, and desires are highty

individualistic, as are the values that people place on

having their needs fulfilled (e.9. Homans, 1974), Needs

are also dynamic. Às mentioned above, according to Homans

(1974), if a need is satisfied, a person is no longer

rnotivated to seek its fulf illment (satiation-deprivation
proposition). On the other hand, it has been suggested that
the attainment of certain rewards can serve to increase the

magnitude of the need for that reward (B1au, 1964; Homans,

1974). Regardless of the mechanism, needs change over time,

and these needs affect the types and amounts of rewards

sought and rendered during social exchanges. Conseguently,

needs affect the behaviours of peopLe over the course of

their social exchanges.
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To recapitulate, the early exchange theorists differed in

the proposed mechanisms that guided the course of social
exchange. Homans (1974) and Thibaut and KeIley (1959)

adopted a reinforcement model, and Blau (1964) emphasized

trust and economic principles, Regardless of the different
approaches, there is a consensus that the early exchanges

between two people are somewhat static, but that over the

course of successive interaclions, the frequency and breadth

of exchanges increases as each individual seeks nev rewards

or tries to induce the other person to continue rendering

desired rewards. The specific course of the continued

interaction is dependent upon one's needs and one's acquired

knowledge of the other person's ability to fulfiIl those

needs. For Homans (1974), the initiat acquisition of this
knowledge was credited to learning. Once the knowledge has

been learned, however, Homans âsserted, peopte calculate
their ability to exträct valued rewards from the other
person, and this calcul.ation affects their current behaviour

in the exchange, On the other hand, Blau (1964) argued that
people overtl-y demonstrate the potential rewards that they

can offer to each other in order to induce each other to
render the rewards that they have indicated that they can

furnish.

Despite the introduction of ne¡,¡ behaviours, the

likelihood of conLinued interactions is stilI based on the
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reward/cosL ratios for each individual. For Homans (1974)

and for Blau (1964), decreasing profits increase the

probability that one will change one's behaviour. If the

behavioural changes do not yield increasing profits, the

relationship wilI IikeIy be terminated. Thibaut and KeIley
(1959) asserted that decreasing outcomes yield

dissatisfaction !¡ith the refationship, but that the

relationship would be terminated only if betLer alternatives
existed. Moreover, as !ime progresses, expectancies of

rer+ard/cost ratios affect the Iikelihood of maintaining the

relationship because people become more aware of the other
person's abilities to reward, as weÌl as his or her tendency

to reciprocate revrards (BIau, 1964; Homans, 1974) .

Therefore, one is better able to gauge the utility of the

relationship relative !o aLternatives.

In addition to assessing one's own profits, Homans (1958,

1974) asserted that the profits of the exchange partner

affected a person's behaviour over the course of the

relationship. To explain this aspect of the exchange,

Homans introduced the concept of distributive justice in

1958, which stipulated that while the costs and rewards that

are incurred by two people in an exchange may differ, there

is a tendency to!¡ards equality in the profits that each

person incurs. Thus, distributive justice acts as a force

toward equilibrium in social interactions, which takes into
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account not only ¡,¡hat a person receives from the exchange,

but also what a person contributes to the exchange. In
1974, Homans detailed the la¡.¡ of distributive justice more

completely. SpecificaIIy, he suggested that the

determination of fairness in an exchange involves a

comparison of both one's own and one's partner's
investments, contributions, and rewards. If the comparison

is suggestive of inequity, Homans asserted, the people

involved are apt to adjust the relrards that the other person

receives in order to make the exchange fair or balanced.

Taking a somewhat different perspective on interpersonal
relationships, Adams (1965) focused on the concept of
distributive justice. He noted that distributive justice
constitutes a theory in itself--a theory that addresses the

motivational and affective aspects of the exchange proper.

Àdams then elaborated on the notion of distributive justice,
and devised ¡,¡hat is now referred to as eguity theory. À

synopsis of Adam's equity theory as i! pertains to the

motivational and, hence, the behavioural consequences of
relationships that were, or became, imbalanced wiLl now be

presented.

Adams' (1965) theory was based on two concepts: inputs

and outcomes. "Inputs" rèfer to the attribules such as

effort, ski11s, and abilities, that an individual brings to
the exchange. Thus, inputs are analogous to Lhe cost
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factors of other exchange theories, "Outcomes" refer to

what a person obtains from the exchange, and are therefore

analogous to rewards. In a manner consistent with the law

of distributive justice, Àdams employed the ratio of inputs

to outcomes in order to determine the equity of an exchange.

Specifically, the outcomes of Person A divided by his or her

inputs is compared to the outcomes of Person B divided by

his or her inputs. If the ralio of outcomes to inputs of

the people in an exchange is equal, equity is said to exist.
Conversely, if the ratios are not equa1, a state of ineguity
is said to exist. Moreover, the magnitude of the felt
inequity was thought by Àdams to be a monotonicalLy

increasing function of the magnitude of the difference
between the tlro ratios.

Àdams (1965) considered the slate of inequity to have

motivational properties. A person experiencing ineguity was

motivated to restore equity in the exchange. Àccording to

Adams, the motivation to restore equity can result in one of

five differenL types of behaviour on the part of the person

experiencing the inequity. First, one may increase or

decrease one's own inputs, and thereby equalize the two

ratios, Second, one may increase or decrease one's outcomes

by either demanding greater outcomes or by refusing certain
outcomes. Third, one may cognitively distort the value of

one's inputs and outcomes to match the inputs and outcomes
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of the other. person. Fourth, in a simiLar manner, a person

may be motivated to cognitively distort the inputs and

outcomes of his or her exchange partner. Fifth, a person

may herminate the reì.at ionship.

In determining how a person will be motivated to reduce

an existing inequity, Àdams (1965) suggested several,

interdependent propositions. First, he assumed that people

are motivated lo maximize their outcomes and to minimize

their inputs. Second, Àdams assumed that people are

resistant to cognitive changes regarding their own

self-worth, and are therefore more likely !o change their
cognitions of lheir exchange partner's inputs and outcomes,

rather than their o!¡n. Third, people will be motivated to
terminate their relationships only when the magnitude of the

inequity is high, and other means of equity restoration are

not plaus i ble .

Adams' (1965) theory serves to elucidate the types of and

probable behaviour in which a person experiencing inequity
wiIl engage. while his formulations are consistent with

social exchange theory, they are not 1ogica1ly derived from

exchange theory; hence, they are an instructive addition to
the theoretical framework of social exchange, Adams'

theory, however, is quantitative in nature, and therefore

does not include the qualitative motivational predictions

derived from other social exchange theories. For example,
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other exchange theories predict that inequity may lead to
aggressive behaviours directed toward the person who caused

the inequity by failing to reciprocate (e.g, BJ.au, 1964).

Moreover, there may be a tendency to derogate the ingrate
who has demonstrated social inferiority by failing to
rec iprocate appropriately (e.g. couÌdner, 1960 ).

Rusbult (1980a) also elaborated upon sET through her

presentation of the investment mode1. this model is based

on SET, but, as Rusbul! argued, it. more clearly
distinguishes betv¡een relationship satisfaction and

commitment. Furthermore, Rusbult articulates the impact of

rewards, costs, and alternatives on commitment to the

relationship. She defined relationship satisfaction as the

"degree of positive affect associated r¡ith a relationship"
(p. 170), which equalled a person's obtained outcomes minus

his or her expected outcomes (recall tha! outcomes = rewards

- costs). Thus, satisfaction is equivalent to Thibaut and

KeILey's (1959) comparison Ievel and, for RusbuIt, it
increases as rewards increase, as costs decrease, and as

current expectancies for greater rewards decrease.

Commitment l¡as defined in terms of whether one feels that
one will be Likely to continue with the relat.ionship
(Rusbult, 1980a). Commitment is considered to be a function
of three variables: current outcomes, investments, and the

comparison 1evel for alternatives. Investments refer to
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those resources that a person gives to but cannot retrieve
from the relationship if it termina!es. Thus, investments

refer to irrevocable costs for a person, and include time,

emotional effort, and gifts. The notion of comparison Ievel
for alternative was borror¡ed from Thibaut and Kelley (1959),

and refers to a person's minimal leveL of acceptable

outcomes, given the available opportunities to interáct with
others. For Rusbult, commitment equals current outcomes

minus comparison level for alternatives pì.us investments.

Thus, commitment is expected to increase as rewards and

investments increase and to decrease as al-ternatives become

more attractive.

Àlthough Rusbult (1980a) has not altered lhe existing
concepts within SET, she has delinealed the concepts of

relationship satisfaction and commitment. Moreover, the

predicted effects of rewards, costs, and aLternatives on

relationship satisfaction and commitment are concisely

specified within an exchange f rame¡,¡ork. By quantifying
relationship indicators, Rusbult's ('1 980a) model serves to
enhance the application of SET.
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SET ånd the MPR

CoIlectively, within SET, the determinants of

relationship development are: rev¡ards, costs, needs, trust,
reciprocity (indebtedness) , and equity. Rewards and costs

have been central to the description of MPRS and their
dynamics (e.9. Btackburn et a1., 1981; Klauss, 1981 ) zey,

1984). Also, it has been suggested that the behaviours

exchanged over the course of the MPR are dependent upon the

needs of the mentor and protege (e.9. Baird & Kram, 1983;

Dalton & Thompson, 1986; Kram, 1983). The necessity of

trust in MPRs has been repeatedly stated in the Iiterature
(e.9. Clawson, 1980; Missarian, 1982), and was underscored

by Ðalton and Thompson (1986), who maintained that trust is
the foundation of the reciprocity between mentors and

proteges--a view identical to that of Blau (1964), Also,

DaIton and Thompson emphasized that the reciprocity between

mentors and protege was the crux of cont.inued interaction in

the MPR. The notion of indebtedness has been iterated by

many writers (e.9. Collins & Scott, 1978; Levi.nson et a1.,
1978) l¡teÊEz et aL., 1988; Missarian, 1982; Rutherford &

Weigenstein, 1985), mainly with regard to proteges' undying

gratitude toward their mentors for tutelage, protection, and

sponsorship. Eguity has also been considered important to

MPR functioning. Dalton and Thompson (1986) stated that

"each of us has an innate sense of equity, and if either
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party lmentor or protege] feels that they have failed to

contribute their full share to the exchange, a sense of

guilt will alienate them from the other party" (p. 102).

Moreover, Rutherford and Weigenstein (1985) found that
proteges terminated their relaLionships with mentors when

they perceived that lhe mentors were accruing more benefits
than they were,

The overlap betlreen the concepts of SET and the concepts

evoked by MPR researchers is striking. Not only are the

concepts shared, but as argued earlier, the inferred
dynamics of the MPR are the same as the dynamics outlined by

SET and are predicted by SET. Specifically, it is believed

that mentors and proteges are motivated to interact wiLh one

another in order !o acquire the benefits fhat the other has

to offer, and lhat the exchange of mutual benefits sustains

the relationship. It appears, then, that MPR researchers

are referring to SET in their anal.ysis, but are simply not

calling it SET. For this reason, SET appears !o be a

logical choice for a theory on which to integrate and guide

research on the MPR. There are other reasons as HelL. In

discussing developing relationships, Huston and Burgess

(1979) commented that "an explicit look at exchange

processes sets the stage for considering the relationship
itself--rather than the individuaf or larger social system

as the unit of analysis" (p. a). Moreover, SET has been
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successfully applied to the study of close relationships
(e.9. nerg, 1984; Berg & Clark, 1986; Berg & Mceuinn, 1986;

Hays, 1985; Rusbuì.t, 1980a, 1980b, 1983) and the MpR is, by

definition, a close relationship (e.9. Clâwson, 1980;

Levinson et al., 1978; Missarian, 1982).

Earlier it r,¡a s argued that the Lack of a theoretical
framework was debilitating to the progress of MpR research,

because there is no cohesive framework in which to integrate
the existing information on MPRs and to guide and direct
fu!ure research efforts. Às a result of the foregoing

anaJ.ysis, it is apparent that SET is consistent with current
theorizing on the MPR, and is of heuristic value for the

study of close reLationships. Àrgument, however, is not

sufficient cause for adopting a theoretical perspective.

The utility of a theory must be tested, and its ability to
account for past observations and to predict behaviour must.

be gauged. This is an enormous endeavour, and one purpose

of the present research is !o take a first step towards

achieving this goal. In the next section, the plan of the

present research is presented.

Present Research

Two studies were conducted in order to evaluate past

assumptions about the mentor-protege relationship and to
provide theoretical grounding for the discussion and further
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eval-uation of the mentor-protege relationship. Based upon

their in-depth intervieHs with mentors and proteges, both

Kram (1983) and Missarian (1982) concLuded !hat the mentor's

behaviours changed over the course of the mentor-protege

reLationship, and that these changes reflected three

distinct stages of the relationship. The deterrnination of

these stages, however, was done on a post-hoc basis and has

yet to be confirmed. Furthermore, there has been no

systematic attempt to determine the behaviours and functions

of the protege over the course of the work reLationship. It
has only been inferred that proteges passively accept their
nentor's goodwill and directives and, later on, provide

their mentors with technical and psychological support

(oalton & Thompson, 1986; Kram, 1983; Levinson, et aL.,
1978i zey, 1984) .

The present paper addresses these oversights by extending

past research on lhe mentor-protege relationship.
Specif icaIJ.y, in Study 1, the stages of the mentor-protege

relationship wiJ.1 be cross-validated, and the behaviours of

both mentors and proteges, over the course of the

relat ionship, will be examined.

À second purpose of the present research is to assess the

utility of social exchange theory as a theoretical model for
the study of mentor-protege relationships. One means of

achieving this end is to assess whether the dynarnics of
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mentor-protege rel-alionships are indeed consistent with a

social exchange theory interpretation of relationships, as

has been inferred by past researchers, Study 2 was designed

to achieve thi s goal.

Studv !

À description of the mentor-protege relationship, or any

other relationship, is the necessary firsL step towards its
understanding (cf . Ketley et aI., 1983), because we must

first know what people do before we can ask r+hy people do

\,¡hat lhey do (Harvey e! al., 1983). Any such description of

a relationship should include an account of each persons'

behaviour and any significant changes in their behaviour, as

well as the pattern of inleractions between lhe t!¡o people

invoLved (Berscheid & Peplau, 1983; KeIley, et aI., 1983;

McCIintock, 1983). Regularities in behaviours and

interactional patterns over the course of the relationship
indicate stages (xeIley et aI., 1983), and if Èhese stages

are found for most people who are involved in a certain lype

of relationship, it can be concLuded that the stages

represent a normative or typical pattern (Braiker & Kelley,
1979). The determination of stages requires descriptive
account.s of each persons' behaviour over the course of the

relationship, which can be obtained from their retrospective
accounts, and an assessment of ¡vhether behavioural patterns
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do, in fact, exist (Braiker & Ke11ey, 1979). This phase

determining stages in the MPR has already been completed

Kram (1983) and Missarian (1982), who were able to
distinguish patterns of the mentor's behaviours.

UnforLunately, they did not sLudy the behaviours of
proteges.

Braiker and Ke11ey (1979) have offered a strategy for
proceeding from this point. First, a cross-validaLion of
the observed behavioural pattern is required. This can be

achieved by listing the behaviours tha! are thought to
occur, and by asking respondents if they had experienced

such behaviours over the course of their relationship.
Second, the lrealth of information can be expanded by

obtaining data on the frequency of each behaviour and the

length of each stage. This strategy was adopted in Study 1,

which served !o cross-validate the stages of the

mentor-protege reJ.ationship and to extend our knowledge to
include a descriptive account of the protege's behaviour.

To accomplish these goa1s, the empirically derived career

and psychosocial functions of mentors were translated into
30 items representing possible behaviours of senior managers

or executives. These items formed the basis of the

Behavioural Survey (see Appendix B). Respondents indicated
whether a senior manager or executive ¡,¡ith whom they had an

enduring relationship had displayed each of these behaviours

of

by
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during the early, middl.e, and late part of their
relationship and, if so, how frequently these behaviours had

occurred. The respondents also responded to each item in
terms of their ovn behaviour. Some of the items assessing

the respondent's own behaviour were sJ.ightly modified in
order to be consistent with the formal lines of authority in

organizãtions,

Once the respondents completed the Behavioural Survey,

they completed Riley and Wrench's (1985) Career Support

Sca1e (see Àppendix A), so that they could be classified as

eiLher proteges or non-proteges with respect to the

relationship that they had just described.

On the basis of Kram's (1983) and Missarian's (1982)

findings on stages of lhe MPR, it was hypothesized that,
based on lhe mentors' behaviours, three discernible stages

of the mentor-protege relaLionship would emerge. Stage 1

would be characterized by the mentor displaying primarily
career functions. Stage 2 l¡ould be characterized by an

increase in the number and frequency of functions performed

by the mentor. Specif ica1J.y, an increase in the number of

the psychosocial functions and an increase in the frequency

of career functions was expected. In Stage 3, it was

hypothesized that there would be a decrease in the number

and frequency of both career and psychosocial functions.

For the proteges, there \,¡as no basis for making specific
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predictions because there has been no prior attempt to
assess their behaviour systematically over the course of the

mentor-protege relat ionship.

Às a consequence of the post-hoc determination of

proteges, data were coLlected on nonmentoring work

relationships as lreIf as on mentoring relationships. Thus,

it was possible to compare the data from nonmentoring

relationships !o the data from mentoring relationships in

order to determine if any differences existed. On the basis

of current knowledge on menhoring relationships, it was

hypothesized that there would be qualitative and

quantitative differences betlreen mentors and nonmentors and

betlreen proteges and nonproteges. SpecificaIly, it was

expected that both mentors and proteges would demonsLrate a

greater variety of behaviours, and would do so more

f requentJ-y than r+ould nonmentors and nonproteges.

Method

Re sponden t s

It v¡as anticipated that the respondents in this study

would be 400 middle managers from a cross-section of

organizations. This number vas chosen in order to ensure a

ratio of at least 10 respondents per variable for the

principal components analysis of the BHLS, AIso, to avoid

singularity in the MANOVA, 120 respondents were needed for
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both the mentored and nonmentored groups (Tabachnick &

Fide11, 1989). À priori knowledge of the percentage of
respondents in each of these groups was unavailable;
however, an estimated ratio of 60:40 for the mentored and

nonmentored groups, respectively, indicated that a sample of
400 r+'ould ensure lhat an adequate number of respondents for
the.nonmenlored group would be obtained.

lrfaterials

The Behavioural Survey (BHLS) was used to gauge the type

and the frequency of the behaviours of organizational
personnel. The BHLS contains 30 behavioural items that
assess the senior person's behaviours, and 30 items that
assess the respondent's (the less senior person's)

behaviours. Thus, there is a total of 60 items. The 30

behavioural items that assess the more senior person,s

behaviours appear first. The respondents answered alL 60

iLems with respect to the early, middle, and ]ate part of
their reLationship. The 60 items that assess the early part
of the relãtionship and the comp1ele instructions for the
BHLS appear in Àppendix B. The questions that assessed the

middle and Late parts of the relationship were identical to
the questions that assessed the early part, except that the

lrords "middIe" and "Iate" replaced the !¡ord "early',. The

clarity of each item and the accompanying instructions, as
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trell as the ability of respondents to execute the

instructions was confirmed in t!ro pilot studies (see

Appendix C). The BHLS yielded data on the behaviours of

superiors and their subordinates over the course of their
relationship, and also provided information on the length of

each stage.

À second survey, Riley and Wrench's (1985) Career Suppor!

Scale (see Appendix À), was used to distinguish between

respondentS who were proteges and nonproteges with respect

to the relationship that they had just described. À third
survey (see Àppendix D) r,¡a s used to obtain demographic

information regarding: the respondent's tenure and position

in the organization; the length of the described

relationship; and the position and gender of the senior

manager with whom the respondent had an enduring

relationship, and on whom the respondent focused r¡hen

complet ing the surveys.

Proc edure

The vice-presidenLs of Human Resource Management in

potential host organizations were contacted by a letter
which expJ.ained the purpose of the study and which requested

a meeting for further discussion. Upon meeting the

vice-president, the nature of the study was fully disclosed

and permission to solicit participants from the organization
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was requested. Upon the granting of permission, lhe

selection of potential participants !¡as discussed, but this
decision was ultimately made by the vice-president, who kept

the names of the potential participants confidential. Each

po!ential participant then received, via
inter-organizational mai1, a survey packet. The survey

packet contained, in order of presentation: a cover memo

from lhe vice-president; a cover letter from the researcher;

the BehaviouraL Survey; the Career Support Scale; the

demographic survey; and a return envelope. The cover memo

from the vice-president confirmed that permission to solicit
participants had been obtained and that confidentiality
would be assured. The cover letter from the researcher

briefly explained the purpose of the research and requested

the potential participant's volunÈary participation in the

study. the confidential and anonymous nature of
participation vras stressed. The letter also instruct.ed
potential participants on the method of returning the

completed survey and on how to contact the researcher for
questions or to receive the results of the study.

In order to complete the surveys, the participant.s were

asked to think of a fairl-y enduring reLationship that they

had had l¡ith a more senior manager or executive at work, and

to focus on that person and on their r,¡ork relationship as

they compìeted the surveys. The instructions also orienbed
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the participants to specific times in their relationship
with the senior manager.

Results

The data from the Behavioural Survey (BHLS) and the

Career Support Scale (CSS) were subjected to numerous

analyses in order to assess the behaviours of mentors and

proteges over the course of their work relationship. prior

to the main analyses, the assumptions of the multivariate
analyses were assessed (see Appendix E). This assessment

indicated that the data from the BHLS and CSS \,¡ere

rnultivariate normal, and that the assumptions regarding

independence of observations and homogeneity of variance

were met. With respect to equality of covariance maLrices,

alphas for the multivariate F lesls were set at .01.

Multivariate analyses are greatly affected by outlying cases

(cf. Tabachnick & Fidell , 1989 ) ; therefore, with the

exception of lhe percentages used to describe the

respondents and their reLationships, all univariate and

multivariate outliers were removed from the reported

analyses. Univariate outliers were defined as respondents

who had Z scores greater than plus or minus three (cf.

Stevens, 1986), and nuLtivariate outl-iers were defined as

respondents who had Iarge MahaLanobis distances with

associated p values of less than .001. This criterion was
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recommendèd by Tabachnick and FidelL (1989), who noted that
the algorithm used to detect multivariate outliers is very

sensitive, thus a conservative estimate is warranted.

The Results section is organized as foIIows. First, the

organizations, the respondents, and the stated demographics

of the ¡,¡ork relationship are described. Second, the

operationaL definition of mentoring that r¡as used to
classify or to group the respondents as either proteges or

nonproteges with respect to lhe work relationship on which

they had focused while completing lhe surveys is presenled.

Third, a description and comparison of the behaviours of

mentors and nonmentors over the course of the vork

relationship is presented. Fourth, a description and

comparison of the behaviours of proteges and nonproteges

over the course of the work relationship is presented.

Orqan izat íons

Contact by letter was made to 50 organizations and this
contact resulted in 31 meetings. Permission to solicit
participants was obtained from 15 private and public sector

organizations in Winnipeg and CaIgary. These organizations

represented the follo¡ving industries: aerospace,

agriculture, banking, communications, finance, ínsurance,

oi1, personnel, transportation, and utilities. Typically,
about 50 survey packets were delivered to each organization.
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Exceptions to this rate were experienced in the smaller and

Iarger organizations. Tr,¡o of lhe small,er organizations

accepted a cornbined total of 18 survey packets, and two of

the larger organizations accepted a combined total of 250

survey packets.

Overal1, 803 survey packets were distributed to the 15

organizations. The vice-presidents distributed lhe survey

packets to potential participants in the head office and,

when appLicable, in regionaì. offices. Legible postmarks

indicated lhat the surveys reached offices in: Calgary,

Edmonton, Lethbridge, and Medicine Hat, Àlberta; Winnipeg,

Steinbach, Brandon, and The Pas, Manitoba; Vancouver,

sritish Columbia; and Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario. Thus,

the sample population of participants represented a broad

cross-secLion of industry and geographic location.

Re sÞonden t s

Completed surveys were returned by 373 or 46.4% of E}j,e

respondents. Over 90% of. lhe respondents were male (see

Note 1) and the mean age of the respondents was 41.8 years.

The current jobs of the respondents were as folLows: 55%

!¡ere managers, 24% were specialists or experts, 12% were

supervisors, and 9% were vice-presidents or directors.
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Relat i onship demooraphics

The mean length of lhe respondent's work relationship with
the senior person whom they had selected was 7.6 years.

Mos! of the senior personnel were male (96.1%) and

represented a range of occupations. Managers accounted for
53% of. the senior personnel; presidents, vice-presidents,
and direcLors accounteð, f.or 31%; and specialists or expert.s

accounted for 16%. The r¡ork relationship was currently
ongoing for 70.6% of. the respondents, and 41.7% indicated
that they saw the senior person several times a week.

When asked the approximate time span of each part of the

relationship to lrhich they responded on the BHLS survey,

7.2% oÍ. the respondents said that it was impossible to say.

From the remaining respondents, the mean length of the

earIy, niddle, and Late parts of the relationship was 1.4

years, 2.2 years, and 1.9 years, respectiveJ.y. OnIy 48% of

the respondents answered the question regarding the cri!eria
that they used to distinguish these three parts of the

relationship. This was the only question on the survey that
the respondents, as a group, omitted. This guestion was

answered in the pilot studies; thus, the reason for this
omission is unknown. Of the 181 respondents who did answer

this guestion, 56% used time to distinguish the threè parts

of the relationship, 28% used events, and 16% used personal

or professionaL development.
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When asked how many stages they believed cornprised the

relationshipi 4.8% of the respondents beLieved that there

lrere no stages; 25% saíd two stages; 44.6% said three

stages; 18,4% said four stages; and 7.2% believed tha! there

were five or more stages. when asked if they thought it
neaningful !o view the relationship in terms of stages, 63%

of the respondents said yes. Critical events affecting the

development of the relat ionship were indicated by 61 .2% of.

the respondents. Hov¡ever , 20% of Lhese respondents were

reluctant to expand upon these events. when the respondents

did specify criticaJ- events, it was apparent that the events

were highly individual. More than 50 events were specified
by 182 respondents. The events ranged from personaL crisis
to economic conditions. Corporate reorganization,

transfers, promotions, and a change, for better or for
worse, in the interpersonal inLeractions were some of the

more frequent events mentioned by respondents.

OÞerational def inition of nèntorinq

Originally, RiIey & Wrench's (1985) Career Support ScaIe

(CSS) was to be used as a post-hoc determination of which

respondents defined as a mentor the senior person with whom

they had worked with and described. This approach requires

calculating the respondents' mean scores for each of the

four subscaLes thought by Riley and Wrench to comprise the
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CSS. These four subscales !¡ere: Provi sions ( 15 items ) ;

Emotion (5 items) ; SeJ.f-Concept (8 items); and Resources (1

item). The Provisions items reflected the extent to which

the senior person gave the respondent technical help and

emotional support. The Emotion items reflected the extent

to which the work relationship was described as mutualLy and

personally satisfying. The Self-Concept items reflected lhe

extent to which the work retationship was described as

providing an opportunity for personal growth. Last, the

Resource item assessed the senior person's access !o
organizaLional resources.

The existence of these subscales, however, has not been

verified empirically. Therefore, the CSS was subjected to
principal components anaLysis (see Appendix F) and the

resulting factor structure was compared to the factor
structure assumed by Riley and wrench (1985), The princi.pal

components analysis yielded five factors. The first factor
was comprised of I of the 15 Provisions items and most of
these items reflected the senior person giving technical
support to the respondent. The second factor lras a mixture

of Self-Concept, Emotion, and Provisions items which largely
reflected role-modelling. The third factor !¡as a rnixture of
SeIf-Concept and Provisions items, as well as the single
Resource item. The fourth factor vras comprised of two

Provisions items which reflected high standards imposed by
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the senior person. FinaIly, the fifth factor was comprised

of one Self-Concept and one Emotion item reflecting negative

aspects of the v¡ork relationship.

Thus, the true factor structure of the CSS did not bear

cl-ose resemblance Lo the underlying structure assumed by

Riley and Wrench (1985). The only possibLe exception to
this conclusion is that I of lhe 15 provisions items did
load together on the first factor. DespiLe this one

sinilarity, about half of the Provisions items loaded o

factors that eere not posiLed by Riley and wrench.

Moreover, the SeIf-Concept, Emotion, and Resource subscales

were not upheld. Therefore, it was not feasible to use the

CSS to caLculate scores for the respondents in order to
cLassify them as either proteges or nonproteges.

In lieu of the CSS, the Behavioural Survey (gt¡ls) was

used to operationaLly define mentors, The BHLS vas

considered to be appropriate for defining mentoring for four
reasons. Firs!, all of the items in the BHLS were

empirically derived from studies that assessed the

behaviours of mentors, and thus, reflect known mentor

behaviours. Second, there is consensus in the J-iterature,
on a theoretical level, that mentors are people who perform

the 30 behaviours measured by the BHLS with regularity in

their work relationships (e.g. ÀL1ernan, et al., 1984; Brooks

& Haring-Hidore, 1987; and Klauss, 198 1 ) . Thus, the BHLS
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refLects shat is believed and known about mentors. Third,
all of the items in the BHLS had been tested in pilot
studies. Fourth, lhe BHLS was found to be reliable
(standardized Cronbach's alphas were 0.92, 0.94, and 0.95

for the early, middle, and labe parts of the relationship,
respectively).

Based on past research, it was assumed that not all of

the 30 behavioural items on the BHLS would be reLevant to
all three parLs or "stages" of the relationship (cf. Kram,

1983; Missarian, 1982). Specifically, it was assumed that
the presence or absence of various behaviours would vary

according to the devetopmental level of both the respondent

and the relationship. A perusal of the univariate
statistics for the BHLS confirmed that some items ¡,?ere not

relevant to each "stage" of the relationship, Consequently,

only 25 of the 30 behavioural items per stage were used to
define mentoring. Specifically, if a respondent rated the

senior person above the theoretical mean (2.5) on at least
25 of the 30 behavioural items in either the early, the

middle, or Lhe late "stage" of the work reLationship, the

senior person was classified as a mentor and that respondent

was then classified as a protege with respect to that work

relationship.

On the basis of this classification or grouping, 63.3% of.

the respondents described a mentor and lrere classified as
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proteges, and 36.7% of the respondents described a nonmentor

and were classified as nonproteges, These percentages are

consisten! with past research regarding the prevalance of

mentoring in the work place (e.9. Burke,1984; DoIl et al.,
1982),

Mèntors and nonrnentors

Senior people who were defined as mentors were placed in
the Mentor (t't) group and senior people who were not defined

as menbors were placed in the Nonmentor (Nt't) group. In

order to describe and compare the behaviours of mentors and

nonmentors over the course of the work reLationship, the

data from the BHLS r,¡hich described the senior personts

behaviour were analysed. Recall that these 90 items

measured the frequency with which the senior person

demonstratèd 30 different behaviours during the earJ.y, the

middle, and lhe late part or "stage" of Lhe r¡ork

relationship. These data were analyzed using a 2 x 3 (Group

x Stage) doubly multivariate MÀNOVÀ. The removal of 26

multivariate outliers as weII as one respondent with missing

data resulted in a sampl-e of 217 for the M group and 129 for
the NM g r oup.

Prior to discussing the results of this MANOVA, it should

be recalled that the behavioural items used to operationally
define mentors and nonmentors are the same items that are
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being analysed to determine if quantitative differences
betr¡een mentors and nonmentors exist. Thus, it could be

argued that any observed differences between mentors and

nonmentors are possibLy an artifact of the operationaJ.

definition of mentoring. To avoid this potentiaL problem

when inlerpreting the results, !he interpretation will- focus

primarily on the effect size (d) of any observed

differences. Àccording to Cohen (1969), effect sizes of

about 0.2,0,5, and 0.8 are smal.l, moderate, and Large,

respectively. These numbers r¡ere used to establish the

following ranges for describing effect sizes in the present

paper: small = 0 to 0.34; moderate = 0.35 to 0.69; and large

= 0.70 to 2.50.

Group main effect. The multivariate test of the

differences between mentors and nonmentors on the 30

behavioural it.ems that described lhe senior person' s

behaviour was significant ( F (30,313) = 21 .79, p < .0001).

A fo1low-up revealed that aII of the univariate repeated

measures ÀNOVAS for each of the 30 behaviours were also

significant. Thus, mentors and nonmentors were

significantly differen! from one another on all 30

behaviours. Specificalty, the nentors were rated

significantly higher than nonmentors on each behaviour.

The means for mentors and nonmentors for each behaviour

and the effect size (d) of the differences betlreen the two
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1. The graphs have been

effect size.

I nsert Figure 1 about here

Figure 1 illustrates that Large differences between

mentors and nonmentors existed on 16 behavioural items.

Specifically, mentors were much more likeIy than nonmentors

to encourage ( r (11342) = 292.89, p < .0001) and to coach (

F (1,342) = 297.02, p < .0001) the respondent, !o enhance

the respondent's seLf-confidence ( F (1,3421 = 254.68), p <

.0001), to support the respondent's goals ( f (1,342) =

285.36, p < .0001), to show caring for the respondent ( t
(1 ,342) = 213,64, p < .0001), to aid lhe respondent's

promotions ( F (1,3a2) = 199.?0, p < .0001), to acknowledge

the respondent ' s talents and abilities ( F (1,342) = 179.64,

p < .0001), Èo challenge the respondent to think creatively
( F (1,342) = 160.69, p < .0OOl), to counsel thè respondent

on his or her career ( F (1,342) = 155.37r p < .0001), to
communicate expectations of the respondent to him or her ( g

(1,342) = 151.82, p < ,0001), to serve as a roLe-model for
the respondent ( F (1 ,342) = 1a9.70, p < .0001), to
demonstrate respect for the responden! ( F (1 ,342) = 139.21 ,

p < .0001), to provide the respondent lrith comfort and

understanding when necessary ( F (1 ,342) = 139.09,



Fiqure 1: Mean frequencies of mentors'

behaviours collapsed ac ross stages.
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versus nonmentors'
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p < .0001), to introduce the respondent to key people in the

organization ( 4 (1,342) = 131.14, 2 < .0001), !o give the

respondent regular feedback ( F (11342) = 121 .63, p <

.0001), and to give the respondent information on the trends

in his or her field ( î (1 ,342) = 118.07, p < .0001).

Figure 1a1so illustrates that moderate differences
between mentors and nonmentors existed on 13 behaviouraL

items, Specifically, mentors ¡,¡erè more likely than

nonmentors to protect the respondent's interes!s in meetings

that he or she could not attend ( F (1,342) = 115.25, p <

,0001), to give the respondents information about other
people in the organization ( r' (1,342) = '1 '1 1,50, Ê < .0001),

to give resources !o the respondent ( F (1,342) = 111.21, p

<.0001), to Iislen to the respondent's opinions or advice (

F (1,342) = 106,85, Þ < .0001), to value the respondent's

opinions and contributions ( F (1,342) = 106.05, p < .0001),

to teach the respondent the lechnical aspects of his or her

work ( î (1 ,342) = 98.39, p. < .0001), to provide the

respondent with challenging work ( F (1,342) = 83.60, p <

.0001), to teach the respondent about organizational
politics ( g (1,34?) = 76.83, p < ,0001), ro give rhe

respondent direct assistance on work tasks ( F (1 ,342) =

75.17. p < .0001)v, to ensure that the respondent !¡as not

blamed for other peoplers mistakes or shortcomings ( ¡'

(1,342) = 74.78, p < .0001), to share cl-assif ied information
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!¡ith the respondent ( L (1,3a2) = 70.50, p < .0001), to
demand high performance from the respondent ( F (l ,l+Z) =

52.61 , p < .0001), to and manipulate circumstances in order

to enhance the respondent's promotability ( g (1,3a2) =

49,93, p < .0001).

Last, Figure '1 illustrates a smaII difference beÈ\reen

menLors and nonmentors on one behaviour. mentors were

somewhat more likely than nonmentors to intervene in the

respondent's confLicts with other people ( F (1,342) =

30.52, p < .0001).

To reiterate, overal1, mentors were rated higher than

nonmentors on each behaviour. The size of the differences
betvreen mentors and nonmentors were, for the most part,
large. This analysis, however, does not telt us the

relative importance of each behaviour in work relationships.
Thus, the main effect means for each behavioural item were

ranked separately for mentors and nonmentors, and the

results of these rankings are presented in Table 8.

InserL TabLe I about here

Table 8

mentors and

exceptions,

illustrates that the rank order of the means for
nonmentors is markedly similar. With minor

the ten most' frequent behaviours displayed by
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Tab]e I

Rank Mean Frequencies: Mentors versus Nonmentors

Behaviour Mentor Rank Nonmentor Rank

High pe r formance
Re spec t ed
Challenging wor k
VaLued opinions
Li stened
Noted talen!
Creativity
Supported goa 1s
Expec tat i ons
Cared f or
Enc ou r aged
Information - classif ied
Gave resourc e s
Gave f eedbac k
Role model
SeIf-conf i denc e
Informa!ion - people
Coac he d
I nt roduc ! i ons
Aided pr omot i on s
Protected interests
I nformal i on - trends
Ensured not blamed
Direct help
Career advi ce
Taught politics
Provided comf ort
Technical heJ.p
Help re: conf lict
Manipulated c i rcumstances

1

3
2
4

6
7

IJ
10
12
¡5
I
9

11
22
21
14
25
'1 I
24
17
19
'1 6
20
27
23
28
¿>
26
30

1

2
3
4

6
7
I

10
11
12
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
¿3
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Note: Ties are indicated by the same rank number.
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mentors were also the ten most freguent behaviours displayed

by nonmentors. Specifically, the following behaviours were

displayed most frequently by the senior person in the work

relationship: demanding high perfornance, demonstrating

respect, giving challenging work, valuing opinions,
j.istening, noting talent, stimulating creative thought,

supporting goals, communicating expectations, and

demonstrating caring.

Similarly, \,¡ith minor exception, the ten Least frequent

behaviours displayed by mentors were also the ten least
frequent behaviours displayed by nonmentors. Specifically,
the foLlowing behaviours !¡ere displayed least frequently by

the senior person: aiding promotions, protecting in!erests,
giving information on trends; ensuring that others were not

incorrectly blamed, giving direct heIp, giving career

advice, teaching organizational politics, providing comfort,
giving technical- help, intervening in conflicts, and

rnanipulaLing circumstances to enhance promotability.

With respect to the ten behaviours that were displayed

with relatively moderate frequency, there were a few

discrepancies between mentors and nonmentors. Specifically,
serving as a role-modeJ-, enhancing self-confidence, and

coaching were ranked higher for mentors than nonmentors.
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Despite some minor deviations, the ranks indicate that
the behavioural composition of mentoring and nonmentoring

relationships is essentially the same. Differences between

the two relationships was found only i.n terms of the

guantity of the senior person's behaviour. That is, mentors

demonstrated the 30 behaviours more frequently than did
nonmentors.

Staqe main effect, The multivariate test of the

differences bet\,¡een the freguencies of the 30 behaviours

that described the senior person's behaviour over lhe three

stages of the work relationship was significant ( E

(60,1310) = a.81, p < .0001). A follow-up revealed that 16

of the univariate repeated measures ANOVAS were also

significant. Thus, the freguencies with which 16 behaviours

r,¡ere demonstrated changed significantly over the course of

the work relationship. The change in frequencies, however,

differed between mentors and nonmentors for seven of these

behaviours and these differences wilI be discussed in the

following section which reports the group x stage

interaction. The frequency of aII of the remaining nine

behaviours increased over the course of the work

relationship. The means for Stages 1, 2, and 3 for these

nine behavíours and the effect size (d) of the differences

between the largest and smallest means are presented in

Eigure 2. The graphs have been ranked in descending order

of ef fect size.
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Insert Figure 2 about here

Figure 2 illustrates that a Iarge difference in the

frequency with which lhe senior person demanded high

performance existed across stages ( F (2,684) = 47.72, p <

.0001). A Tukey's HSD post-hoc bes! (a]pha conLrolled for
all. comparisons at p < .0055) revealed that the means for
Stage 2 and Stage 3 were not significantly different, but

tha! both Stage 2 and 3 means were significantly higher than

the Stage 1 mean.

Moderahe to small differences were observed for the other
behaviours. SpecificalLy, there were significan! increases

across stages in the frequency with which the senior person:

a) gave the respondent information on trends ( F (2,684) =

13.45, p < .0001 ) ; b) protected the respondent' s interests
in meetings ( F (2,684) = 12.25, p < .0001); c) communicated

expectations to the respondent ( F (2r684) = 10.5, p <

.0001); d) gave the respondent career advice ( F (2,684) =

9.69, p < .0001); e) challenged the respondent to think
creatively ( F (2,684) = 5.58, p < .004); f) enhanced the

respondent's self-confidence ( F (2,684) = 5.57, p < .004);
g) listened to Lhe respondènt ( F (2,684) = 5.40, p < .005);

and h) gave feedback to the respondent ( f (2,684) = 5,00, p
< .007).
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Fiqure ¿: Mean frequencies of the senior persons'

behaviours during each relationship stage.
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Tukey's post-hoc tests (alpha controlled at p < .0055)

indicated that for these eight behaviours, the Stage 2 means

were signif icantJ-y higher than the Stage l means and that
there were no significant differences between Stage 2 and

Stage 3 means. Also, Stage 3 means vere significantly
higher than Stage l means for communicating expeclations,
giving information on trends, and protecting interests, but

Stage 3 and Stage 1 neans were not significantly different
for creative thinking, giving feedback, enhancing

self-conf idence, and Iistening.

To further assess the increase across stages for aIl nine

behaviours, one-way doubJ.y multivariate MÀNOvÀs were

conducted separately for the M and NM.groups. For the M

group, the multivariate test for the stage main effect r¡as

significant ( F (60,157) = 3.68), p < .0001), as were rhe

univariate repeated measures ANOVÀS for each of the nine

behaviours. ConverseJ,y, the multivariate tes! for the NM

group lras not significant ( F (60,67) = 1.44, Þ < .07271.

Despite this nonsignificance, the univariate repeated

measures ANOVAS were perused and reveaLed that "significant',
increases across stages occurred for only four of the nine

behaviours (high performance, information-trends,

expectations, and protected interests). Thus, it appears

that the M group contributed most to the observed increase

in the nine behaviours across stages.
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GrouÞ x staqe interaction. The multivariate test for the

group x stage interaction was significant ( F (60,1310) =

1.47, p <.01). A follow up revealed that seven univariate
repeated measures ANOVÀS were also significant. Thus,

mentors and nonmentors v¡ere significantly different from one

another across stagês of the çork rel-ationship.

Specifically, the frequency with which mentors displayed

each of these seven behaviours increased over time, whereas

the frequency with which nonmentors displayed each of these

behaviours did not. change over time.

The mean frequencies for mentors and nonmentors for each

of the seven behaviours during each relationship stage and

the effect size (d) of the difference betv¡een the largest
and smallest mean within the M group, are presenbed in

Figure 3. The graphs are ranked in descending order of

effect size.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Às Figure 3 illustrates, large differences were found in

the frequency with which mentors displayed three behaviours

over the course of the relationship. These behaviours r,¡ere:

sharing classified information with the respondent ( f
(2,684) = 9.48, p < .001); rnanipulating .ir"u^stunces to
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verSus nonmentor s IFiqure 3: Mean frequencies of mentors'

behaviours for each relationship part.
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enhance the respondent's promoLability ( f (2,684) = 9.35, p

<.001); and vaJ.uing the respondent's opinions ( F (2,684) =

4,14, p <.001), Tukey's post-hoc tests (alpha controlled
at the .007 leveI) revealed that for atI three behaviours,

the mean frequency for Stage 2 and 3 were not significantly
different from one another, but lhat both Stage 2 and 3

means were significantly higher than the Stage 1mean.

Moderate differences were found in the frequency with
r.rhich mentors displayed the remaining four behaviours: a)

providing comfort and understanding to the respondent ( f
(2,684 ) = 3.92, g < ,02); b) demonstrating respect for the

respondent ( E Q,684) = 8.24, g < .0003); c) supporting the

respondent's goal.s ( F (2,684) = 5,24, p < .0055); and d)

aiding the respondent's promotions ( î (2,684 ) = 5.40, p <

.005). Tukey's post-hoc tests indicated lhat for al-I four

behaviours, the mean freguencies for Stage 3 were

significantly higher than the means for Stage l and that the

means for Stage 2 and Stage 3 were not significantJ.y
different from one another. Moreover, Stage 2 means were

significantly higher lhan Stage 1 means for the two

behaviours of demonstrating respect and supporting goaIs.

Figure 3 also illustrates the differences between the

behaviours of mentors and nonmentors over the course of the

work relationship. For al1 seven behaviours, every possible

conpârison bet!¡een mentors and nonmentors across stages t¡as
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significant (e.g. M Stage 2 versus NM Stage 1). The

snallest effect size for all of these comparisons was found

for the behaviour of sharing classified information. An

effect size of 0.48 was found on this item ¡.rhen the mean for
M Stage 1 was compared to the mean for NM Stage 3. A

moderate effect size (0,58) was also found for the

manipuLating circumstances behaviour when the M Stage 1 mean

was compared to the NM Stage 2 mean. Barring these t!¡o
except.ions, all other possible comparisons between mentors

and nonmentors across each stage of the relationship yielded

large effect sizes that ranged from 1 .0 Eo 2.32. Effect
sizes exceeding 2.0 were found for the behaviours of

providing comfor! and understanding, and supporting goals.

Proteoes versus nonÞroteoes

Based on the operational definition of mentoring,

respondents r^'ho focused on a senior person v¡ho was defined

as a mentor were defined as proteges r¡ith respect to that
relationship, and were pLaced in the Protege (e) group.

ConverseLy, respondents who focused on a senior person who

!¡as defined as a nonmentor were defined as nonproteges wiLh

respect to that relationship, and were placed in the

Nonprotege (Ne) group. In order to describe and compare the

behaviours of proteges and nonproteges over the course of

the r,¡ork relationship, the data from the Behavioural Survey
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(BHLS) which described the respondents' behaviours were

anaLysed. Recall that these 90 items measured the frequency

r,¡ith which the respondent demonstrated 30 different
behaviours during the early, the middle, and the late part

or "stage" of the work relationship. These data were

anaLysed using a 2 x 3 (Group x Stage) doubly multivariate
MANOVA in exactly the same manner that the behaviours of
mentors and nonmenLors !¡as analysed.

Prior to the MANOVA, univariate and mul,tivariate outliers
were screened. Univariate outliers were found for three
items, and if these outliers !¡ere removed, the means for a1I

three items would be zero. Therefore, the outliers lrere

retained and the three items (career advice, !aught
politics, and manipulated circumstances) were dropped from

the analysis. Multivariate outliers v¡ere also deleted from

the analysis and this resulted in a sample of 224 for the p

group and 127 f.or the NP group.

Group main effect. The nuLtivariate test of the

differences betrl'een proteges and nonproteges on the 27

behavioural items that described the respondents' behaviours

was significant ( F (27,323) = 9,74, p < .0001). A

f oJ.low-up revealed that 25 of the univariate repeated

measures ÀNOVÀs were al-so significant. Thus, proteges and

nonproteges !¡ere significantly different from one another on

nost of the behaviours. Specifically, Èhe proteges scored
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significantly higher than nonproteges on each of these 25

behaviours The mean frequency for proteges and nonproteges

for each of these 25 behaviours and the effect size (d) of

the differences betr,¡een the t!¡o means are presented in
Figure 4. The graphs are presented in descending order of

effect size.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Figure 4 illustrates that Large differences bet!¡een

proteges and nonproteges existed on two behavioural items

and moderate differences existed on 6 items. SpecificaIIy,
proteges were much more likely than nonproteges to value the

senior person's opinions and contributions ( F (1 ,349) =

142.14, p < .0001), and to demonstrate respect for the

senior person ( F (1,349) = 140.48, p<,0001). Àlso,
proteges Ì¡ere more 1ikely than nonproteges to: a)

acknor,rledge the senior person's talents and abilities ( F

(1,349) = 108.73, Þ < .0001); b) show caring towards the

senior person ( F (1,349) = 127.86, p < ,0001); c) listen to
the senior person's opinions or advice ( F (11349) = 82.97,

p < .0001); d) give the senior person encouragement ( F

(1,349) = 48.63r p < .0001); e) expect high performance from

the senior person ( F (1,349) = 48.56, Þ < .0001); and g)

support the senior person's promotions within the

organization ( ¡ (1,349) = 42,07r p < .0001).
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versus n onpr o tege s IFiqure 4: Mean frequencies of proteges'

behaviours collapsed across stages.
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Figure 4 also iLlustrates that small differences between

proteges and nonproteges existed on 17 behavioural items.

Specifically, proteges were somewhat more tikely than

nonproteges to: a) share classified information with the

senior person ( F (1,349) = 37.24, p < .0001); b) provide

the senior person with comfort and understanding r¡hen needed

( F (1,349) = 35.49, p < .0001); c) communicate their
expectations of the senior person !o him or her ( F (1,349)

= 32,88, p < .0001)i d) support and facilitate the senior
person's goals ( F (1,349) = 26,41, p < .0001); e) enhance

the senior person's self-confidence ( F (1,349) = 26.06, p <

.0001); f) give the senior person information about other
people in the organization ( 4 (1,349) = 21 .0r p < .0001);
g) protect the senior person's interests in meetings that he

or she could not attend ( F (1,349) = 17.38, p < .0001); h)

ensure that the senior person v¡as not blamed for the

mistakes or shortcomings of oLhers ( F (1,349) = 16.10, p <

.0001); i) believe that lhe senior person emulated some of

their behaviours ( F (1,349) = 16.65, p < .0001); j) help to
resolve Lhe senior person's interpersonal conflicts ( F

(1,349) = 15.16 p < .0001); k) suggest challenging work for
the senior person to undertake ( g (1,349) = 11.35, p <

.0008);1) give the senior person direct assistance on

job-related tasks ( F (1,349) = 10.69r p < .001); m)

introduce the senior person to people in the organization (

E (1,349) = 10,23r p < .002); n) challenge the senior person
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to think creatively ( F (1,349) = 9.59, p < .002); o) give

the senior person information on trends in his or her field
( F (1,349) = 9.23, p < .003); and p) give the senior person

regular feedback (F (1,349) = 8.05), p<.005).

To reiterate, overall, proteges scored higher than

nonproteges on alL but t!¡o behaviours, The size of the

differences between proteges and nonproteges were, for the

nost part, sma11. This analysis, however, does not te11 us

the relative importance of each behaviour in work

relationships. Thus, the mean frequency for each

behavioural, item, collapsed across sLages, was ranked

separately for proteges and nonproteges and the results of
these rankings are presented in Table 9.

Insert Table 9 about here

Table 9 illustrates that the rank order of the mean

freguencies for proteges and nonproteges is very sinilar.
The ten most freguent behaviours displayed by proteges were:

listening, demonstrating respect, valuing opinions,
expecting high performance, noting talent, giving feedback,

giving classified information, cãring, supporting goa1s, and

giving direct heJ.p. These same behaviours were displayed

most frequently by nonproteges !rith two exceptions. For
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Table 9

Rank Mean Frequencies: Proteqes versus NonÞroteqes

Behav i our Protegè Rank Nonpro!ege Rank

Listened
Re spec t
Valued opi n i ons
High performance
Noted ta len t
Gave f e edbac k
I n format ion - classified
Cared f or
Supported goa 1s
Di rect help
Protected interests
Information - people
Ensured not blamed
Supported promot ions
Encouraged
I nformat ion - trends
Gave resources
Expec tat ions
Personal comf or t
Technical help
SeIf-confidence
Creativity
Introductions
EmuIa !ed
Challenging wor k
Hints on performance
Help re: conf lict
Career advice
Taught politics
Manipulated c i rcumstances

1

2
4
E

10
2
ô

'f?

7
6
ö

12
11
17
t5
16
14
23
21
18
22
19
20
¿4
26
25
27

1

2
3
4
q

6
7
ö
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

18
19
20
4.1

22
23
24
25
¿6
27
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nonproteges, protecting the senior person's interest was

ranked 8th and demonstrating respect for the senior person

sas ranked 13th.

The ten least frequent behaviours demonstrated by

proteges were: enhancing self-confidence, challenging

creative thought, introducing, roLe-modeling, suggesting

challenging work, giving hints on performance, intervening

in conflicts, giving career advice, teaching politics, and

manipulating circumstances. These ten behaviours were also

displayed least frequently by nonproteges r¡ith minor

exception. Specifically, introducing the senior person to

other people in Lhe organization was ranked 20th by

nonproteges, and challenging the senior person to think more

creatively was ranked 19th.

Despite a few minor deviations, the ranks indicate that
from the perspective of the subordinate's (respondent's)

behaviour, the behavioural composition of mentoring and

nonmentoring work relationships is essentialty the same.

Differences between the two relationships was found onty in
the quantity of the respondent's behaviour. Specifically,
proteges demonstrated 25 of the 30 behaviours more

frequently than did nonproteges, albeit these differences

were often small.
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St.aqe main effect. The multivariate test of the

differences between the frequency of the 27 behaviours that
described the respondent's behaviour over the three "stages"
of the work relationship was significant ( L (54,134a) =

3.35, p < .0001). À f 01l-ow-up test revealed that seven of
univariate repeated measures ÀNOVÀS rr'ere also significant.
Thus, the frequency !¡ith !¡hich seven behaviours were

demonstrated changed over the course of the t¡ork

relalionship. These changes in frequencies, however,

differed between proteges and nonproteges for six of these

seven behaviours and these six behaviours wilt be discussed

in the following section which deals r¡ith the group x slage

interact ion,

The mean frequencies of the remaining behaviour--

"protected the senior person's interes!s in meetings thaL he

or she could not attend"--across stages was: 2.93, 2.71, and

2,67 fot Stages 1r 2, and 3, respectively ( F (2r598) =

11.60, p < .0001). The effect size of the difference
between the largest and smallest mean was snalL (d = 0.30).
À Tukey's post-hoc test revealed that the mean freguency for
Stage 2 and Stage 3 were not significantly different, but

that both Stage 2 and 3 means were significantly lo\,¡er than

the Stage 1 mean. Thus, there was a small but significant
decrease in the frequency with which the respondents

protected the senior personr s interests. The means for the
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proteges on this behaviour çere 3.07,2.94, and 2,93 for
Stages 1,2, and 3, respectively, The mean frequency for
nonproteges were 2.70,2.31, and 2.21 lor Stages 1,2, and

3, respectively. Thus, it seems that it sas the behaviour

of nonproteges that contributed lhe most to the significant
decrease in protecting the senior person's interests.

GrouÞ x staoe interaction. The multivariate Lest of the

differences between proteges and nonproteges on the 27

behavioural items across aIl three "stages" of the

relationship, !¡as significant ( F (54,1344) = 2.24, p <

.001. À follow-up revealed that 13 univariate repeated

measures ÀNOVAS were aLso significant. Thus, proteges and

nonproteges were significantly different from one another

across stages of the work relationship.

The mean frequency for proteges and nonproteges for each

of the 13 behaviours during each relationship stage and the

effect size of the difference beth'een the largest and

smallest mean for the group whose behaviour changed

significantly is presented in Figure 5. The graphs are

ranked in descending order of effect size (if both proteges

and nonproteges changed significantly, t!¡o effect sizes are

given).

Insert Figure 5 about here
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versus nonpr o tege s !Fiqure 5: Mean freguencies of proteges'

behaviours for each relationship stage.
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Figure 5 iLlustrates Iarge differences in the frequency

of five behaviours over the course of the reJ.ationship. The

first graph shows a decrease in the frequency that
nonproteges listened to the senior person ( F (2,598) =

12.79, p < .0001). À Tukey's post-hoc test (alpha

controlLed a! p =.004) revealed that nonproteges tistened to
the senior person significantJ.y less in Stages 2 and 3 than

in Stage 1. There was no change in the frequency with which

proteges listened. The second graph, which depicts giving

comfort and understanding to the senior person when needed,

reveals an increase in freguency for proteges and a decrease

for nonproteges ( F (2,698) = 28.36, p<.000 1). A Tukey,s

post-hoc test confirmed that proleges provided comfort

significantly more in Stages 2 and 3 than in Stage 1 (d =

.75). Conversely, nonproteges provided comfort

significantly less in Stage 3 than in Stage 1 (d =.a2).
Graphs 3 to 5 depict the behaviours of: giving information
ãbout other peoplê to the senior person ( t (2,698) = 15,79,

p < .0001), valuing the senior person's opinions and

contributions ( F (2,698) = 7.74, p < .0005), and

demonstrating caring for the senior person ( F (2,698) =

21 .27, p < .0001). In alL three instances, lhe graphs

reveal a decrease in frequency for nonproteges. Tukey's

post-hoc test confirmed that nonproteges gave inf orrnation,

valued opinions, and showed caring significantly less in

Stages 2 and 3 than in Stage 1. There were no significant
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differences in the frequency with l¡hich proteges

demonstrated these three behaviours,

Figure 5 also illustraLes moderate differences in the

frequency of six behaviours over the course of the

relationship. Graphs 6 and 7 depict a decrease in the

frequency $'ith r¡hich nonproteges displayed the behaviours of

demonstrating respect for the senior person ( F (2,698) =

7.01 , p < .001) and giving regular feedback to the senior

person (F (2,698) =9.72,p <.0001). Tukey's post-hoc

test confirmed that nonproteges demonstrated respect

signif icantl-y Iess in Stage 3 lhan in Stage 1, and also gave

feedback significantly less in Stages 2 and 3 than in Stage

1. There were no significant differences in the frequency

with nhich proteges demonstrated respect and gave feedback.

Graph I depicts an increase in the frequency with which

proteges enhanced lhe seLf-confidence of the senior person (

F (2,698) = 13.97, p < .0001). À Tukey's post-hoc test
confirmed that proteges enhanced self-confidence

significantly more in Stage 3 than in Stages l and 2. There

h'ere no significant differences in the frequency with which

nonproteges enhanced self-confidence. The ninth graph

depicts a decrease in the frequency \,rith which nonproteges

supported the senior person's promotions within the

organization ( n (2,698) = 8.97, p<.0001). À Tukey's

post-hoc test confirmed that nonproteges supported
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promotions Iess in Stages 2 and 3 than in Stage 1, There

was no significant change in the frequency with which

proleges supporLed promotions. Graphs 10 and 11 depict an

increase in the frequency rcith which proteges gave the

senior person encouragement ( F (2,698) = 13.69, p < .0001)

and helped the senior person to resolve his or her

interpersonal conflicts ( F (2,698) = S.33, p < .005).

Tukey's post-hoc test confirmed Lhat proteges gave

significantly more encouragement in Stages 2 and 3 than in
Stage 1, and helped to resolve conflicts significantly more

in Stage 3 than in Stage 1. There were no significant
differences in the frequency with which nonproteges gave

encouragement and helped to resolve conflicts.

Figure 5 also illustrates small differences in the

frequency with which two behaviours \,¡ere displayed, The

t!¡eIf th graph depicts an increase in the frequency with

which proteges communicated bheir expectations of the senior

person to him or her ( F (2,698) = 4.98, p < .007). À

Tukey's post-hoc test confirmed that proteges communicated

expectations significantly more in Stage 3 than in Stage 1.

There were no significant differences in the frequency with

which nonproteges communicated expectations. The last graph

depicts a decrease in the frequency with which nonproteges

supported and facilitated the senior person's goals ( f
(2,698) = 5.49, p < .004). A Tukey's pos!-hoc test
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confirmed that nonproteges supported goaLs significantly
less in Stage 3 than in Stage 1. There were no significant
differences in the frequency with which proteges supported

To review, the frequency of five behaviours increased

s.ignif icantly for proteges over the course of the work

relationship: giving comfor! and understanding, enhancing

self-confidence, encouraging, helping to resolve conflicts,
and communicating expectations. The freguency wilh which

proteges demonstrated certain behaviours never decreased.

The frequency of nine behaviours decreased significantly for
nonproteges over the course of the \,¡ork relationship. These

behaviours were: listening, giving comfort, giving

information about people, valuing opinions, demonstrating

caring, demonstrating respect, giving feedback, supporting
promotions, and supporting goaIs. The frequency with which

nonproteges demonstrated certain behaviours never increased.

Figure 5 also illustrates the differences between the

behaviours of proteges and nonproteges over the course of

the work reJ.ationship. For ten behaviours, every possible

comparison between proteges and nonproteges across stages

(e.9. P Stage 2 versus NP Stage 1) was significant. These

behaviours were: listening, giving comfort, valuing

opinions, caring, respecting, enhancing self-confidence,

supporting promotions, supporting goals, encouraging, and
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communicating expectations. The effect sizes between

proteges and nonproteges for aII of the comparisons on these

ten behaviours ranged from 0.37 to 2.19 and over 90% of the

effect sizes vrere classified as Iarge (greater than 0.80).
The largest effect sizes !¡ere found when the mean frequency

for P Stage 3 was compared to the mean freguency for Np

Stage 3 on the caring behaviour lð = 2. 19), and when the

mean frequency for P Stage 3 was conpared to the mean

frequency for NP Stage 3 on the valuing opinions behaviour
(d = 2.0).

For one behaviour, helping to resolve conf Iict.s, no

significant differences were found when the P Stage l mean

was compared to the NP Stage 2 mean. Ðespite this
convergence, all other comparisons between proteges and

nonproteges on this item were significantly different, with

the smallest effect size being d = 0.48 (P Stage .1 versus NP

Slage '1 ) and the largest effect size being d = 0.97 (P Stage

3 versus NP Stage 3). For the remaining two behaviours,

giving feedback and information on people, the NP mean for
Stage 1 did not significantly differ from the P means in any

Stage. Differences were found, hor{'ever, when the means for
nonproteges in Stages 2 and 3lrere compared to the means for
proteges in al-l three Stages. The smallest effect size for
giving feedback was d = .50 (NP Stage 2 vèrsus P Stage 1)

and the largest effect size was d = .75 (Ne Stage 3 versus p
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Stage 3). The smallest effect size for giving information

on peopLe ¡,¡as d = ,66 (NP Stage 2 versus P Stage 1) and the

largest effect size was d = 1.59 (NP Stage 3 versus P Stage

Di scuss ion

The discussion of the results of Study 1 will proceed as

f olLo¡,¡s. First, the primary hypotheses that addressed the

course of mentoring relationships, from the vantage of the

mentors behaviours, will be discussed. Second, the

discussion will focus on the hypothesized differences

bet¡.reen menbors and nonmentors. third, the hypothesis

regarding differences betvreen proteges and nonproteges wiJ.1

be reviewed and the behaviours of proteges and nonproteges

wiIl be described. Fourth, general conclusions regarding

the results of Study 1 will be made,

Mentors

Recall that based on the mentor's behaviours, it was

hypothesized that three discernible stages of the

rnentor-protege relationship l¡ould emerge. The results that
bear directJ.y on this hypothesis are the stage main effect
and the group x stage interac!ion from the analysis of the

senior person's behaviours. For mentors, these effects
indicated that the frequency of 16 of the 30 behaviours
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showed a significant increase over the course of the

relationship. In terms of determining the number of stages

in the mentor-protege relationship, the specific behaviours

that shor,¡ed an increase is not important. What is
important, is the nature of the increase.

Post-hoc tests applied to all 16 behaviours indicated

that in each instance, significant differences in frequency

vere found across onl-y tr'¡o of the three "stages" or parts
(ear1y, middle, and Iate) of the relationship.
Specifically, f.or all 16 behaviours, Stage 2 and Stage 3

frequencies were the same. The differences only occurred

beLween the Stage Iand Stage 2 means (12 behaviours) and/or

the Stage 1 and Stage 3 means (a11 16 behaviours).

Thus, the results do not support a three-stage model of

mentoring relationships, which would reguire that the

frequencies in aIl three stages be significantly different
from one another. The results, however, do support a

two-stage model. The two stages are comprised of a short

first stage (1.4 years) and the second stage encompasses the

resb of the relationship (4 or more years). These results

are contrary to lhe conclusions of Kram (1983) and Missarian

(1982), who proposed a three-stage modeL on the basis of

intervier,¡s with a smaII number of managers.
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The second hypothesis for mentors was that Stage 1 would

be characterized by the mentor displaying primarily career

functions; Stage 2 would be characterized by the mentor

displaying an increasing number of psychosociaL functions

and a greater frequency of career functions; and Stage 3

would be characterized by a decrease in both functions. To

assess this hypothesis, the results from the MANOVÀ and the

ranks of the mentors' behaviours were evaluated. Several

pieces of information from these analyses are reLevant to

this hypothesis, Each will be discussed in turn.

First, virtualì.y all of the 30 behaviours were

demonstrated by mentors in Stage l and a low mean frequency

was found for only tno of these behaviours--rnanipulaling

circumstances and intervening in conflicts. Thus, there is
no evidence to suggest that mentors slowly introduce certain
behaviours inlo the relationship or that the career

functions are displayed earlier than the psychosocial

functions. Rather, the mentors provide the ful1 range of

career and psychosocial- functions early in the relationship.

Second, the frequency of the menlor's behaviours never

decreased over time. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest

that mentors "retreat" from the relationship in SLage 3.

Third, the frequency of 16 behaviours increased across

stages of the relationship--eight behaviours were career
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funcLions and eight were psychosocial functions. Thus, the

increase in freguency of certain behaviours does not favour

either the career or the psychosocial functions. This

increase does, however, support the notion that as the

relationship continues, mentors do increase the frequency

r,¡ith which they dispJ.ay many behaviours.

Fourth, a rank of the mean frequency of each behaviour

for each relationship "stage" (which was not reported in the

Results section) indicated that the ranks of only two

behaviours changed over time. Specifically, sharing

classified information with the protege was rank 12 in Stage

1 and rank 22 in Stage 3, and coaching the protege was rank

17 in Stage l and rank 10 in Stage 3. Thus, the behavioural
composition of mentoring remained relatively stable over the

course of the relationship.

Collectively, these results indicate that mentors perform

al1 30 behaviours, both career and psychosocial, early in

the relationship and continue to perform these behaviours

throughout the relationship. Thus, the hypothesis regarding

changes in the career and psychosocial functions over the

course of the mentor-protege relationship was not supported.

Once again, Missarian's (1982) and Kram's (1983) conclusions

regarding the developmental course of mentoring

relat ionships Ì¡ere nol upheld.
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That the present findings did not uphold the

developmental models proposed by Missarian (1982) and Kram

(1983) is not perplexing given the nature of their studies

and the limited data base on which their models vrere

conceptualized. Recall that Missarian conducted

unstructured, informaL interviews !¡ith 10 proteges and Kram

interviewed 15 proteges and their mentors. Ðue to the Lack

of prior information on mentoring relationships, these

research approaches were appropriate and necessary (e.g.

Braiker & Kelley, 1979), and also provided a framework for
more quantitative approaches. In terms of constructing

models of relationships, however, exploratory open-ended

interviews on small samples are Iimited in their
generalizability and in their ability to provide the

necessary scope of systematic information. Thus, the use of

unstructured interviews for model building requires much

inference and subjective interpretation (Kram, 1983, 1985).

The present study, which did permit a systematic,

quantitative analysis of the fu11 range of mentoring

behaviours, L'as a test, not of Missarian's and Kram's data,

but rather of lheir inferences and extrapolations, Thus,

the present results do not contradict previous findings. On

the conLrary, the present results confirm that mentors are

much more likely than nonmentors to display the behaviours

found by both Missarian and Kram to be central in mentoring

relationships. The present results do not, however, support
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Missarian's and Kram's inferences and assumptions regarding

the deveJ-opmental course in v¡hich these behaviours are

di splayed.

To recap, the analysis of the mentor's behaviours suppor!

a two-stage model of mentoring relationships. The two

stages are distinguished only in terms of the frequency of

the mentor's behaviours, such that the mentor displays 16

behaviours more frequently in stage tr,¡o. It !¡as not

possible to determine whether these changes in frequency

represented functional differences across the two stages

because the consequences of each stage were not assessed,

nor \,¡ere the mentor's inLentions. It is possibJ.e, hovever,

that hhe same behaviour or behavioural constellation can

serve different functions depending on its frequency of

occurrence. For example, the occasional sharing of

cLassified information by lhe mentor early in the r¡ork

relationship may serve to create indebtedness on behalf of

the protege or to determine whether the protege was

trustworthy. Conversely, the frequent sharing of classified
information later in the work relationship may serve to

expedite the attainment of work goaLs. Clear1y, more

research is needed to gain a compLete understanding of the

developmental course of mentoring relationships. The

consequences of each relationship stage, for both the mentor

and protege, as weJ-1 as the mentor's intentions are offered

as directions for this research.
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Mentors versus Nonrnentors

It was hypothesized that there would be qual.itative and

quantitative differences bet!¡een mentors and nonmentors,

such that mentors would demonstrate a greater variety of

behaviours towards their proteges and would do so more

frequently than would nonmentors towards their subordinates,

The rankings of the main effect means addressed the.

qualitative aspect of the mentors' and nonmentors'

behaviour, and the MÀNOVA addressed the quantitative
aspects. Each wiIl be discussed in turn.

A comparison of the ranks of the mean frequencies for
each behaviour for mentors and nonmentors revealed a marked

similarity between mentors and nonmentors. With minor

exception, the most frequent or most important behaviours

for mentors vere also the most frequent for nonmentors.

These similarities were found for all but a few of the rank

positions. Thus, the behaviouraf composition, or the

qualitative aspects, of mentoring and nonmentoring

relationships appear !o be the same. Minor exceptions to
this general concLusion were noted when the mean freguency

for each behaviour was exarnined regardless of its rank.

Specifically, the mean frequency for nonmentors on two

behaviours was almost zero. These behaviours were giving

career advice and manipulating circumsLances to enhance the

nonprotege's promotions. These È1\'o behaviours, therefore,
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are suggestive of very minor qualitati.ve differences between

mentors and nonmentors. That is, it seems that nonmentors

do not display two behaviours that are displayed by mentors.

Ðespite these two exceptions, the ranks indicate that the

composition of mentoring and nonmentoring relationships,
from the vantage of the senior person's behaviour, is
essentially the same. Thus, the hypothesis that quaì.itative

differences exist between menLors and nonmentors !¡as not

supported,

With respect to quantitative differences between mentors

and nonmentors, the results of the group main effect and

group x stage inleraction r¡ere evaluated. The group main

effect indicated tha! mentors dispi.ayed each of the 30

behaviours vrith greater frequency than did nonmentors. Most

of these differences were Large and the Iarge size of these

differences was underscored by the seven behaviours that
were also significant' in the group by stage interact.ion.

Specifically, for these seven behaviours, effect sizes of

over 1.0 were common, and in two inslances were greater than

2.0. Thus, there appear to be large quantitative
differences in the behaviours of mentors and nonmentors,

wiLh mentors dispJ.aying each of the 30 behaviours more

frequently than nonmentors.

The conclusion regarding quantitative differences may

appear problematic in that the behavioural items used to
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define mentors and nonmentors were lhe same items that were

used to assess whether quantiLative differences existed.
Thus, it could be argued that the observed differences are

an artifact of the operational definition of mentoring.

Several pieces of information are reÌevant to this issue.

First, the magnitude of lhe effect sizes, not statist.ical
signif i.cance, lras used to eval-uate the hypothesis regarding

quantitative differences. While use of the operational

definition may have increased the probability of finding
significant differences, it does not account for the large

sizes of the observed differences. Moreover, Cohen (1969)

noted that effec! sizes of the magnitude found between

mentors and nonmentors were rare in the social sciences.

Second, comparable effect sizes (0.5 to 1.0) were found by

Schroeder (1988), who used an independent definition of

mentoring and who compared mentors and nonmentors on many of

the behaviours contained in the Behavioural Survey. Third,
in Study 2 an independenL definition of mentoring was used

and mentors and nonmentors were compared on 15 reward

behaviours, nine of r,¡hich paraJ.leI behaviours contained in

the Behavioural Survey. The effect sizes of the differences

bet\,reen mentors and nonmentors on these behaviours ranged

from 0.76 to 1.57 (see Appendix G). Thus, the inforrnation

provided by the effect sizes in Study 1 is consistent with

other research and does support the hypothesis that there

are quantitative differences in the behaviours of mentors

and nonmentors.
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Summarv of mentors and nonmentors. This study was

designed to explore and describe mentoring relationships,

theref ore, this section r,¡i11 end r,¡ith a brief description of

the behaviours that mentors displayed towards their
proteges. This description is based partly on the ranks of

the 30 behaviours that mentors displayed, col,lapsed across

stages, and partly on the magnitude of the effect sizes

be lh'een mentors and nonmentors.

Overall, the most important or frequent behaviours that
mentors displayed towards their proteges were, in descending

order: demanding high performance, demonstrating respect,

giving challenging work, valuing their opinions, listening,
noting their talent, stimuJ.ating creative thought,

supporting goals, communicating expectations, demonstrating

caring, sharing cl-assif ied information, serving as a rol-e

mode1, giving regular feedback, providing resources, and

giving encouragement. The mean frequency for each of these

behaviours !¡as greater than 3, on a six-point scale ranging

from 0 to 5.

Most of the 30 behaviours sharply distinguish bet!¡een

mentors and nonmentors. The behaviours that had the largest
effect sizes (1.1 to.75) and therefore signify the biggest

discrepancies betneen the behaviours that mentors and

nonmentors displayed towards their subordinates were, in

descending order of effect size: giving encouragement,
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coaching, enhancing self-confidence, supporting goals,

demonstrating caring, aiding promotions, noting taLent,

stimulating creative thought, giving career advice,

communicating expectations, role-modeling, demonstrating

respect, and providing comfort and understanding when

needed. These behaviours primarily reflect psychosocial

functions.

Finally, the stage main effect indicated that the

frequency with r+hich mentors and nonmentors displayed the

following behaviours toÌ¡ards their subordinates increased

over the course of the r,¡ork relationship: demanding high

performance, protecting interests, giving information on

trends, giving career advice, communicating expecLations,

listening, stimulating creative thought, enhancing

self-confidence, and giving feedback. The group x stage

interaction indicated that the following behaviours were

displayed more frequently over time by the mentors only:
sharing classif ied information, manipulating circumstances

to enhance promotions, valuing opinions, providing comfort,

demonstrating respect, supporting goa1s, and aiding
promotions.
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Proteoes and nonDroteqes

Prior to discussing the hypothesis regarding the

behaviours of proteges and nonproteges, it should be noted

that the behaviours of the proteges and nonproteges can also

be used to further assess the presence or absence of stages

in mentoring and nonmentoring work rela!ionships. with

respect to mentoring relationships, recaIl that the

frequency of 16 of the mentor's behaviours increased over

time and that significant differences in these frequencies

occurred only betlreen t!¡o of the three possibLe stages.

Therefore, i! was concluded that mentor-protege

relationships were comprised of two stages.

For proteges, the frequency of five of the protege's

behaviours increased over the course of the relationship.
The post-hoc tests indicated that in each instance,

significant differences in frequencies were found across

only t!¡o of the lhree "stages" or parts (ear1y, middle, and

late) of the relationship. Specifically, for a1I five
behaviours, the Stage 3 mean was significantly higher than

the Stage 1 mean. For t¡,¡o of these behaviours, however, the

Stage 3 and Stage 2 means were not significantly different
and for the remaining three behaviours, the Stage 1 and

Stage 2 means ¡,rere not significantly different. Thus, the

behaviour of proteges is consistent !¡ith a two-stage nodeL

of mentor-protege relationships, although it appears that
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the changes occur primarily in the behaviours that the

mentors display toward their proteges.

With respect to nonnentoring relationships, recall that
the behaviours of the nonmentors never changed over the

course of the work relationship, therefore, there vas no

evidence of sLages. The behaviour of nonproteges also bears

on this question and was, therefore, examined. The

frequency of ten of the nonprotege's behaviours decreased

over the course of the relationship. The post-hoc tests
indicated that, in each inslance, significant differences in

frequency v¡ere found across only two of the three "stages"

or parts of the relationship. SpecificaIIy, for all !en

behaviours, the Stage 3 mean was significantly Lov¡er than

the Stage 1 mean. For two of these behaviours, however, the

Stage 1 and Stage 2 means were not significancly different
and for eight of these behaviours, the Stage 2 and Stage 3

means were not significantly different. Thus, on the basis

of only the nonprotegers behaviours, there is some support

that nonmentoring relationships are comprised of two stages.

Stage 1 is relatively short (1.4 years), and during this
stage the nonprotege displays 27 behaviours to!¡ard the

nonmentor with somewhat moderate to low frequency. Stage 2

encompasses the rest of the r,rork reLationship, and during

this stage the nonproLege displays ten behaviours with even

less frequency than in Stage 1.
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The remainder of the discussion on protege and

nonproteges v¡ilL focus on the hypothesized difference
between proteges and nonproteges. Recafl that it was

hypothesized that there would be qualitative and

quantitative differences between proteges and nonproteges,

such that proteges would demonstrate a greater variety of

behaviours and r,¡ould do so more frequently than would

nonproteges. The rank and MANOVA analysis of the

respondent's behaviours was used to evaluate this
hypothesis. The ranks of the mean freguencies for each

behaviour, collapsed across "stages", addressed the

qualitative aspect of the work relationship, and the group

main effect and the group x stage interaction from the

MANOVÀ addressed the quanti!ative aspects.

À comparison of the ranks obtained for proLeges and

nonproteges revealed a marked similarity. with minor

exception, the most frequent or most important behaviours

for proteges were afso the mos! frequent behaviours of

nonproteges. These similarities were found for alL but a

few of the rank positions. Thus, the behavioural

composition, or the qualitative aspects, of mentoring and

nonmentoring relationships appear to be the same. One

possible exception to this general conclusion was found when

the mean frequencies of each behaviour was examined

regardLess of rank. Specifically, the mean frequency for
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nonproteges for lhe behaviour of intervening in lhe senior
person's conflicts was almost zero. This one behaviour

suggests a minor qualiLative difference. That is, it seems

that nonproteges do not display one behaviour that is
displayed by proteges, Despite this one exception, the

ranks indicate that the composition of mentoring and

nonmentoring relationships, from the vantage of the

subordinate's behaviours, is essentially the same.

WiLh respect to the quantitative differences between

proteges and nonproteges, the results of the MÀNOVÀ !¡ere

eval-uated. The group main effect indicated that there !¡ere

no significant differences between proteges and nonproteges

on five behaviours: giving the senior person career advice,

teaching the senior person the politics of lhe organization,
manipulating circumstances to enhance the senior person's

promotions, giving the senior person hints on ho\,¡ to improve

his or her performance, and providing the senior person with
resources. In fact, proteges and nonproteges never taught

politics or gave career advice to or manipulated

circumstances for the senior person. The mean frequencies

r.¡ith r,¡hich proteges and nonproteges gave hints on

performance and provided resources were 0.8 and 1.8,

respectively. Therefore, it seems that these five
behaviours do not pertain to proteges or nonproteges

(subordinates). The reasons for this irrelevance are IikeIy
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author i ty in organizations, as

differences in the power of

The group main effect did, however, indicate that
proteges displayed 25 of the 30 behaviours with greater

frequency than did nonproLeges. Most of these differences

were s¡na1L, but Iarger differences were found for the 13

behaviours lhat also had a significant group x slage

interaction. The group x stage interaction yielded large

effect sizes for all 13 behaviours, two of which also had

large effect sizes for the group main effect. Thus,

overall, proteges displayed 11of the 25 rel.evant behaviours

much more frequently than did nonproteges, and demonstrated

14 behaviours somewhat more f requenti-y than did nonproleges.

Thus, the hypothesis that quantitative differences between

proteges and nonproteges exist was supported, and it appears

tha! for about half of the relevant behaviours t.hese

di f ferences were iarge .

Clearly, two types of subordinates \,rere described, and

because the purpose of this study is descriptive, a brief

description of the behaviours that proteges displayed tol¡ard

their mentors r¡il1 f ollo¡,¡. This description is based partly

on the rank analysis, and partly on the magnitude of the

differences between proteges and nonproteges (MANOVÀ).
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Overall, the most inportant or frequent behaviours that

proteges displayed howards t.heir mentors \,¡ere, in descending

order: Iistening, respecting, valuing opinions, expecting

high performance, acknowledging talent, giving feedback,

giving classified information, demonstrating caring,

supporting goals, and giving direct he1p. The mean

frequency for each of these behaviours r¡as greater than 3,

on a six-point scale ranging from 0 to 5.

About half of the behaviours that were relevant to the

subordinates sharpJ.y distinguished between proteges and

nonproteges. The behaviours that had the Iargest effects

sízes (2. 19 to 0.75) for the group x stage interaction and,

hence, which signify the biggest discrepancies bet!¡een the

behaviours that proteges and nonproteges display toward

their superiors, were, in descending order of effect size:

demonstrating caring, valuing opinions, respecting,

Iistening, giving comfort, giving information on people,

encouraging, supporting promotions, enhanc i ng

self-conf idence, communicating expectations, supporting

goals, helping to resolve conflicts, and giving feedback.

These behaviours primarily reflect psychosocial functions.

Finally, the group x stage interaction indicated that the

frequency !¡ith which proteges displayed five behaviours

towards their mentors increased over the course of the work

relationship. These five behaviours were, in descending
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order of the effect size of the increase: giving comfort and

understanding when needed, enhancing self-confidence, giving

encouragement, helping to resolve conflicts, and

communicaLing expectations (the effect sizes ranged from

0.39 to .75).

Conclusions

Study 1 permitted an in depth analysis of r¡ork

relationships, On the basis of this analysis, it was

concluded tha! at least two distinct types of work

reJ.ationships existed-- mentoring and nonmentoring.

Mentoring relationships were characterized by a superior

(mentor) who displayed 30 behaviours quite frequently over

the course of the relationship, and who increased the

frequency with which they displayed 16 of these behaviours.

The subordinates (proteges) in mentoring relationships

displayed 25 behaviours, similar !o the behaviours of their

mentors, somer,¡hat frequently, and increased the frequency

with which they displayed five of these behaviours over the

course of the relationship. On the basis of the mentor's

and protege's behaviours, i! was concluded that the

mentor-prolege relationship is comprised of two stages. The

two stages are distinguished only in terns of the quantity

of behaviours displayed--not the quality.
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Nonmentoring relationships were characterized by a

superior (nonnentor) who displayed 29 behaviours with

moderate to 1o\,¡ frequency over the course of the

relationship. The frequency of these 29 behaviours was

unchanging as the relationship continued. The subordinates

of nonmentoring relationships (nonproteges) displayed 25

behaviours, and the frequency r¡ith which they displayed ten

of these behaviours decreased over the course of the

relationshíp. On the basis of the nonprotege's behaviours,

it was concluded that there is some suppor! for a two-stage

model of nonmentor ing relationships.

It !¡as also concluded that although there were two

distinct types of work relationships, the difference betvreen

mentoring and nonmentoring relationships was found only in

terms of the quantity but not the quality of behaviours.

Specifically, both nentors and nonmentors, and proteges and

nonproteges, demonstrated the same range of behaviours. The

onJ.y difference was that mentors displayed 30 behaviours

more frequently than nonmentors, and that proteges displayed

25 behaviours more frequently than did nonproLeges'

Moreover, the behaviours that most sharply distinguished

between rnentors and nonmentors, and bettteen proteges and

nonproteges, primarily reflected the psychosocial functions.

One implication of these findings is that !¡ork

relationships rnay be improved, nol by introducing new
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behaviours into the interpersonal- interaction, but by simply

increasing the frequency with l¡hich existing behaviours are

demonstrated. The present findings indicate that for the

superior, an increase in the following behaviours that they

display tosard their subordinates may prove beneficial:
giving encouragement, coaching, enhancing self-confidence,

supporting goals, demonstrating caring, aiding promotions,

noting talent, stimulaling creative thought, giving career

advice, communica!ing expectations, role-modeling,

demonstrating respect, and providing comfort and

understanding when needed.

The present findings afso indicate that for the

subordinate, an increase in the following behaviours that

they display toward their superiors may prove beneficial:
demonstrating caring, val-uing opinions, respecting,

listening, giving comfort, giving information on people,

encouraging, support i ng promotions, enhancing

self -conf idence, communicating expectations, supporting

goa1s, helping to resolve conflicts, and giving regular

f eedbac k .
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Studv Two

The basic premi.se of social exchange theory (SET) is that

the interaction between two people can be explained in terms

of the rewards that each person receives from the

interaction and the costs that they incur. If a person

receives high rewards at low cost, and the rewards are

unique to lhe retationship, SET predicts that the person

wiLL be satisfied Þ¡ith the relationship, especially if the

exchange of rewards and costs is equitable (Homans, 1974).

On the basis of SET, it. is also expected that cornmitment to

a relationship is a function not only of the rewards thât a

person receives, but also of a person's investments in the

relationship (Rusbult, 1980a) and his or her potential to

interact with other peopJ.e r¡ho can offer needed rewards

(e.g. Rusbult, 1980a; Thibaut & KelIey, 1959). If a person

receives high rewards from another person, has high

investmenLs in the relationship with tha! person, and has

limited opportunity to inleract with others who could supply

the needed rewards, SET predicts that that person will be

committed to the relaLionship.

Study 2 represents the first step in assessing whether

SET can provide a heuristic framework for study of the

mentor-protege relationship. One approach to this problem

is to measure the central variables of SET (rer¡ards 
' costs'

investments, alternatives, and equity) and to deLermine if
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these variabLes have the predicted impact on satisfaction
r.rith and commitment to the mentor-protege relationship.
Rusbult (1980a, 1980b, 1983) provided a comprehensive yet

straightforward way to measure these variables and to assess

their impact on relationship satisfaction and commitment.

The present study wilI, for the most part, adhere to her

mode L .

The rewards, costs, alternatives, and investments of
proteges ¡,¡ere measured, as r,¡ere their satisfaction with and

commitment. to the mentor-protege relationship. The equity

of the relationship was also assessed. On the basis of

Rusbult's (1980a) investment model and subsequent findings
(Rusbult, 1980a, 1980b, 1983), it was hypothesized that: a)

the proteges' saLisfaction wiLh the mentor-protege

relationship would be positively related to their rewards,

and negatively related to their costs; and b) the proteges'

commitment to the mentor-protege relationship would be

positively related to their rewards and investments, and

negatively related to their costs and to the attractiveness

of alternative relationships. Based on Àdam's (1965) equity

theory, it was also hypothesized lhat the proteges'

satisfaction would be grea!er in equitable relationships

than in inequitable relationships, ÀIso, if the inequity is
high and the proteges are underbenefitted, their commitment

to the relationship would be less than if the relationship
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was equitable, or when it was inequitable but the protege

overbenefitted. This expectation is based on Àdams' (1965)

assumption that people are more tolerant of inequity when

they are receiving the greater share of rewards.

In general, the hypotheses regarding the effects of

rewards, costs, investments, alternatives, and equity on

satisfaction with and commitment to work relationships for

nonproLeges were the same as for proteges. It ltas expected,

however, that proteges would report greater rewards,

investments, satisfaction, and commitment; fewer costs; and

Iess attractive al-ternatives than would nonproteges. It Ìras

aLso expected that mentoring refationships rroul.d be more

equitable than r,¡oul-d nonmentoring re3.ationships.

Collective]y, the expected findings that rewards, costs,

alternatives, investments, and equity would contribute

significantly to the prediction of satisfaction with and

commitment to the mentor-protege relationship is consistent

with SET, and would indicate that sET provides a heuristic
framework for the study of mentor-protege relationships, In

addition, the comparison between proteges and nonprotegès on

each measure gives further insights into the differences

between nentoring and nonmentoring work relationships.
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Me thod

Re sponden t s

It lras anticipated that the respondents in this study

would be 200 middle-managers from a cross-section of

organizations which were not sampled in Study 1. This

number was chosen for two reasons. First, it was assumed

that approximately 60% of. the respondents !¡ouLd describe a

mentoring relationship and 40% wouLd describe a nonmentoring

relationship. Second, reliable regression analysis reguires

15 to 20 respondents per predictor (Tabachnik & Fidel,
1988). There are five predictors in the present study,

therefore, approximabely 75 to 100 respondents were required

for both the mentoring and nonmentoring groups.

t{aterials

Two surveys and a comprehensive definition of mentoring

were used in this study. Each wiLl- be discussed in turn.

The first survey, the Investment Model and Equity Survey

(IMES), was modeled after Rusbult's (1980a, 1980b' 1983)

surveys that were used to obtain quantitative data on the

central variables of SET. SpecificaIIy, the survey measured

the rewards, costs, investments, and alternatives with

respect to a specified relationship, as welI as relationship

satisfaction and commitment, À description of Rusbult's

work and the format of the IMES follows.
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In order to obtain information about relationship reward

value, cost value, alternative outcome value, and investment

size, Rusbutt (1980a) argued that respondents need first to

understand each concept and to spend some time thinking

about their own relationship with respect to each concept.

In order to assist respondents in accomplishing this task,

Rusbult designed a survey comprised of five subsections.

The first four subsections measured rel.ationship reward

value, cost value, alternative outcome value, and investment

size, respectively. Each subsection began with a definition
of the centraf variable (e.g. reward value) and this
definition was followed by 3 to 15 concrete items that

served to establish firmly the meaning of the variable and

to prompt the respondent to think about the concept !¡ith
respect to a specified relationship. The concrete items

were followed by two global questions r+hich measured the

central variable. The fifth subsection comprised two to

three globaI questions that assessed satisfaction with and

commitment to a specified relationship.

Rusbult has used this general format to assess the

dynamics of romantic relationships (Rusbult, 1980a, 1983)

and friendships (Rusbult, 1980b) as well as the determinants

of job satisfaction, commitment, and turnovèr (Rusbult &

Fare11, 1983). To achieve this variety, RusbuJ.t adapted the

concrete items that assessed each variable to fit the
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relationship or job, and modified the globaL questions

accordingly, Rusbult's measures have been shown to be

reli.able and valid (see Àppendix H).

Rusbult's format was adopted and strictly adhered to for

the formation of the IMES. l,ike Rusbult's surveys, the IMES

is comprised of five subsections. À brief description of

each subsect ion f ollows.

The first subsection of the IMES begins with a definition
of rer¡ard vaJ.ue, and this def inition is f o j.i-owed by 15

concrete items that assess the reward value of a specified

relationship between a junior manager (the respondent ) and a

senior manager. The concrete items reflect both the ret¡ards

that were made saLient by Rusbult ('1 980a, 1980b, 1983) and

the rewards that are salient in mentor-protege

relationships. Thus, the concrete items assess: the senior

manager's competence, reliability, and effectiveness; the

extent to which the senior manager is pleasant to interact
with and helps the junior manager at work; and the extent to
which the senior manager makes the junior manager feel

worthy and competen!. The 15 concrete items are followed by

two global questions that measure the reward value of the

relationship: a) overall, how rewarding was your work

reLationship with " "? and b) In terms of rewards,

how did your work relationship with compare to

your ideal- ? (RusbuIt, 1983).
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The second subsection begins with a definition of cost

vaLue, and this definiLion is followed by 11 concrete items

that assess the cost value of a specified relationship. The

concrete items reflect both the costs that werè measured by

Rusbult (1980a, 1980b, 1983) and the costs that are salient
in mentor-protege relationships. Thus, the concrete items

assess: the senior manager's stature in the organization and

his or her negative qualities, the tensions that may arise

bet!¡een the senior and junior manager and betçeen the junior

manager and his or her peers, the time demands of the

relationshipr the demands of the senior manager; !¡hether the

senior manager reciprocates favours; and the extent to which

the senior manager hinders the junior manager's progress.

These concrete items are followed by two global items that
measure the cost value of the refationship: a) OveraII, how

costly was your relationship with " "? and b) In

terms of costs, how did your work relationship with

compare with your ideaL? (Rusbult, 1983).

The third subsection begins with a defínition of the

alternative outcome value of a relationship, and this
definition is followed by four concrete items that assess

the alternative outcome value of a relationship, The

concrete items reflect the alternatives that r,¡ere measured

by Rusbult, and assess: a) the junior manager's difficutty
in replacing the senior manager in the relationship; b) the
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attractiveness of alternative people; c) uhe significance of

the relationship; and d) the preference for v¡orking aIone.

These concrete items are followed by two globaJ. questions

that assess the alternative outcome value of a relationship:

a) OveralI, how appealing were your alternatives (i.e.,

working closely with another manager, or working alone)

during your work relationship with "_.'? and b) At1

things considered, how did your relationship with

" compare with other work relationships you could

have had? (Rusbult, 1983 ) ,

The fourth subsection begins with a definition of the

investment size of a relationship, and this definition is

followed by seven concrete items that assess investment

size. The concrete items reflect the i.nvestments that were

measured by Rusbult: time, self-disclosures, emolional

demands, the uniqueness and significance of the

relationship, and whether the junior manager's job was

dependent on getting along with the senior manager. These

concrete items are followed by two global questions that

assess investnent size: a) ÀI1 things considered, were there

objects, persons, and activities associated with your work

relationship with " that you would have lost (or

valued Iess) if the relationship were to end? and b) In

general, what is the size of your investment in your work

relationship with " "? (Rusbult, 1983 ) .
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The fifth subsection is comprised of five global

questions that assess the respondent's satisfaction !¡ith and

commitment to the relaLionship. These globaI questions were

taken from Rusbult (1983). Two questions assess

relationship satisfaction: a) How much did you J-ike

"? and b) To what degree were you satisfied with
your work relationship with "? Three questions

assess commitment: a) How much do you want your work

relationship with " to continue? b) For $rhat

length of time do you Hant your work relationship with

" to continue? c) To !¡hat extent were you

commited to your relationship with "_.'? In

addition to these five questions, a sixth question was

added. The sixth queslion is the Hatfield (1978) Global

Measure of Equity-Inequity (uatfield, Utne, & Traupmann,

1979), v¡hich is used to assess the respondent's global

perception of equity in a relationship. equity is measured

on a 7-point scale, and aJ.J. of the oLher items in the IMES

are measured on a 9-point scaLe.

The IMES yieLds seven scores. The two gJ.obal questions

that are used to measure reward value, cost value,

aLternative outcome va1ue, investment size, and reLationship

satisfaction are averaged to obtain a single index for each

variable (RusbuIt, 1980a). Simiì.ar1y, the three gJ.obaI

questions that measure commitment are averaged to form a
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single score (Rusbu1t, 1980). FinaIly, the responses to the

gLobal equity question yields a single score that measures

the respondent' s equi !y percept ions (Hat f ieId, et a1. ,

197 9) .

In order to complete the IMES, the responden!s ¡,¡ere

instructed to think of a fairly enduring relationship thal

they had had with a senior manager or executive at work. If

the relationship had ended, the respondents were asked to

respond to the survey according to hol¡ they had felt at the

end of the relationship. If the relationship was ongoing,

the respondents were asked to respond to the survey

according to how they would feel if the relationship had

just ended. Thus, all respondents were oriented to the end

of an enduring work relationship. These instructions are

consistent h'ith Rusbult's (1980a, 1980b, 1983) instructions.

The entire IMES and its instructions are presented in

Àppendix I.

The second survey (see Àppendix D) vas used to obtain

demographic information: the respondent's sex, tenure, and

position in lhe organization; the length of the described

relationship; the position and sex of the senior manager

with whom the respondent had an enduring work relationship

and on !¡hom the responden! focused vhen completing the

surveys,
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Last, in order to distinguish between respondent.s who

\rere proteges and nonproteges with respect to the

relationship upon which they had focused, a comprehensive

definition of menÈoring was given. This definition was

taken from Brooks and Haring-Hidore (1997, p. 4) and was:

a mentor is considered to be a person with
whom a novice professional or "protege" has
a special relationship. A mentor is an
influential person who significantly helps
the protege achieve major life/career
goals ... By having po}¡er - through whom or
what he or she knows - lhe mentor promoles
the protege's welfare, training and career.
Thus, a mentor provides significant learning,
support, and encouragement as the protege
strives to attain success !¡ithin a chosen
professional arena. The mentor takes the
protege under his or her wing and imparts
wisdom, care, sponsorship, even criticism.

Having read this definition of a mentor, the respondents

were asked to indicate if the senior person that they had

focused upon was a mentor This was lhe first and only

reference to mentoring in this study.

Proc edure

The procedure for Study 2 was identical to the procedure

for Study 1, except that the IMES replaced the Behavioural

Survey and a definition of mentoring replaced Riley and

Wrench's (1985) Career Support Scale. The order of the

materials in the survey packet for Study 2 was: the cover

memo from the Human Resource contact r.¡ithin the
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organization; the cover Ietter from the researcher; the

IMES; the definition of mentoring; and the demographic

survey.

Results

The data from the IMES were subjected to numerous

analyses in order to assess the hypotheses regarding social

exchange theory's (SET's) ability to account for t'he

dynamics of work relationships and differences bet!¡een

mentoring and nonmentoring work relationships. Prior to the

main analyses, the assumptions of multivariate analysis vere

assessed (see Àppendix J). For the regressions, the data

for both the Mentored and Nonmentored groups v¡ere

multivariate normal, Iinear, and homoscedastic.

Multicollinearity, however, !¡as detected between three

variables in the Nonnentored group, which resulted in the

omission of two variables (costs and alternatives) from the

regressions. For the MÀNOvÀs, the data were multivariate
normal, and the assumptions regarding independence of

observations and honogeneity of variance were met. With

respect to equaLiLy of covariance matrices, the alpha for
one MÀNOVÀ was set a! the 0.01 level. À11 univariate and

multivariate outliers nere omitted from the reLevant

analyses.
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The Results section is organized as foIlo|s. First, the

organizations, the response rate, the respondent's, and the

demographics of the work relationship are described.

Second, the regressions that assessed the ability of social

exchange theory to account for the dynamics of work

relationships are presented. Third, the MÀNOVAS that

compared mentoring and nonmentoring relationships on each

variable index are presented.

Oroanizat i ons

conlact by letter was made with 35 organizations in

winnipeg, Manitoba. This contact resulted in 25 potential

meetings. Meetings l¡ith five organizations lrere cancelled

because lhe required sample had been achieved. Of the 20

rneetings that were conducted, permission to solicit
participants was obtained from 12 organizations, These 12

organizations represented both the public and private

sectors in the follorving industries: aerospace, agriculture
banking, brewing and distilling, city works and operations,

civil service, communications, insurance, lotteries,
manufacturing, and office automation. TypicaIIy, about 30

to 60 survey packets were delivered to each organization.

Exceptions to this rate v¡ere experienced with one of the

smallest and !¡ith one of the largest organizations. The

smallest organization accepted 6 survey packets and the

largest accepted 333.
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OveraIl, 709 survey packets were distributed to the 12

organizations. The organizational contact in Human Resource

Department distributed the survey packets to potential
partícipants in Winnipeg and, vhen applicabJ.e, in their
regional offices. Legible postmarks indicated that the

surveys reached offices in: Vancouver, British Columbia;

Winnipeg, Manitoba; and Toronto, Ontario. Thus, the Sarnple

population of participants represented a broad cross-section

of industry and geographic location.

Response Râte

Completed surveys were returned by 192 respondents, which

reflects a response raLe of 27%. This response rate is
l-ower than |uh'e 46% response rate that was achi.eved in Study

1, The lower response rate is likely due to the timing of

Study 2. Study 2 was conducted during the months of June

and July--the peak of vacations. This timing was

unavoidable and may have resulted in many potential
participants not receiving the survey packet during what

they perceived to be the data collection phase.

ÀIso, it should be noted that the organization that
received the J.argest number of surveys (333) had a very loe¡

response rate (approximately 15%). This response rate was

estimated from the nurnber of surveys returned within four

weeks of delivering the survey packets to this organization.
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This index was considered !o be a good indicator in this
instance because this was the first organization to receive

the surveys, and surveys were not distributed to other

organizations for several weeks. This timing was based upon

the schedule of meetings and final consent, therefore, the

timing was completely coincidental. Thus, it appears that

the lo!¡er response rate was due largely to one organization.

Once again, it is like1y thãt vacations wâs the major reason

for this 1ow response rate (the potential participants in

this organization have about four weeks vacation time).

Re spondent s

of the 192 respondents, f60 were male (see Note 1). The

mean agè of the respondents was 47.5 years. The current
jobs of the respondents were as follows: 56,6% !¡ere

managers; 16.8% were specialists or experts; 9.8% were

administraLors; 9.3% were vice-presidents or directors; and

7.5% were supervisors. On average, the respondents had been

in their current jobs for 4.8 years.

ReIat ionshio dernoqraphics

The mean length of the respondents' work relationship
with the senior person whom they had selected was 5.8 years,

Most of the senior people were male (94.6%) and represented

a range of occupations: 54.6% were managers; 27.5% were
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vice-presiden!s or direcÈors; 11.7% were specialists or

experts; 4.0% were administrators; and 2.2% were

supervisors. The relationship lras currently ongoing for

71.5% of. the respondents, and 47.3% índícated that they sa¡t

the senior person several times a week.

Classification

Recall tha! the respondents were given a comprehensive

definition of mentoring and were then asked to indicate if
the senior person on whom they had focused !¡as a mentor.

T!¡o respondents left this question blank and were excluded

from aII of lhe remaining analyses because they could not be

classified. Of the remaining 190 respondents, 53.3%

indicated that the senior person was a mentor and 46.3%

indicated that the senior person was not a mentor. These

proportions are consistent with past research on

mentor-protege relaLionships (e.9. DolL et al. , 1982).

Àt this point, the respondents were classified into two

groups. Respondents who indicated thât the senior person

was a mentor lrere placed into the Mentored (t't) group.

Conversely, respondents who indicated that the senior person

r.¡as not a mentor vere placed inlo the Nonmentored (NM)

group.
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Assessrîent of social exchanqe theorv

The prì.mary purpose of Study 2 lras to assess the utility
of social exchange theory as a theoretical framework for the

study of mentoring relationships. In order to make this
assessment, the relevant data from the IMES were analysed

separâtely for the Menlored and Nonmentored groups. The

relevant data from the IMES are the g1oba1 measures of the

consequences of the relationship--rewards, costs,

investments, alternatives, and equity--as well as the gIobaI

measures of the outcomes of the relationship, which are

relal ionship satisfaction and commitment.

OriginaLJ.y, the gIobaJ. measures for rewards, costs,

alternalives, investments, satisfaction, and commitment ¡{ere

to be averaged in order to obtain a single index for each

variable. Due to a lack of reliability for three measures

(see Àppendix K), this approach was not al!¡ays possible.

SpecificaIly, the index for rewards, investments, and

alternatives were derived from only one of the tvro global

questions: a) Overall, how rewarding was your work

retationship with "_,'? (rewards); b) Àl-l things

considered, during your work relationship, were there

objects, persons, and activities associated with your

relationship with that you would have lost (or

val-ued less) if the relationship were to end? (investments);

and c) All things considered, how did your work relationship
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l¡ith "_" compare !¡ith other v¡ork relationships that

you could have had? (alternatives).

The remaining

s i ngle index for

scores re f lected

score reflected a

score reflected a

on " Hov¡ much did you initially J.ike " "?" would mean

that the senior person was liked very much. To obtain this
consistency in interpretation, the scale on several measures

was reversed,

Prior to the regressions, the convergent and discriminant

validity of the indices for rewards, costs, alternatives,
and investments was assessed (see appendix L). OveraJ.I, the

reward index had high convergent and high discriminant

vaJ.idity; the cost index had high convergent and L or.¡

discriminant validity; the alternatives index had 1o¡¡

convergent but some discriminant validity; and the

investment index had neither convergent nor discriminant

validity.

Mentored S-gp. The data f rom the IMES f or respondents

l¡ho were classified as proteges and, therefore placed in the

Mentored group, were subjected to regression analysis. Tr¡o

regressions were performed. In the first regression, the

global measures were averaged to obtain a

each variable. For consistency, aIl of the

the same information, such that a high

"high" amount. of that variable, and a 1ow

"Iow" amount, For example, a score of I
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indices for rev¡ards, costs, investments, alternatives, and

equity were regressed on to the relationship satisfaction
index. 1n the second regression, the same predictors
(rewards to equity) were regressed on to the relationship
commitment index. Each regression wiII be discussed in

turn.

a) Satisfaction. The overall adjusted R square for
predicting satisfaction from the five predic!or variables

was 0.70. The standardized regression coefficients,
however, indicated that not all five predictors conLributed

equally to this solution. Specif icaJ.1y, investments and

equity did not aid in predicting relationship satisfaction.
Sequential tests were then conducted in order to assess the

contribut.ion.of the three remaining predictors. Rewards

enÈered the regression equation first and accounted for 54%

of the variance ( F (1,88) = 1ù4.49 r p < .0001). Costs

entered the equation next. and the proportion of variance

accounted for increased by 14% ( F (2,87) = 42.28, p <

.0001). The subsequent addition of alternatives resul,ted in

an increase of 2% in variance accounted for ( f (3,38) =

6.00, p < 0001).

OveralI, the regressions indicated that relationship
satisfaction could be successfully predicted from thè

rer,¡ards obtained from the relationship, the costs incurred

during lhe relationship, and the alternatives to the
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relationship. The signs of the regression coefficients
indicated that high relationship satisfaction was associated

with high rewards, lor,r costs, and poor relationship
alternatives,

b) Commitment. The overall adjusted R square for
predicting commitment from the five predictor variables \.ra s

0.47. The standardized régression coefficients, however,

indicated that not all five predictors contr j.buted equally

to this solution. Specifically, costs, investmenls, and

equity did not aid in predicting relationship satisfaction.
Sequential tests were then conducted in order to assess the

contribution of the two remaining predictors. Relrards

entered the regression equation first and accounLed for 38%

of the variance ( F (1,90) = 55.89, p < ,0001). When

alternatives was added to the equation, the proportion of

variance accounted for increaseâ by 9% ( F (2,89) = 14.59, p

<.0002).

OveraIl, the regression indicated that commitment to

mentoring relationships could be predicted from the rewards

obtained from the reLationship, and the alternatives to the

relationship (R square = 0.47). The signs of the regression

coefficients indicated that high relationship commitment was

associated with high rev¡ards and poor allernatives to the

relationship,
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Nonmentor.ed qrouÞ. Separate regrèssions for relationship
satisfaction and commitment were also conducted for the

Nonmentored group. For lhis group, rewards, costs, and

alternatives Ì¡ere mul-ticollinear (see eppendix J). Thus,

costs and alternatives lrere not en!èred into the regressions

and the resuLts for costs and alternatives will paraIIeI the

results found for rewards.

a) Satisfaction. The regression of rewards and equity on

to relationship satisfaction yielded an adjusted R square of

0.74. The standardized regression coefficients indicated

that equity did not contribute to this solution. This

finding was confirmed in a sequential test which indicated

that rewards accounted for 74% of the variance, or the

ent i re R square.

OveralL, the regression indicated that satisfaction with

nonmentoring relationships can be predicted from the

rewards, and hence the costs and alternatives of a

relationship. The signs of the regression coefficients and

the correlations (see Àppendix J) indicated that high

satisfaction is associated r¡ith high rewards, Ior¡ cosls, and

poor alternatives to the work relationship.

b) Commitment. The regression of rev¡ards and eguity on

relationship commitment yielded an adjusted R square of

0.65. The standardized regression coefficients indicated
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that equity did not contribute to this solution. This

finding was confirmed in a sequential test r,¡hich indicated

that rer+ards accounted for the entire R square.

Overall, the regression indicated that commitment to

nonmentoring relationships can be predicted from the rewards

and, hence, the costs and alternatives of a relationship.
The signs of the regression coefficients and the

correlations (see Appendix J) indicated that high commitment

is associated r,¡ith high rewards, Iow costs, and poor

alternatives to the work relationship.

Equitv. Equity was expected to accoun! for some of the

predictive power for both relationship satisfaction and

commitment. Equity, however, was not significant in any

regression for either the Mentored or Nonmentored groups.

In order to assess this unusual finding, the frequencies for

the global equity question were examined. l! was found tha!

only 11% of the respondents in the Mentored group indicated

that they were underbenefitted in their reJ-ationship.

Moreover, a disproportionateLy high number of respondents in

the Nonmentored group (54%) reported being underbenefitted

and only 15% of. these respondents indicated that they were

overbenefitted. Thus, the required range in responses was

not achieved and, therefore, the predictive contribution of

equity, if any, cannot be determined.
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Study 2 also permiLted a comparison betv¡een mentoring and

nonmentori.ng work relationships on the indices for overal-l-

relationship: rewards, costs, alternatives, investments

equíty, satisfaction, and commitmen!. In order to assess

whether differences between the two groups exist, two

MANOvÀs were conducted. The first MÀNOVÀ compared the two

groups on the five consequences of the relationship (rewards

to equity), and the second MÀNOVA compared the two groups on

relationship outcomes (satisfaction and commitment). Às for
the regressions, those respondents l¡ho indicated that the

senior person was a mentor eere ptaced in the Mentored (M),

and respondents $rho indicated that the senior person was not

a mentor were pLaced into the Nonmentored (HU) group. Each

MANOVA is discussed in turn,

Overall conseouences. The five indices for overall
relationship rewards, costs, alternatives, i.nvestments, and

equity were entered into a MÀNOVÀ, The multivariate test of

the differences between the M (n = 100) and NM (n = 83)

groups was significant ( F (5,177) = 18.60, p < .0001), as

r,rere the ÀNOVAS for each variable. Thus, the M and NM

groups \,¡ere significantly different from one another on all
five indices. The means for the M and NM groups for each

index except equity and the effect size (d) of the

differences bet!¡een the two means are presented in Figure

14.
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Insert Figure 14 about here

Figure 14 iLÌusÈrates that very large differences between

the M and NM groups existed on three of the indices.

SpecificalIy, mentoring relationships were much more

rewarding ( F (1,181) = 94.37, g < .0001) and much less

costly ( F (1,181) = 57,51, p < .0001) for the subordinate

than were non¡nentoring relationships, and the alternatives
to mentoring relaLionships were much less attractive ( f
(1,181) = 56.59, Þ < .0001) to the subordinate than were

alternatives to nonmenLoring relationships. A moderate

difference bèt!¡een lhe M and NM group was found for
investments ( F (1,181) = 1'1 .58, p < .0008). The

subordinates' investments in mentoring reLationships ¡,¡ere

higher than for nonmenloring relationships.

The possible scores for equity ranged from -3 to +3;

therefore, it is dj.f f icult to graph clearly the results for

equity. The means for the M group for equity was 0.22 anô,

for the NM group was -1.02 ( L (1,181) = 43.95, p < .0001).

The effect size of the differences between these tr¡o tneans

was large (d = 1.Aa). Thus, subordinates in mentoring

relationships perceived that their relâtionship was much

more equitable than did subordinates in nonmentoring

relationships.
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Nonmentoring means for overall
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ReLationship outcomes. The two indices for satisfaction
with and commitment to the work relationship !¡ere entered

into a MÀNOVÀ. The multivariate test of the differences

between the M (n = 96) and NM (n = 88) groups was

significanl ( F (2,181) = 35.15), p < .0001), as were lhe

ÀNOVÀS for each variable. The means for the M and NM group

for both indices and the effect size (d) of the difference

between the two means are presented in Figure 15.

Insert Figure 15 about here

Figure 15 ilLustrates very large differences in the

subordinates' satisfaction with ( F (1,183) = 164.77, p<

.0001) and commitment to ( F (1,183) = 166.31, p < .0001)

their r¡ork relationship. Specifically, subordinates in the

M group were much more satisfied with and committed to hheir

work relationship than were subordinates in the NM group.

Di scuss Íon

The discussion of the results of Study 2 wiLl proceed as

foIlows. First, the primary hypotheses that addressed the

utility of social exchange theory to account for the

dynamics of mentoring and nonmentoring work relationships

r¡i11 be discussed. Second, the discussion wilL focus on the
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mêans for ove ra I1Fiqure 15: Mentoring versus

relationship outcomes.
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nonmentor ing reJ.a! ionships,

2 will be discussed.

Mentorino relationships. Recall !hat based on the

primary premise of social exchange theory (Snr), it r,¡a s

hypothesized that the protege's satisfaction with the

mentoring relationship could be predicted from high rewards

and low costs, The regressions indicated that satisfaction
was predicted from poor relationship alternatives, high

rewards, and 1o¡,r costs. ReLationship alternatives accounted

for only 2% of t}:e variance, vhile rewards and costs

accounted for 68% of the variance. That aLternatives

accounted f.or 2% of the variance is not of substantive

significance and, hence, is not of theoretical import.

Conversely, the finding that rewards and cosls accÕunted for
68% ot the variance does provide strong support for the

hypothes i s regarding relationship satisfaction.

There were no a priori assumptions regarding the

individuaL contribution of either reward.s or costs.

Although the sequenti.al tests indicated that rewards

accounted Í.or 54% of the variance and costs accounted for
14%, Ehere r{as some redundancy in the indices for rewards

and costs ( f = -.SZ). This redundancy makes it difficult
to assess the unique contribuLion of each variable. If
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costs had entered the regression equation first, it would

have accounted for 35% of. the variancê. Thus, the

sequential tests underestimated the contribution of costs in
predicting relationship satisfaction. It appears that both

costs and rewards have substan!ive predictive ability Ì¿ith

respect to relat i onship satisfacLion.

The redundancy betvreen costs and rewards also explains

the Iow discriminant validity of the cost index, which was

predicted equally welL by both the reward and cost concrete

items (see Àppendix L)--a finding also obtained by Rusbult

(1983). It appears tha! despite the vastly different
questions used to assess rer^'ards and costs (see Appendix I),
these questions are measuring similar constructs, with

rewards addressing the positive aspects and costs addressing

the negative aspects of these two simiLar constructs.

The poor discriminant validity of costs does not detract
from the strength of the conclusions regarding satisfaction
for two reasons. First, the cost index did have high

convergent validity. Second, the polarity of costs and

re¡,¡ards is recognized in social exchange theories (e.g.

Homans, 1974) and they are frequentty combined to form one

construct--outcomes--which equals rev¡ards minus costs.

Higher outcomes are hypothesized to lead to greater

satisfaction (e.9. Homans, 1974), an expectation that was

supported in thi s study.
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The second hypothesis was that the proteges' commitment

to the mentoring relationship would be positively related to

their rewards and invesLments, and negatively related to

their costs and to the attractiveness of allernative
relationships. The regressions indicated that commitment

was predicted by high rer¡ards and poor alternatives to the

current work reLationship. Rewards and alternatives
accounted for 47% of commitment to mentoring relationships;
thus, the hypothesis regarding commitment to the

relat ionship received some support.

There were no a priori assumptions regarding the

individual contribution of either rewards or costs.

Àlthough the sequential tests indicated that rewards

accounted for 38% of the variance and alternatives 9%, there

was some redundancy in the indices for rewards and

alternatives ( r = -0.46). If aLternatives had entered the

equation first, it would have accounted for 20% of. Lh.e

variance. Thus, lhe sequential tests underestinated the

contribution of aLternatives in predicting relationship
commitrnent, It appears, however, that the predictive

ability of rewards is greater than that of alterna!ives.

Tha! investments did not contribute to the prediction of

commitment was unexpected but could be the result of its low

convergen! validity. It is also possible that the

investmenbs contained in the Investment Model and Equity
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Survey were not relevant to work relationships. It is also
possible that people expect work reLationships to be

somewhat temporary or mainlain a "professional" distance and

hence, do not invest heavily in their r,¡ork reLationships.

The finding that costs did not contribute to the

prediction of commiLment is consistent with past research on

friendships (e.9. Rusbult, 1980a) ahd romantic relationships
(e.9, Rusbult, 1983) but it is inconsistent with Rusbult's

investment rnodel. It is possibte that proteges recognize

that costs are an integral part of work relationships,
therefore, costs do not affect their commitment to work

relationships so long as they are receiving compensatory

rewards.

The third hypothesis v¡as that the protege's satisfaction
and commitment would be greater in equitable than in
ineguitable mentoring relationships, ÀImost none of the

proteges in this study reported being underbenefi!ted,

therefore, this hypothesis could not be assessed.

CoIIectiveLy, the results of Study 2 provide strong

support for a SET perspective of mentoring relatíonships.
The primary premise of SET is that the receipt of high

rewards at low costs $ri11 resuLt in high satisfaction with a

relationship. This premise was strongly supported in the

regression of the consequences of mentoring relationships on
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to salisfaction with that relationship. High rewards and

low costs accounted f.or 70% of relationship satisfaction.
SET also predicts that the rev¡ards received and the

alternatives to a relationship wiIl lead to relationship

commitment. The second regression confirmed that high

rewards and poor aLternatives accounted for 47% of

relationship commitment. Rusbult (1980a) further argued

that high investments should also fead to high commitrnent.

This position lras not confirmed in the present study;

however, the investment index was not vaLid and requires

further investigation. Last, costs did not enter the

equation for relaLionship commitment--a finding contrary to
Rusbult's (1980a) mode1. It is possible that the impact of

costs on commitment was offset by the high rewards received

by the protèges.

Nonmentorinq relationshíos. The ability of SET to

account for the dynamics of nonmentoring relationships was

aLso assessed. The results obtained for nonmentoring

relationships were very similar to those found for mentoring

relationships. Specifically, rewards and costs accounted

for about 70% of. satisfaction for both relationships, For

nonmentoring relationships, however, aLternatives to the

r,¡ork relationship also had predictive ability. That. is, the

less attractive that a1lernatives to the current

relationship !¡ere, the more satisfied the nonprotege was
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with the current relationship. This result suggests that
nonproteges were more satisfied with a less than optimal

relationship when it was apparent that there was currently
1ittle opportunity to have a "better" work reLationship.

This finding is not inconsisLent !¡ith SET, which recognizes

the comparative process in which people engage (cf. Thibaut

& KeJ.ley, 1959). Also, commitment to the work relationship
was predicted by rewards and aLternatives for both menLoring

and nonmentoring relationships. For nonmentoring

relationships, however, the predictive ability was l8%

higher, and low costs also predicted high commitment. Thus,

the results for commitment to nonmentoring relationships
provides somewhat stronger support for RusbuLt's (1980a)

model than did the results for mentoring relationships.

It should be noted that for the Nonmentored group, the

correlations arnong the variable indices were much higher

than for the MenLored group, SpecificaIIy, the correlation
between rewards and costs was -.80. This correlation
underscores the simiLarity of the two constructs in an

applied sense; and for nonproteges, it appears that the two

consLructs are actually the same, \{ihh re¡,¡ards addressing

the positive and costs the negative aspects of this
construct. ÀIso, for the Nonmentored group, alternatives
were highly correlated with both costs ( ! = .71) and

relrards ( f = -.gO). That is, the perception that
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alternative relationships l¡ould be much better than the

current relationship was highly associated !¡ith the

perception that the current relationship was unrelrarding and

costly. Conversely, for the Mentored group, the correlation
between alternatives and rewards was -.46 and between

alternatives and costs was .29. It is unclear why rewards

and alternatives and costs and alternatives r¡ere highly

correlated for the Nonmentored but no! for the Mentored

group. Perhaps when people are in relationships that they

perceive to be unrewarding and costly, they are more likely
to assess the possible rewards and costs of afternative
relat.ionships than are people who are receiving relrards at

littIe cost. In other words, "poor" relationships motivate

individuals to think about alternatives to their
relationships and this motivation is stronger than for
people who are receiving what they need from a relationship.

The third hypothesis v¡as that the nonproteges'

satisfaction and commitment wouLd be greater in equitable

than in inequitable work relationships. This hypothesis

could not be assessed because not enough nonproteges

reported that they were overbenefitted in relationships and

too many nonproteges reported being underbenefitted.

Overafl, the resulLs from nonmentoring relationships

support a SET perspective of the dynamics of \,¡ork

relationships. Satisfaction with a work relationship was
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successfull-y predicted by the rewards received and costs

incurred during the reLationship. That aLternatives also

predicted satisfaction vras unexpectèd but may be due to the

comparative process induced by the l-ow rewards and high

costs. Moreover, as expected, commitment to the work

rela!ionship was predicted by high rewards, low costs, and

poor alternaLives ho the r,¡ork relationship.

Mentorino versus nonmentorino relationships. It was

hypothesized that, overa1l, mentoring relationships would be

more rewarding, be Iess costly, have poorer relationship
aLternatives, have higher investments, and be more equitable

than r¡ould nonmentoring relationships. A comparison of lhe

means for each of the five indices for the relationship
consequences revealed large differences between mentoring

and nonmentoring relat.ionships. Overal-1, mentoring

relationships were rated as much more rewarding and

equitabJ.e, as much Iess costly, and as having much poorer

alternatives and greater investments than were nonmentoring

relationships. Thus, the hypothesis regarding relationship
consequences \,¡as strongly supported. rt is believed that

the specific behaviours that mentors frequently display

towards their proteges caused the favourable consequences of

mentoring relationships. This belief, however, Ìras not

tested directly and therefore requires further
i nvest i gat i on.
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With respect to relationship outcomes, mentoring and

nonmentoring relationships also contrasted sharply.
Proteges r,¡ere much more satisfied with and commitled to
their work relationships than !¡ere nonproteges. It is
anticipated that this satisfaction and commitment i,¡il1

generalize to the entire work situation and !riIl., therefore,
Iead to greater satisfaction and commitment to the proteges'
jobs and to their organizations. Past research has

indicated lhat compared to nonproteges, proteges are more

satisfied !rith and successful at their careers (e.g.

ÀLleman, et al., 1986; Henderson, 1985) and are less tikely
to Leave their organizations (Zey, 1984) ,

I¡nolications. The results from both mentoring and

nonmentoring work relationships in Study 2 provides strong

support for adopting a SET approach to lhe study of work

relationships. Àdopting this theoretical approach can

facilitate research on work reLationships by suggesting the

relevant variables and their interaction, as well as the

probable causes of functional and dysfunctional work

reLationships. Thus, progress in our understanding of work

reLationships can be made more quickly than with the

fragmented approach adopted in the past.

From an applied perspective, the results of Study 2 have

implications for the senior person in a r,¡ork relationship.
Specifically, the senior person can have a posiLive impact
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on the subordinate's sabisfaction and commitment by

providing rewards or positive experiences for the

subordinate, while at the same time reducing the

subordinate's negative experiences or costs, If the senior

person is successful, then the subordinates will likeIy be

more satisfied with and committed to the work relationship.
Pas! research (e.9. Fagan & Walter, 1982; Henderson, 1985)

suggests hhat these tvro outcomes will like).y generalize to

the subordinate's work situation as a who1e. That is, the

subordinates wilI be more satisfied with their jobs and more

committed to their organizations.

Although Study 2 focused on what the senior person does

for the subordinate, SET predicts that the subordinate can

also positively affect the senior person's satisfaction and

commitnent to the r¡ork reLationship by providing the senior

person with high rewards at low costs. The present study

did not address the types of rewards and cosLs thab the

subordinates could give or cause, but offers this direction
for future research.

Study 2 also demonstrated that at least t\,¡o lypes of work

rel,ationships exis!. In order to be consistent with past

research, the two reLationships vrere labelled mentoring and

nonmentoring. Mentoring relationships r,rere characterized by

the mentors providing a range of rewards to their proteges

at relatively low costs to the proteges. The proteges
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perceived that the mentors were receiving and incurring
comparable rewards and costs, hence; the proteges perceived

that the reLationship was equitable. Moreover, the proteges

had vier,¡ed other r¡ork relationships as being less attractive
!han their current relationship. In sharp contrast,
nonmentoring relationships were characterized by the

nonproteges receiving few re¡+ards and incurring high costs.
The nonproteges perceived that their superiors were

receiving more rewards and/or incurring fewer costs; hence,

the nonproteges felt underbenefitted in the relationship.
Moreover, the nonproteges felL that alternative r¿ork

relationships !¡ere more attractive than their present

relat ionship.

About 50% of the respondênts reported having a

nonmentoring relationship. The hiqh incidence of

nonmentoring relationships, which were shown to be

associated with low satisfaction and commitment, may be

cause for concern to the extent that dissatisfied and

uncommitted ernployees are more J.ikely to be absent from or

to Leave the organization.

The present study nas not designed to assess the factors

that caused differences in the consequences and outcomes of

mentoring and nonmentoring relationships. The results of

Study 1, however, may provide some insight. Study 1

demonstrated that although mentors and nonmentors displayed
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a simíIar range of 30 behaviours towards their subordinales,

mentors displayed each behaviour more frequently than did

nonnentors. VirtualJ.y all of the behaviours studied would

result in some rev¡ard or positive experience for the protege

(in fact, the rewards surveyed in Study 2 were derived from

the behaviours surveyed in Study 1). Therefore, it is
possible that the increased freguency with which the mentors

displayed the 30 behaviours caused the mentoring

relationship to be very rewarding for the protege. Study 1

also indicated that, compared to mentors, nonmentors rarely
displayed psychosocial functions. For example, nonmentors

rarely gave encouragement to or demonstrated respect for

their subordinates, nor did they enhance their subordinates'

self-confidence. Psychosocial- functions can be a valued

source of personal rewards for the subordinate; therefore,
it is suggested that nonmentors focus on providing more

psychosocial functions for their subordinates.

Thus far, the focus of the discussion has been on the

senior person in the work relationship. The reason for this
focus is the assumption that because the senior person is
the more powerful person in the relationship, the senior

person is most likely to effect change. This focus,

ho¡vever, does not exclude lhe contribution of the

subordinate to the current relationship dynamics or to

effecting change. Relationships are the product of the
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interactions and behaviours of both people (t<e1ley et al.,
1983). Subordinates indirectly effect the overalL reward

value of a relationship by making future interactions with
the senior person more or less probabl-e and also by

affecting the nature of the interaction. Àccording to
social exchange theory (e.g. Homans, 1974), if the

subordinate provides the senior person with desired rewards,

the senior person will be more likely to interact with the

subordinate, and to reciprocate by providing rewards for the

subordinate. Study 1 indicated that nonproteges were much

less 1ike1y than proteges to engage in numerous

behaviours--behaviours that primarily reflected psychosocial

functions. For example, nonproteges rarely valued the

senior person's opinions and rarely demonstrated respect for
the senior person. It is suggested, therefore, that an

increase in t.he freguency with which subordinates display
psychosoc ial functions towards their superiors r+il1 also
resuLt in a more rewarding and satisfying relationship.

In conclusion, Study 2 provided strong evidence of two

distinct types of work reLationships--mentoring and

nonmentoring. Mentoring relationships were rated as much

more satisfying than were nonmentoring relationships.
Moreover, subordinates !¡ere much more committed to mentoring

relationships than to nonmentoring relationships. The

dynamics of both relationships were consistent ¡rith social
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exchange theory. On the basis of soc ial- exchange theory and

the results of Study 1, it was concluded that nonmentoring

relationships could be improved if both the senior person

and subordinate increased the psychosocial functions that

they provide each othe r .

General Di scuss i on

Two field sLudies that examined the characterisLics and

dynamics of work relationships r{ere conducted. Both studies

addressed relationships that have been referred to as

"mentoring" and that have been shown to have many positive

effects for the mentor, the protege, and bhe organization
(e.9. Alleman et aI., 1985; Dalton & Thompson, 1986; and

Zey, 1984). Because mentoring was defined on a post-hoc

basis, data were also collected on nonmentoring

relationships and a comparison between mentoring and

nonmentoring work relationships was possible. From the

subordinate's perspective, Study 1 evaluated the range of

behaviours that mentors, nonmentors, proteges, and

nonproteges displayed over the course of the work

relationship, and Study 2 evaluated the dynamics of the

relationships in terms of their consequences and outcomes.

Mentoring was defined differently in each study. In

Study 1, the Behavioural Survey was used to defined

mentoring. Menlors were defined as superiors who scored
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above average on 25 of the 30 behaviours surveyed in either
t.he early, middle, or late par! of the relationship, In

Study 2, respondents read a comprehensive definition of

mentoring and then indicated whether the superior that they

had focused upon was a mentor. Despite these t!¡o different
approaches to defining mentoring, the results of both

studies were consistent. That is, both studies identified
two very different types of work rel-ationships--mentoring

and nonmentoring--and the size of the differences bet!¡een

these two relationships r¡ere comparable. Large effect sizes

on the order of 0.80 and greater were the norm in both

studies. Therefore, it appears that both definitions of

mentoring successfuLly distinguished betneen the tvro types

of work relationships.

Despite the consistency across the tr,¡o studies, it is
preferable to use one definition of mentoring to ensure that
practitioners and researchers are discussing the same thing.
The definitions used in the present studies have advantages

and disadvantages. The comprehensive definition of

mentoring developed by Brooks and Haring-Hidore (1987) is
advantageous because of its brevity. This definition,
however, does not detail specifical.ly what mentors actually
do to create the impression in subordinates that they are

mentors. Consequently, this definition cannot be

quantified, and is prone to subjective interpretation,
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ConverseJ-y, the Behavioural Survey uses only specific,
measurable behaviours to dèfine mentoring. Thus, the

Behavioural Survey can be quantified, which would ensure

that the term mentoring refers to the same thing. Moreover,

if mentoring is defined according to the Behavioural Survey,

mentoring could be "taught" by informing managers of the

specific behaviours lhat could be dispJ.ayed in order to
improve their work relationships. In its present f orm,

however, the Behavioural Survey is too long to be of
practical vaIue, especially if the precise behaviours that
managers display are not of interest. An abridged version

of the Behavioural Survey could, hor,¡ever, satisfy the

requirements of an operational definition of mentoring.

Ànother aspect of both studies was that they h'ere

correlational, no! cause-and-effect. Both studies yielded

vast amounts of descriptive data on both mentoring and

nonmentoring work relationships and al.so revealed large

differences betwèen these two relationships, The causes of

these differences, hovever, could not be determined. It was

inferred, however, that the specific behaviours that mentors

and proteges frequently display leads to rewards for both

the mentor and protege. These re¡vards, in turn, Lead to

high satisfaction with and high commitment to the

relationship, and possibly to the job and organization. The

accuracy of these inferred causal connections awaits further
research.
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The response rate in both studies was lor¡. Study t had a

response rate of 46%, whiLe Study 2 had a response rate of

27%. civen that the survey in Study 1 was over 50 pages

long and that the managers were told that it would take

about one hour to complete, a 47% response rate is probabty

as high as could be expected. Conversely, in Study 2 a much

shorter survey (24 pages) was given and the managers v¡ere

told that it would take about 20 minutes to complete. Thus,

the possible implications of the lo¡,¡ response rates must be

considered.

Concern over low response rates is based largely on the

assumption that the resulting sample could be potentially
biased due to respondent seLf-selection. Specifically, the

bias could result if the non-responders are some hoç

different f rorn the respondents on variables or traits
affecting the dependent measures (c.f. Leslie, 1972). In

this regard, Robinson and Agisim (1951) found that
non-responders to mail surveys failed to respond because

they lost the survey, overlooked the survey, h,ere too busy

at the time of the survey, !¡ere away at the time of the

survey, or never received the survey in the first p1ace.

There was no evidence of a sampling bias due to interest in

the survey topic or due to variations in demographic

variabl-es. These results are especia).1y relevant to the

present studies given the time pressures of middle- and
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upper-Ievel managers, that Study 2 l¡as conducted during the

summer months, and that the researcher had no control over

the physical distribution of the surveys, It is likeIy that

the non-responders in the present studies had irnpending

deadlines, were away from work, or possibly never received

the surveys. In fact, t\,¡o vice-presidents indicated that

they had not distributed all of the surveys. The extent of

this omission, however, is not known.

ÀIthough Robinson and Àgisim's study serves to underscore

the probable causes of non-responding in the present studies

as wefl as the non-biasing effects associated with these

causes, the possibility of sampling bias in the present

studies cannot be ruled-out. Àn analysis by Leslie (1972),

however, provides further insight. Leslie analyzed the

published literature on the potential biases caused by

non-responders to surveys, The results indicated that

biases are not introduced when the sample population is

selected from a homogeneous group, Iike teachers, and when

the survey items pertain to the respondent's group

membership. These conditions were satisfied in the present

studies which sampled managers and which assessed the

managers' experiences in !heir professional. rofes.

Therefore, the probability of potential bias was reduced in

the present studi es.
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FinaIly, the only information given Lo aLl of the

potential respondents in the present studies was that the

survey topic was work rel,ationships. The respondents to the

surveys reporled poor and good work relationships in almost

equal proportions, therefore, a selection bias does not

appear to have been operating.

Ultimately, the presence or absence of sampling biases in

mail surveys is an empirical question that can only be

ansvrered by surveying the non-responders. However, given

lhe past research on potential biases, as well as the

representativeness of the homogeneous sample populations in

the present studies, it is argued that the 1ow response

rates do not IikeIy reflect biased sampling.

An underlying purpose of both studies was to overcome

many of the problems associated with past research on the

mentor-protege relationship and to thereby extend our

knowledge of these reJ-ationships. Recall that past research

has been criLicized for a number of reasons. Merriam (1983)

argued that the lack of an operational definition of

mentoring was impeding progress in the area. The present

studies attempted !o redress this issue by using Riley and

Wrench's (1985) Career Support Scale to operationalize

mentoring. The properties of this sca1e, however, werè not

upheld and it was necessarily abandoned. Ðespite the

inability of the present studies to overcome the immediate
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concerns regarding the operational definition of mentoring,

the Behavioural Survey was constructed for Study 1 and it is
believed that an abridged version of the survey can be

successfully used to operationalize mentoring,

Other criticisms of the mentoring literature have

focussed on methodological issues such as: an overreliance
on the protege's perspective (Bowen, 1986), the Iack of
quantifiable data, the absence of adequate research designs
(Merraim, 1983), sampling from only one organization (Bowen,

'1 986), the use of smalL sample sizes (Bowen, 1986), and the

lack of comparison groups (Merriam, 1983), The present

studies al.so focused on the protege's perspective for
several reasons, First, both studies required large sample

sizes, therefore, it was not feasible to sample both mentors

and proteges. Second, mentoring programs are ultimately
implemented to enhance the training and development of the

proteges, therefore, the protege's perception of the

mentor's behaviours becomes a critical issue for
investiga!ion. Third, the specific research queslions could

be investigated by assessing onLy the proleger s perspective.

Despite the present focus on the protege's perspective, the

need to incorporate the mentor's perspective in future
research is acknowledged. In this regard, studies focusing

on intact mentor-protege dyads woul.d be extremely usefuL in

exploring the dynamics of mentor-protege relationships. The
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present studies addressed the remaining criticisms by

sampling hundreds of managers from a representative

cross-section of industry. Moreover, the design of the

surveys permitted meaningful analyses of quantifiable data

and a comparison group of nonmentoring reLationships was

acguired in both studies, Thus, the present studies yielded

needed systematic and generaJ-izable information, and also

indicated that mentoring relationships are distinct from

oLher work relat ionships.

Finally, with respect to the amassed knowledge in the

area, it was argued that the stages of the mentor-protege

relationship have not been verified, the behaviours of
proteges and the dynamics of the relationship have been

virtually ignored by researchers, and Merriam (1983) argued

that the area lacks needed direction. To address these

issues, Study 1 was designed to examine systematically the

range of behaviours that both mentors and proteges display

over the course of their work relationship. This enabled a

test of the proposed three-stage model of mentoring

relationships and also provided needed information on the

protege's behaviours. By mapping lhe behaviours of both

mentors and proteges, Study 1 also provided a wealth of

information that is needed to formulate hypotheses on the

dynamics of mentoring relationships. Further in this
regard, Study 2 examined the dynamics of mentoring
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relationships from a social exchange theory perspective.

The choice to use theory was based on the assumption that
theory could give the area needed direction and the choice

of social exchange theory was predicated on its consistency

!¡ith the inferred dynamics of mentoring relationships.

In conclusion, the present studies were directed at

f ilJ.ing current voids in the mentoring Iiterature and to do

so while overcoming some of the methodological probJ.ems

associated with past research. The results clearly did not

support the presumed three-stage model of mentoring

relationships. The failure !o confirm this model

underscores the need for convergent methodology prior to

adopting and implementing the results of initial studies and

also points to the need for more research on the

developmental course of mentoring relationships. The

prel.iminary test of social exchange theory indicated hhat

the dynamics of both mentoring and nonmentoring work

relationships are indeed consistent r,¡ith a social exchange

theory interpretation. Given bhat this was lhe first !est
of sociaL exchange theory, more research wiII be needed

prior to adopting this theoretical framework. Fulure

research should address some of the measurement issues

raised in Study 2, incorporate the mentor's perspective, and

use a variety of methods to measure the central variables of

Èhe theory. It is believed that this research wilL also
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soc iaI exchange theory in
relationships; therefore, the theory

direction for research on mentoring.
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Note 1

To achieve homogeneiÈy of the sample population, only
maLes were originally solicited. In some organizations,
however, both mal-es and females r,¡ere solicited in order Lo

prevent possible negative reactions to any perceived

inequities. Analyses v¡ere conducted !¡ith and without the
'fema1es. The results of the analyses were the same;

therefore, the female respondents were rebained in aIt
analyses.
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ÀPPENDÎX À

Carèer Support Sca]e

For the second survey I v¡ou1d ì.ike you to think about
your work relationship with " as a who1e.
Pl.ease read the instructions that accompany the items on
the following pages, and then complete each item rçith
respect to your overall impression of your work
relationship.

You may begin.
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Using the rating scal-e, please indicate the extent toyl,iç! l " has provided you wirh rhe following
KINDS OF HELP. You should consider each as a general-
kind of help unless it specifically refers to lour job or

.1 ) essists in learning the technical aspects of your job.

l------------l----------- t----------- | ------------ |1234å
ext reme Iy

f requent Iy
advice on how !o solve problems.2) Provides you with

t------------1234
never

never

NEVê T

I

5

3) Gives feedback regarding your work.

I ------------l----------- | ----------- I ------------ |1234å
never extremely

f requent 1y

4) Sets challenging performance standards for you to follow.

l------------j-----------t----------- | ------------ |1234å

exL reme Iy
f requent Ly

ext reme 1y
f r equen t ly

ext reme ly
frequently

5) Serves as a model or example for you to f oll,ow.

J ------------l----------- I ----------- | ------------ I12345
never ex t reme ly

frequently
6) Shares information on the customs, values, and politics

of your profession or !¡ork environment.

I ------------l ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |12345
neve r



7) Genuinely cares

t------------
1

never
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about you as a person.

I ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |2345
ex t reme 1y

frequently

8) Provides support and encouragement in stressful ti.mes.

| ------------ | ----------- t----------- t------------ |12345
never ext reme Iy

f r equen t 1y

challenging work to do lhat tests your

t------------t45
extremely

frequently
10) Helps you in planning your career

9) Gives you
abilities.

t-------
1

neve r

1'1 ) Uses their influence to geb you hired, promoted, or in
some way to advance your career.

I ------------ I ----------- t----------- t------------ |12345

t------------l12
neve r

345
extreme 1y

frequently

ex t remely
f requent 1y

t------------l45
extremely

f requent ly

never

12) tntroduces you to important others,

t------------ | ----------- | -----------123
neve r

'1 3) Makes sure you receive credit, recognition for your work.

t------------ t----------- | ----------- I ------------ I12345
extremely

frequently
never
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14) Relates more positively to you than most others.

J------------l----------- | ----------- t------------ I1234å

Acknowledges you as an accepted member of your
profession.

I ------------1 ----------- I ----------- I ------------ I1234s

ext remely
Erequently

ext renely
f requent Ly

never
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Using the rating scaJ,e, please indicate
the following describe your relationship

the extent
with "

to which

1) There is mutual respect and admiration in our
relationship.

not at aLl
descriptive

no! at aII
descriptive

not at al1
descriptive

t------------ | ----------- | ----------- I ------------ I12345

2) This person has been like a father/mother to me at times.

l------------ r----------- r----------- r ------------ |12345
noE aE aJ--L extremely
descriptive descriptivé

3) There is a willingness to share information and exchange
favours.

l------------ | ----------- r----------- | ------------ I12345
noE aE a-Ll. extremely
descriptive descriptivè

4) The relalionship is valued in and of itself and not
necessarily for the materiaL things.

l------------ I ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |12345

ex t reme 1y
descriptive

ext reme 1y
descriptive

ext reme ly
descr ipt ive

5) I have experienced negative feelings towards this person(e.g. envy, resentment, inferiority, intimidation).

l------------ | ----------- r ----------- r------------ |12345
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6) This person possesses qualities that I admire and that I
have tried to make a part of myself.

l------------ l ----------- | ----------- I ------------ |12345
not at all extremely
descriplive descriptive

7) This person has a positive influence on my
sel-f-confidence.

l------------ i ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |12345
not at all extreme].y
descr ipt ive descriptivé

8) I see things in this person that reminds me of me.

l------------ | ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |12345
not at alL extremelydescriptive descriptivã

9) This person makes demands on me that I can't meet.

l------------ I ----------- t----------- | ------------ I12345
not at a1l extremely
descriptive descriptivã

'1 0) I f eel f ree to challenge this person's point of vier,¡.

l------------ l----------- I ----------- t------------ |12345
not ât all extremely
descr ipt ive descriptivã

11) I feel free Lo make mistakes without repercussions.

l------------ l----------- | ----------- | ------------ I12345
not at aLl extremelydescriptive descriptivã
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12) I believe that Èhis person sees things in me that remind
them of thèmselves.

I ------------ I ----------- | ----------- | ------------ |12345
not at all
descriptive

13) rhis person encourages me
myseJ.f .

| ------------ | ----------- | ----------- l------------ I12345
not at aII
descriptive

ext reme Iy
descriptive

14) this person has access to resources (e.g. expertise,
influence, information that could advance one's career).

| ------------ l----------- l----------- l------------ I12345
not at alL extremely
desc r ipt ive descr ipt i ve

ext reme Ly
descriPtive

to have high expectations of
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ÀPPENDTX B

BehavÍoural Survey

I would like you to take part in a study of interpersonal
behaviour--a study of the interaction between two people.
Specif ical).y, I am interested in assessinq the dynãmiés
of the interpersonaL relationships that occur at work.
You have been asked to participate in this study becauseyou have considerable work experience,

For this study, I would like you to think about a fairly
enduring work reLationship that you have had with a morã
senior manager or executivè at \,¡ork. By "fairlyenduring", I mean that the relationship has endured for
at least two years. The rel.ationship may or may not be
ongoing, and may or may not have been foimed in-this
organization. The senior manager or executive that you
think about may be either male or female, and should be
an individual r,rith whom you have interacted on a more orless consistent basis over the course of your
relationship. This person might have been your immediate
supervisor, or migh! be some other person with whom you
have had the opportunity lo interact. please take a
moment now to form a clear picture of this person in your
mind.

For lhe remainder of this study, I l¡ould like you to
focus on the person you have selected, and on your work
relationship with this person. you will not bè asked to
submit this person's name,

During the course of this survey, I will be asking you to
think about lhe early, the middle, and the lat.e pãrl ofyour work relationship. Right now, however, I would Iike
you to focus upon the earLy part of your
relationship--the time just after you met--and about your
interactions subsequent to this initial meeting. I dó
nol have any particular time frame in mind. I lrant you
to focus upon what you consider to be the early part ofyour relationship.
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I r¡ould now Iike you to complete the following survey
items based upon your recollection of the beháviours- in
which this person engaged during this earl-y part of your
work relationship.

À sample i tem folloçs. In
thi s survey, "

this item, as in all items in
" refers !o the person that

you have selected.

0. " invited me for coffee.
This occurred during during the
of our relat ionship: yes_
If yes, this occurred:

early part
no

r--------- | --------- t--------- I --------- |12345
not very very
often often

If this person never invited you for coffee during the
early part of your relationship, please check "noi', and
move to the next item. On the other hand, if this person
invited you for coffee, please check "yesi', and aIsõ
indicate the frequency of this behaviour by circLing the
appropriate number, Thên proceed to the next item.

Remember, your rèsponses are anonymous and wi1J. be kept
str ictly conf ident iaI.

You may begin.
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" demanded high performance from me.

Thi s occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | -----------12
not very
often

early part of our
no

| ----------- I ----------- |345
very
often

J.

2. " ensured that I was introduced to
key people in the organization.

This occurred during the early part of our
relat i onship: yes_ no
I f yes, this occurred:

| ----------- I ----------- I ----------- I ----------- I12345
not very ve ry
often often

" valued my

Thi s occurred during the
relat ionship: yes_
If yes, thi s occurred:

| ----------- t----------- r-----------123
not very
often

demonstrated respect for me.

This occurred during the early part of our
relationship: yes_ no
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | ----------- | ----------- | ----------- I12345

opinions and contributions.
early part of our

nô

t-----------l45
very
often

ve ry
often

not very
oftèn
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" shor,¡ed car ing towards me .

This occurred during the early part of our
relat ionship: yes_ no_
I f yes, this occurred:

l----------- l----------- | ----------- | ----------- |12345
not very veryoften often

R

6. " aided my
organization.

This occurred during the
relat i onship: yes
r- i yes , chiè oècuäeo:

| ----------- | ----------- |123
not ve ry
often

Thi s occurred during the
relat i onship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

promot ions within the

early part of our
no

early part of our
no

me.
" shared classified information with

tr

ve ry
often

very
often

t----------- ¡ ----------- | -----------123
not ve ry
often

l___________t¡t¿R
ve ry
often

8. ' communicated to ne his or her
eIþãETãïTãiE-ãf me.

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes , this occurred:

early part of our
no

l----------- r----------- | ----------- t----------- |12345
not very
often
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" challenged me to think creatively.
This occurred during the early part of our
relat i onship: yes no
rf yes, thiê oócurredl-

l----------- | ----------- | ----------- | ----------- |12345
not very ve ry
often often

10. "_ " gave me informaÈion on trends in my
f ïe-tã:--
This occurred during the early part of our
relationship: yes no
If yes, thi¡ occurred.

t-----------l12
not very
often

11 " provided

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
I f yes, thi s occurred:
t___________
I

I

not very
ofLen

1)

This occurred during the
relat i onship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | -----------12
not very
often

| ----------- | ----------- | ----------- |2345
very
often

" supported and facilitated my goa1s.

45
very
often

me with challenging work.

early part of our
no

early part of our
no

t-__________
I

't
t-----------l45

very
often



This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes , this occurred:

| ----------- | ----------- |123
not ve ry
often

13. "
people in the

This occurred
relationship:
If yes , this

t-----------l12
not ve ry
often

1

not very
often

16. "

early part of our
no

t-----------l45
ve ry
often
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" gave me information about other
organ i zat i on .

during the early part of ouryes no
occurred:

I

5
ve ry
often

" served as a roLe model for me.

15. "_" ensured that my interests were
protected in meetings that I could not attend.
This occurred during the early part of our
relationship: yes_ no
If yes, this occurred:

l----------- | ----------- I ----------- t----------- I45
ve ry
often

" gave me regular feedback.

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
I f yes, thi s occurred:

l----------- l----------- r----------- | ----------- I12345

early part of our
no

not very
often

ve ry
often
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17. " " coached

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

t-----------
1

not very
often

18. "
other people.

This occurred during the
reLat ionshi p: ye s_
I f yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | ----------- |123
not very
often

I --_--_-__-_ I ----------- | ---_--_____ Illtl
)2¿R

ve ry
often

" intervened in my conflicts with

me.

early part of our
no

early part of our
no

l-----------l45
ve ry
often

lo

1

not ve ry
often

20, "_" developed
the technical aspects of

This occurred during the
relat ionship: yes_
If yes, this occurred:

" counselled me on my career.

This occurred during the early part of our
reLat ionship: yes_ no_
If yes, this occurred:

t----------- I ----------- | -----------

| ----------- | ----------- I -----------123
not very
often

my skiJ.Is
my work.

early part
no

t-----------l45
very
often

by teaching me

of our

t-----------l
very
often
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21 . " " provided me r,¡ith the resources that
I needed in order to be

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

l----------- r----------- | ----------- I ----------- |12345

effective at Ì,¡ork.

early part of our
no

nof ve ry
often

22. " _" laught me about the
organization.

This occurred during the
relat ionship: yes_
I f yes, this occurred:

ve ry
often

politics of the

of ourearly part
no

| ----------- | ----------- | -----------123
not very
often

l-_________-ttt

very
often

23. " " acknowledged my talent and abilities,
This occurred during the early part of our
relat ionship: yes_ no
If yes, this occurred:
t_*_________t____.tt
t¿

not ve ry
often

| ----------- | ----------- |345
ve ry
often

24. "_" manipulated circumstances in order
to enhance my promotabi I i ty.
This occurred during Lhe early part of our
relationship: yes_ no
I f yes , thi; oécuäed:

| ----------- | ----------- |123
not very
often

t
very
often



25. "_" prov ided
and underslanding when I

This occurred during the
relationship: yes
if yes , chiè oècurre¿-:

| ----------- | -----------12
no! very
often
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me with personal comfort
needed it.
early part of our

no

| ----------- | ----------- I345
ve ry
often

" enhanced my seIf -conf idence.

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | -----------12
not very
often

27 . " _" gave me
related tasks.

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

early parl of our
no

| ----------- | ----------- |345
very
often

direct assistance on job-

early part of our
no

t-----------
1

not very
often

28. "

not very
often

encouragement.

early part of our
no

I ----------- I----------- I ----------- |2345
very
often

" gave me

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- ¡ ----------- | ----------- I ----------- |12345
very
often



)a

1)
not very
often

30. "
other people's mi stakes

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
I f yes, this occurred:

| ----------- I -----------12
not very
of!en
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" Iistened to my opinions or advice.

earLy part of our
no

ve ry
often

ensured that I vras not blamed for
or shortcomi ngs.

early part of our
no

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes, Lhis occurred:

l----------- | ----------- t----------- t----------- |

r ----------- | ----------- |345
ve ry
often



I wouLd now like you to focus on the
displayed during this early part of
r,¡i!h the person you have selected.

Please compJ-ete the following items
recollection of your gga behaviours
part of your relationship,

You may begin.
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behaviours that you
your reLaLionship

based upon your
dur ing this early
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1. I expected high performance from "

This occurred during the early part of our
relationship: yes_ no
I f yes, this occurred:

t----------- | ----------- | ----------- | ----------- I12345
not very
often

ve ry
often

I introduced "
organization.

to people in the2,

This occurred during the
relationship: ye s_
If yes , this occurred:

early part of our
no

l----------- | ----------- | ----------- | ----------- |12345
not very very
often often

3. I valued "

This occurred during the
relat i onship: yes_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | -----------1)
not ve ry
often

not ve ry
often

4. I demonstrated respect for "

This occurred during the early part of
relationship: yes_ no_
If yes , this occurred:

l----------- r----------- | ----------- I ----------- I12345

opinions and contributions.
early part of our

no

___________t
I

Ê

ve ry
often

very
often

t-----------l34
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6. I supported
organ i zat i on .

This occurred during the
relationship: yes
I f yes, chiã oècurreo:

| ----------- | -----------12
not ve ry
often

5, I showed caring towards "

This occurred during the
relationship: yes
If yes, chiË oõcurreãl-

I ----------- | ----------- |123
not very
often

earl-y part of our
no

5
very
often

's" promotions within the

early part of our
no

| ----------- | ----------- |345
very
often

our

early part of our
no

7. I shared cÌassified information with "

This occurred during the early part of
relationship: yes_ no_
If yes, thi s occurred:

I ----------- | ----------- | ----------- | ----------- |12345
not very ve ry
often often

8. I communicated my expectations of "
him or her.

This occurred during the
reì.ationship: yes_
If yes , this occurred:

| ----------- | -----------
1

not ve ry
often

I

very
often



ô " to think creat
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iveIy.

12
not ve ry
often

early part of our
no

r-----------l45
ve ry
often

early part of our
no

t-----------l45
ve ry
often

's" goaIs.

I c ha 11en ged

Thi s occurred
relationship:
If yes , this

during the
JgJ-

occurred:

t-----------

10. I gave " " information on trends in his
or her f ield.
Thi s occurred during the
relat ionship: yes_
If yes , this occurred:

| ----------- | ----------- I123
not ve ry
often

11. r suggested challenging assignments for
" to unde r ta ke .

This occurred during the earLy parÈ of our
relat i onship: yes_ no_
If yes, this occurred:

'1 2. I supported and facilitated
This occurred during the earLy part of our
relationship: yes_ no_
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- I ----------- | -----------123
not very
often

t-----------l+5
ve ry
often



13. I gave "

not ve ry
often

14. I believe that "
behaviours.

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

I ----------- | ----------- |123
not very
often

This occurred
relationship:
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" information about other

nô

very
often

" emuLated some of my

earLy part of our
no

t-----------l45
ve ry
often

early part of our
no

people in the organization,

This occurred during the early parL of our
relat ionship: ye s_
If yes, thiè oècurreo:

| ----------- | ----------- t----------- I ----------- I12345

15. I ensured that s" interests !¡ere
protected in me e ffi!E-l-ña--h e or she could not

attend.

This occurred during the
relat ionship: yes_
I f yes, thi s occurred:

| ----------- t----------- t----------- | ----------- |12345
not very very
often often

16. I gave " regular feedbac k.

during the early part of our
ves no

If yes, this occurred:

I ----------- r ----------- | ----------- r ----------- |12345
not very very
often often



¡/. I gave "
or her performance.

This occurred during the
relat ionshi p: ye s_
I f yes, thi s occurred:
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hints on how to improve his

early part of our
no

I ----------- I ----------- I -----------123
not very
often

resolve his or her

early part of our
no

| ----------- I ----------- I

3

r-----------l45
ve ry
often

45
very
often

18. I helped "_"
interpersonal conf 1 icts.
This occurred during lhe
reLat i onship: yes
I f yes, cirié oécuirõ:

| ----------- | -----------12
not very
often

19. I gave " " career advice.
This occurred during the early part of our
relat ionship: yes_ no
If yes, thiè occuilããl-

l----------- 1----------- | ----------- | ----------- |1234ó
not very veryoften oftèn

20. I offered " " advice on the technical
aspects of hii-ir- hãl-Tõrk.

This occurred during the early part of our
relat ionship: yes_ no
If yes, thié oõcuiIãã:

l -----------l ----------- | ----------- | ----------- I12346
not very veryoften oftãn



21. I provided "_
he or she needeã--ln order

Thi s occurred during the
relat ionship: yes
i i yes, ciriè oècuäããJ-
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the resources that
effective at wor k.

part of our

" with
to be

early
no

| ----------- | ----------- | -----------123
not ve ry
often

22. I taught "

If yes, thiê occurred:

t___________ttt

very
often

about. the politics of the

early part of our
no

talent and abilities,
part of our

t-----------l45
ve ry
often

organization.

This occurred during the
relat ionship: ye s_
I f yes, this occurred:

l----------- | ----------- I ----------- t----------- |12345
not very very
often often

23. I acknowledged

This occurred during lhe earl,y
relationship: yes no

t---------_-
I

not very
often

Thi s occurred
relationship:
I f yes, thi s

during the early part of ouryes_ no_
occur red :

t----------- | ----------- | ----------- I2345
very
often

¿+. I manÍpulated circumstances in order to enhance
's" promotability.

t-----------12
not ve ry
often



25. t provided "_
anã understañãTng when- hã

This occurred during the
rel-at ionship: ye s_
I f yes, this occurred:

r----------- | ----------- | ----------- t----------- |12345
not very ve ry
often often

26. I enhanced "_'s" self-confidence.
This occurrèd during lhe early part of our
relat ionship: ye s.
If yes, thiã oécuirããl-

| ----------- | -----------12
not very
often

no
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." with personal comfort
or she needed it.

early part of our
no

R

ve ry
often

on j ob-27. I gave " direct assistance
related tasks.

This occurred during the early part of our
relat ionship: yes_ no
If yes, this occurred:

r----------- | ----------- t----------- | --------1234
not very
often

28. I gave " " encouragement.

___t
I

ve ry
often

This occurred
relationship:
If yes, thi s

l-----------l

during the early part of our
J9J-

occurred:

-----_-----t I

no

'1

not very
often

t
ve ry
often
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29. I listened to 's" opinions or advice.

This occurred during the early part of our
rela! i onship: yes_ no
If yes, this occurred:

| ----------- | ----------- I ----------- | ----------- |1234s
not very ve ry
often often

30. I ensured that,,other coworkers did not bLame

srrõiTãõm]ngs. - for another manager's mistakes or

Thi s occurred during the
relaEionship: ye s_
If yes, this occurred:

early part of our
no

| ----------- t----------- t----------- | ----------- I12345
no! ve ry
often

ve ry
ofLen



Right now I'd Iike you to relax
turn the page to continue.

MenLor i ng
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moment before youfor a
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I would now like you to think about the middle part ofyour relationship with the person you have seleèted, I
do not have any particular time frãme in mind. I v¡antyou to focus upon !¡hat vou consider to be the middle part
of your relationship.

Please complete the f ol-lowing survey items based uponyour recolJ.ection of the behaviours in which the pèrson
you have selected engaged during the middle part õf yourrelationship.

You may beg i n.
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Please pause for a moment and refÌect upon your approach
to completing this survey.

1 . In general, what criteria did you use to distinguish
bet!¡een the early, middle, and Iate parts of your
relationship?

2, What was the approximale time span of the early part
of your relationship?

-months; 

impossible to say_

3. What was the approximate time span of the middJ.e part
of your reLationship?

months; impossible to say_

4. What was the approximate time span of the lale part
of your relationship?

months; impossible to såy_

5, Do you believe that there were critical events in
your relationship v¡ith "_" lhat significantly
altered the development of your relationship? yes_

If yes, how many events were there?

Please list these events, if any:

events

6.
with

7.

Ho\,¡ many stages would you say that your relationship
had(has) ? _stages

Is it meaningful to view your reLationship with
" in terms of stages? yes_ nò_
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APPENDIX C

Pilot Studies

The primary tool of data col-lection in Study l was the
Behaviourial Survey (BHLS), r¿hich was derived from

empirical evidence regarding the behaviours of mentors
(see Table 1). ÀIl of the behaviours that were found in
at Least two studies lhat assessed the mentors'

behaviours were used, and were transformed into two

survey iterns, One survey item assessed a given behaviour
as it pertained to a senior manager or executive with
¡,¡hom a less senior person had a relationship. The second

survey item assessed the same behaviour as the first, but
with respect to the less senior person's (the

respondent's) behaviour. For example, for the behaviour

"respects protege" the tÌ,¡o survey items are: a)

" demonstrat.ed respect for me; and b) I

demonstrated respect f or "_"; where "

referred to the senior manager in the relationship,

Àlthough the literature search yielded 27 behaviours,
30 behavioural items r,¡ere devised to assess the senior
manager's behaviours, and 30 items to assess the junior
manager's behaviours. The three additional items were

created from the two general behaviours that had a high
reported incidence and great diversity with respect to
the manifestation of that behaviour. Specif icaJ.1y, two
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items v¡ere created for the behaviour of promoting the

protege, and three items were created for sharing

information with the protege.

The pr imary purpose of Study 1 ¡,¡a s to assess the

mentor's and protege's behaviours over the course of the

MPR. Consequently, each behavioural item had to be rated
by the responden! with respect to the early, middle, and

Late part of their relationship. In order for
respondents to accompJ.ish this task, the following format

was adopted. Respondents were first oriented to lhe
early part of their retationship with a more senior
person. The 30 behavioural items that assessed the

senior manager's behaviours were then presented, and the

respondent had to indicate r¡hether the seníor manager

displayed that behaviour during the early part of their
relationship and, if so, how frequently it was displayed.
Respondents vrere then asked to reflec! upon their own

behaviour during the early part of their relationship.
Subsequently, the 30 behavioural items that assess the

respondent's behaviours were presented. This sequence

was repeated for the middle and late parts of the

relationship, respect ively.

Thus, the complete BHLS has 180 behavioural items; the

behaviours demonstraled in the ear1y, middle, and 1ate

part of the relationship are assessed by the same 60
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items; 30 of these 60 items assess the senior manager's

behaviours, and the remaining 30 items assess the junior
manager's behaviours. Two additional items appear at the

end of the survey. One item assessès the criteria that
the respondent used to distinguish stages in lhe
relationship, and the second item requests thåt the
respondent estimat.e the length of each relationship
stage. The complete BHLS is presented in Appendix B.

The BHLS was designed specifically for the present

research; thus, it was unknown whether the instuctions
and items were clear and underslandable, and wheLher the
instructions couId, in fact, be foIlowed. Consequently,

two pilot studies were performed to assess instruction
and item clarity, as well as the respondent,s ability to
execute the instructions.

Pilot I
Method

Subiects. The pilot subjects ¡,¡ere 10 second- and

third-Ievel male managers, who worked for a large insurance

company in Winnipeg.

Èlaterials. The materials were an abbreviated form of the
BHLS and a feedback questionnaire. The abbreviated BHLS

contained the complete set of instructions, and aLl of the
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behavioural itens were included, but the items appeared

once, rather than three times, as in the complete BHLS.

SpecificaLly, 10 of the 30 items that assessed the senior

manager's behaviours ¡,¡ere randomly assigned !o each part of

the relationship (earIy, middle, and Iate). The same 10

items lhat appeared for the senior manager during each part

of lhe relationship were also used to gauge the less senior

manager's, or the respondent's, behaviour. For exampLe, if
the items that assessed the senior manager's respect and

caring for the junior manager appeared in the early stage,

then the iLems that assessed the respondent's caring and

respect for the senior manager l¡ere used in assessing this
stage. In this manner, a1J. of the 30 behavioural items that
assessed both the senior and junior manager's behaviours

were tested in congruence with the format of the BHLS.

Also, the two ítems that assessed relationship stages were

included. The feedback questionnaire (see Appendix G) was

comprised of 18 guestions Lhat assessed: instruction and

iLem clarity; the respondent's abiì.ity to execute the

instructions, and his confidence in doing so; and redundancy

in the survey,

Procedures. The subjects received an envelope containing

a cover letter (see Appendix H) and Èhe abbreviated version

of the BHLS. The cover letter solicited the potential
respondent's participation, and ensured his anonymity and
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confidentiality. The respondents then read the preliminary
instructions for the BHLS. These instructions oriented the
respondents to a reLatively enduring relationship that they
had had with a senior manager, and asked them to \,¡rite this
person's name on a removabLe piece of paper that was

provided on the bottom part of the page. Respondents v¡ere

Lhen asked to focus on the early part of their relationship,
and lo respond to the 10 behavioural items that assessed the
senior mânager's behaviours. Subsequently, the responents
were asked to bhink of their own behaviours, and to respond

to the 10 behavioural items that assessed their own

behaviours. This procedure was repeated for the middle and

late stage of their relationship. Next, the respondents

answered the questions regarding the criteria that they used

to distinguish parts of the rel-ationship, and the

approximate Length of each part, Having compl-eted the

abbreviated version of the BHLS, respondents then completed

the feedback questionnaire.

Results ånd discussion. All of the surveys and feedback

questionnaires were perused for comments. The comments Ì{ère

then categorized and evaluated. No comments suggested that
the instructions were ambiguous or difficult to follow. Nor

v¡ere there any comments that suggested that the survey items
were redundant. Six of Lhe ten respondents, however,

believed that the wording for several items that assessed
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their own behaviour was inappropriate because the wording

contradicted the formal lines of authority in organi.zations.
For example, respondents commented that they coul,d not

"demand" high performance from a senior manager. A note Ì¡as

made for each item in which a respondent experienced this
difficulty. Älso, a record was made of all items that
assessed the junior manager's (the respondent's) behaviour,
but did not occur for at least six of the respondents. This
analysis yielded nine items (see Table 1O) that were then

modified and subsequen!Iy tested in the second pi1ot. Two

other items were aLso modified, because two respondents

thought that the term "dream" r.¡a s ambiguous. Last, one

respondent indicated that having to write the senior
fnanager's name on a piece of paper was an insult to his
intelligence.

Insert Table 10 about here

The frequencies for the 17 quantitative questions on the
feedback guestionnaire were calculated and the results are
presented in Tab1e 11 , The results indicaLe that the
instructions were clear, and that the respondents found it
relalively easy to think of a senior manager and to stay
focused on that manager throughout the survey. Similarily,
respondents found it relatively easy to focus on the early,
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Table 10

Previous items and their modification

I tem Modi f ied I tem

1) I demanded high
performance f rom

I expected high
performance f rom

¿) I ensured thatt' t' was
r.ntroduced to Rey
people in the
organization.

I aided rr_r s'r
promot ionãTITÏTã-the
organization,

I pr ov i ded
with challenging work.

I c oached

I counselled "
on nIs or ner caaeea.

I intervened in
5

cor¡ff icts with othe r
people.

I developed rr_r srr
skiLls by teaching him
or her the lechnical
aspects of his or her
work.

I i nt roduced "_"
to people in the
organ i zat i on .

I supported
promot ions !¡ithin the
organization,

I suggested challenging
assignments for "
to unde r ta ke .

I gave "_" hints
on how to improve his or
her performance.

I gave " " career
advice.

I helped rr_rr to
resolve his or her
interpersonal conf I icLs.

I offered
advice on the technical
aspects of his or her
work.

3)

4)

s)

b,

7)

8)
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(table 10 continued)

9) I served as a role model I believe that "f.or " emulated some of my
behaviours.

10 ) "-..=-" supporled supported and
and fac i l iated my fãZ iJl tatea my- goals.
dreams

11) I supported and I supported and facilitated
f ac i l iated "_'s"
dreâms.
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middle, and Iate par! of their relationships, and were quite
confident that they did. Not one respondent indicated that
it was difficulL to focus on a given stage, nor did anyone

indicate a lack of confidence in the ability to stay focused

on a given stage. The most difficult task for the
respondents was responding to the same item twice: once with
respect to the senior manager's behaviour and once r,¡ith
respect to their own behaviour. Ðespite this apparent

dif f icuJ-ty, only two respondents indicated that they were

"not very conf ident " in mak ing this distinction, and one

respondent was "not confident".

Most respondents used time to distinguish the stages in
the relationship, and were quite confident in their ability
to assign time spans to these stages. Three respondents

felt that some of the survey items were not clear, and their
comments have been previously discussed. Last, one

respondent felt that some of the items were redundant, and

the nature of the redundancy was made clear in his comments.

Specif icaJ-1y, he thought that aIt of the items that assessed

his own behaviour were redundant to the items that assessed

the senior manager's behaviours. this is also the same

respondent, and the only respondent, who indicated that the
instructions were not cLear. Thus, his perception of
redundancy may have been due to his inability to understand

the instructions.
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Insert Table 11 about here

Although one respondent had trouble with the
instructions, overall it is apparent that the instructions
were clear, and that respondents r¡ere able to execute the
prescribed instructions with confidence. There were some

items, however, tha! were perceived to violate the
accountabil-ity in organizations. Thus, these items have

been modified, as Ì{ere two items that contained an ambiguous

word (see Table 10). The rnodif ied items were piloted in a

second study, that also had as its purpose the
administration of the BHLS in its entirety.

piloÈ 2

The purpose of this study was two-fold, The first
objective r¡as to determine if the modification of the nine
behavioural items of the BHLS yielded items that were clear,
non-redundant, and answerabLe, The second objective !¡as to
administer lhe entire BHLS and to gain feedback on

instruction clarity, and on whelher the respondents were

able to execute the instructions.
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Table 11

Feedback Fr eguenc ies

I tem scale P1 P2

Instructions clear?

Ease of thinking of senior
manager

write down person's name?

Ease of staying focused on
sen i or manage r

Conf idence on staying focused
on sen lor manager

Ease of slaying focused on
early part of relationship

Conf idence in stay i ng
focused on early part
of relationship

Ease of staying focused on
middle part of relalionship

yes
no

easy

difficult
yes

no

easy

difficult
not very

very

ea sy

difficult
not very

ve ry

easy

difficult

195
210
155
230
320
400
500
170

1t't

232
330
400
500
100
200
320
441
544
124
¿+t
310
430
s00
100
210
330
441
524
121
24'1
320
422
500
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(rab1e 11 continued)

Conf idence in staying focused
on middLe part of retationship

Ease of staying focused on
Iate part of relationship

Conf idence in staying focused
on late part of relationship

Ease of responding to the
same item twice

Conf idence in distinguishing
between sen ior manager's
behaviour and own behavi our

Criteria used to distinguish
relat i onship stages

Conf idence in assigning time
spans to relationship s tage s

Any i tems not clear?

Àny items redundant ?

not ve ry

very

easy

difficult
not ve ry

ve ry

ea sy

difficult
not very

very

t ime
other

not ve ry

ve ry

yes
no

yes
no

10
21
33
44

14
25
30
41
50
10
20
31
44

t¿

3¿
40
Etr

12
21
JI
A.?
tt

18
22
1a
20
5t
44

13
)1

'I 
1

29

2
2

0
0
0

0
0
0
2
2

3
1

0
0
0

0
0
0
't

2

1

0
1

0
1

c.

0

2
2

Note: Pl = Pilot 1 freqencies, and p2 = pilot 2
f requenc i es
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Methods

Subiects. Five second- and third-LeveI male managers,

r¡ho ¡,¡orked in a large commercial bank in winnipeg served as

pi Iot subjects.

ÈfaÈeria1s. The materials were the same as those used for
Pilot 1, except that 11 items on the BHLS were modif ied, 

.and
the BHLS was administered in its entirety.

Procedure. The procedures were the same as those of
Pilot 1, with the follor¡ing exception. To avoid insulting
the intelligence of respondents, they were not asked to
¡,¡rite their senior manager's name on a piece of paper that
had been provided in the first study. Instead, it was

suggested that if the respondent thought that it' would be

helpful , he could write Lhe senior manager's name on a piece

of paper, buL no paper was specifically provided for this
purpose .

Results and discuseion. ÀII of the surveys and feedback

questionnaires were perused for comments. The comments $¡ere

then categorized and evaluated. One respondenl felt that
the survey was long (it took him one hour to complete), and

one felt that it Has easier to conceptualize the

relationship in two, rather than in three stages. À1so, two

respondents felt that several of the iterns (12 and 13; and

23,26, and 28) were similar, but a check confirmed that the
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items were measuring separate concepts. Apart from these
general comments, three respondents noted that a f er,¡ items

that assessed their own behaviour were not applicable
because of their accountability to thei.r managers.

Àt this point, a frequency count of al] items from both
pilot studies \+'a s performed, The frequencies indicated that
alL of the items on the BHLS were answered in the

affirmative by at least one respondent, and that only 2 of
the 30 items that assessed the respondent's behaviours had a

low rate of af f irrnative responses and no affirmative
responses in Pil.ot 2. These items were: a) I gave

career advice; and b) I taught "_" about

the politics of the organization. In pilot 1, two of the

ten respondents said that they gave career advice to the
senior manager during the middle stage of their
relationships (the early and late stages were not assessed

for this item), and two respondents said they taught
politics to the senior manager during the late stage of
their relationship (the early and middle stages $¡ere not

assessed for this item). Hence, the items are considered

answerable and applicable to junior managers, and,

therefore, have been retained lrithout modification.

The frequencies for the 17 quantitative questions on the

feedback questionnaire were calculated, and are presented in
Table 1 1. The resul-ts indicate that the instructions were
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clear and understood by all of the respondents. ÀIt
respondents found it easy to think of a senior manager with
whom they had had a relationship for at least two years.

None of the respondents wrote the senior manager's name on

paper, yet they all found it easy to focus on the senior
manager and were confident that Lhey had remained focused

throughout the survey. The respondents aLso found it easy

to focus on the early and late part of their relationship,
and !¡ere very confident that they had. It was somewhat more

difficult to focus on the middle par! of their reLationship,
and the respondents were not as confident that they had" No

respondent, however, described himself as ,'not very
confident" of his ability to stay focused on the middle part
of the relationship.

In contrast to pilot 1, the responden!s in the second

pilot found it easy to respond to the same item twice--once
with respect to the senior manager's behaviour, and once

with respect to their own--despite the fact that the survey

was three times as long in the second pilot study.
Moreover, the respondents were quite confident in their
ability to make this distinction. Time was again the most

frequent criteríon that v¡as used to distinguish the stages

of lhe relationship, and the respondents were quite
confident in their abitity to distinguish stages. No

respondent found any item to be unclear, but, as already
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mentioned, two respondents thought that there were redundant

i t ems .

CoIIectiveLy, Pilot l and Pilot 2 indicate that Lhe

instructions of the BHLS are clear, and can be executed with
confidence. Respondents do not seem to have any trouble
focusing on a more senior manager, the stage of the

relationship, the senior manager's behaviour, and their own

behaviour. Indeed, it seems that the respondents were

better able to distinguish btween the senior manager's

behaviour and their own behaviour r¡hen the entire BHLS was

presented, and were "very confidenl" in their ability to
make this distinction. On the basis of this information,

the BHLS (see Appendix B) was adopted in Study 1 in order to
assess the behaviours of mentors and proteges over the

course of the MPR.
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ÀPPENDIX Ð

Ðemographic I nformat ion

General Information

1) Your age: vears

2) vour current position or job title:

3) Length of time in your current job: years

4) Length of your relationship !¡ j.th "_": ________1,ea r s

5) what is(was) s" position or job titte?
Job title

6) Is "_" male or female? male_ female_

7) Is your relationship with currentLy ongoing?yes_ no_

8) How frequently do you no!¡ see (please check
one of the foltowiñg):

several t imes a week
several t imes a month
about once a month
Less than once a month
hardly ever

_ never
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Àppendix E

Stuily 1 -- Test of Àssumptíons

The data from the Career Support Scale (CSS) and

Behavioural Survey (BHLS) were checked to assess !¡hether the

assumptions of multivariate ana).ysis were met. The CSS was

subjected to a principal components analysis; therefore, the

data from the CSS were assessed for multivariate norma).ity.
The data from the BHLS were subjected to MÀNOVÀ;

consequentLy, multivariate normality, independence of
observations, equality of covariance matrices, and

homogeneity of variance, were assessed for the BHLS. Each

assumption is discussed in turn.

Multivariate Nornal i ty

The CSS was subjected to a principal components anatysis
(PCÀ). Although pCÀ does not require that the dependent

variables foIIow a multivariate normal distribution, this
condition must be met if "statistical inference is used to
determine the number of factors" (p. 603, Tabachnick &

Fidell, 1989). Therefore, the data from the CSS were

assessed for multivariate normality using multivariate
normality testing probability plots (cf . Kang, 198B;

Steiner, 1989). Multivariate normality is indicated by a

relativeJ.y straight line ¡vhen ordered MahaLonobis distances
are plotted against chi-square percentiles (Stevens, 1996).
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Daniel and Wood (197 1) have shown, however, that deviations
in both tails of the plot do occur with multivariate normal

data.

The probability plot for the CSS is shown in Figure 6.

The line in Figure 6 is fairly straight and there are no

systematic curvatures. Therefore, the data from the CSS are

assumed to be multivariate normal.

Insert Figure 6 about here

The BHLS was subjected to MANOVA, which assumes

muLtivariate normality for each group (Stevens, l9g6).
Thus, probabiJ-ity plots were obtained for each relationship
stage for both the Mentored (M) and Nonmentored (Nt"t) groups

for those items that assessed the senior person's as well as

the respondent's behaviours. The senior person's and

respondent's behaviours were plotted separately because a
separate MÀNOVÀ was used to anaLyse these data. The plots
are presented in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.

Insert Figures 7r 8,9, and 10 about here
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Fiqure 6: career Support ScaIe probability p1ot.
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Fiqure Z: Behavioural survey probability plots for the

senior persons' behaviours - Mentored group (upper = early
relationship part; middJ-e = middle relationship part; Iolrer

= late relationship part).
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Fiqure 8: Behavioural Survey probability plots for the

senior persons' behaviours - Nonmentored group (upper =

early relationship part; middle = middl.e relationship part;
1ov¡er = late relationship part).
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Fiqure !: BehaviouraÌ Survey probabiJ.ity plots
respondents' behaviours - Mentored group (upper

relationship part; middte = middte rela!ionship
= late relationship part).
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riqure 10: Behavioural Survey probability plots for the
responden!s' behaviours - Nonmentored group (upper = early
relationship part; middle = middle relationship part; l-ower

= Late relationship part).
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Inspection of the plots in Figures 7 through 10 indicate
that the lines are fairly straight for each group in each

relationship stagê. Therefore, multivariate normality was

assumed in the MÀNOVÀ that compared the M and NM groups on

the senior person's behaviours, as well as in the MÀNOVA

that compared both groups on the respondent's behaviours.

Both the CSS and BHLS me! the requiremenLs of
multivariate normality required. The CSS was only subjected
to PCÀ, and because pCA does not require the satisfaction of
further assumptions, the CSS witl not be discussed further
in this section. The data from the BHLS, however, was

subjected to MÀNOVA. Three other assumptions are relevant
for MANOVA: independence of observations (Stevens, 19g6),

equaì.ity of covariance matrices (Stevens, 19g6), and

homogeneity of variance (tabachnick & Fidetl, 1999). The

data from the BHLS was assessed with respect to these

assumpt ions.

Independence of observat ions

Given that the surveys were administered to a

cross-secti.on of personneL who were sèparated both
physically and functionally within an organization and to
personnel from 15 different organizations, independence of
observat i ons was assumed.
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EqqaLitv of covariance maÈ r ices

Stevens (1986) argued that the stringent requirements for
the equality of covariance matrices assumption preclude its
attainment in practice. Thus, the assessment of this
assumption is direcled at understanding how violations
affect the interpretability of the results of the MANOVA.

With respect to the present study, two groups of unequal

size were compared. Thus, one of two possible situations
could exist. First, the group wi!h the ]arger sample could
have a larger generalized variance than the group with the
smaller sarnple, In this situaLion, the multivariate F

statistic is conservative, and adjustments to alpha are not
warranted (Stevens, 1986), Second, the group with the
larger sample could have a smaller generalized variance than
the group !¡ith the smaller sample. In this situation, the
mul,tivariate F statistic is liberaJ-, and alpha should be

decreased ( Stevens, 1986) .

To evaluate violations of this assumption, the data from

the BHLS Èhat assessed the senior person's and the
respondent's behaviours were analysed separately because

separate MÀNOVÀS were used to evaLuate the senior person,s
and the respondent's behaviours, Specif icaì.Iy, the
generalized variance, or the determinants (tSl), of the

covariance matrices for the M and NM groups were compared

during each part of the relationship. It shoutd be noted
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the M group had the fargest sample

presented in Table 12.

Insert Table 12 about here

The results in Table 12 illustrate that for the senior
person's behaviours, the M group had larger generalized

variances than did the NM group for the earLy and late parts

of the relationship. Similarì.y, for the respondent's

behaviours, larger variances were found for the M group in
the middle and late rela!ionship parts. Thus, for both sets

of behaviours, the multivariate F statistic is conservative
and need onJ.y be explored if significance is not found (cf.
Stevens, 1986). Conversely, Lhe NM group had the larger
generalized variance in the middle relationship part for the

senior person's behaviours and in the early relationship
part for the respondentrs behaviours. These findings imply

a l-iberal multivariate F statistic, therefore; alpha Has set

at .01 for both MÀNOVAS to ensure an effective aloha of .05

(Stevens, 1986 ) .

llomoqeneitv of vår iance

Tabachnick and Fidel1 (1989) noted that in addition to
equality of covariance matrices, MÀNOVA aLso assumes
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Tabl-e 12

Generalized variances (loqIt] ) for the BHLS

Relationship Part Mentored [S] Nonmentored [S]

À) Sen i or Person's Behaviours

EarIy
MiddIe
Late

!) Respondent's Behaviours

Early
Middle
Late

11.31 6.19
0.26 1.35
0.82 0.01

8.40 9.31
5,39 4.7 4
5 .21 2.64
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homogeneity of variance for each dependent variable. With
unequal samples, homogeneity of variance can be assessed by

evaluating the ratio of the largest and smallest variances
for each dependent variabl-e. Harris (1975) argued that this
ratio should not exceed 20:1. Therefore, the variances for
each of the 30 behavioural items that assessed the senior
person's and respondent's behaviours were caLculated for the
M and NM groups, as v¡ere the ratios of largest to smallest
variances. The results of these calculations are presented

in Tab1e 13.

Insert TabIe 13 about here

TabIe 13 i.ndicates that atl
20:1. Thus, the assumption

Surnma ry

the ratios are less than

homogene i ty variance L,as met.

of

of

Preliminary analysis indicated that both the CSS and BHLS

met the assumption of multivariate normality. Further tests
of the BHLS were required in order Eo assess MANOVA

assumptions regarding independence, equality of covariance,
and homogeneity of variance. It was concluded that the BHLS

met the assumptions of independence and homogeneity of
variance. With respect to equality of covariance matrices,
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'IAþ-[ e I J

Homoqeneitv of Variance for the BHLS

I tem M var NM var Ratio M var NM var Ratio

high perfornance
introduct ions
valued opinions
re spec ted
cared f or
aided promot i ons
info-classified
expec tat i on s
creativity
info-trends
challenging work
supported goaL s
i n fo-people
roLe mode I
protected interests
f eedbac k
c oac hed
help re: conf lict
career advice
techn ical heJ.p
resources
taught politics
noted talent
alter circumstances
comfort
self-conf i denc e
di rec t assistance
encouragement
L i stened
ensured not blamed

1.6
2.8
1.2
1.0

1r

1.6
t.b
2.5

2.0
2.8
2.3
1.8
1.9
to

2.2
)a

2.6
1.3
¿.u
2.3
1.9
))
1't

2.1

¿.9

.8

.7
o

"7

.7
o
)

-2
.t

t.b
2.6
0.9
0.7
1.7

2.5
2.6
2,6
2"8
lô

2.0
2"0
2.1
1.6

z.a
't1

i.n
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.0
0.7
¿.4

2.3
a1

t.b
1.4
1ô

2.a
2.8
t.ö
lo
2.5
1.1
2,3
¿.+
t.5

¿.¿
t.+
0.9

t.5:
I r.

1 .6:
1.3:
1.4i

t,4:
1.5:
1 ô..
¿. I i
1.5:

1 .4:

1.0:
1,4:
1.5:
2,0i
't 1"

1.4i
t.J:
2.2i
1 2.
1,2i
t,5:

1.6:

,).

o'
.1:

2.
. t:

'1 .8

lô
10

2"0

0.9
tô
1.8
1 .7
0,2 1

1,0
t.b
1,5
1.5
1.8
1.8

1.4
1.5
2.3
t.u
1.1

o.
.1:

'1 "

.4:

.1:

.5: l

1..1

.1:1
a,l

'1

1

I

1
'1

1

1

1

I

¿.4 t. t:
2.8 1.1:

1.8 1.3:

Notèt the variances have been rounded for the purposes
of thi s table.

Kev:

M var = variances for
NM var = variances for

Mentored group
Nonmentored group

the
the
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tests be set at .0f,
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F

the Career Support Scale

Original).y, Riley and Wrench's (1985) Career Support

Scale (CSS) ¡vas to be used as thè operational. definition of
mentoring in Study 1. This definition r¡as to be based upon

a respondent's score on each of the four subscales thought
to comprise the CSS. The CSS, however, has not been

analysed to determine if the four subscales do indeed exist.
Thus, the responses to the CSS were subjected to a principal
conponents analys i s (pCÀ).

The PCÀ proceeded as f ol-Iows. First, univariate and

multivaria!e outliers were removed. Second, the factor
structure was subjected to a varimax rotation. Third, to
determine the number of factors to retain, Kaiser's
criterion of retai.ning factors wiLh eigenvalues greater that
'I was adopted because this criterion is accurate ,'when N >

250 and the mean communality is greater than or equal to
.60" (p. 342, Stevens, 1986). Both of these conditions were

met in the present analysis (N = 3S4; mean communal ity =

0.63). FourLh, only items tha! shared at least 20% ot íEs
variance with a factor were retained for interpretation;
therefore, only items with factor loadings greater than or
equal to 0.45 were retained (cf. Stevens, 1996).
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Having established these procedures, the 29-item CSS was

subjected to PCÀ.

Results and Di sc uss i on

Eight respondents did not complete the CSS and eleven
respondents were identified as muttivariate outl-iers;
therefore, the sample was comprised of 354 respondents.

Kaiser's (1970) overall measure of sampling adequacy was

0.95, which Kaiser and Rice (1974) referred to as

"marve1Ious". Based upon the eigenvalue criterion, five
factors were retained. These factors are presented in Table

14. To aid interpretation, the Ietter following each item
indicates the subscale to lrhich RiIey and Wrench (1995)

assumed that item belonged. ÀIso, factor Ioadings less than

0.45 have been converted to zero, (three items loaded to
criterion on two factors. In these instances, only the
highest loading is reported).

Insert TabIe 14 about here

The results indicate lhat the pCA of the CSS yielded five
factors that accounted for 62.6% of. the total variance, in
contrast to the four subscales or factors assumed by Riley
and Wrench (1985). Moreover, the items lhought to comprise
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TabIe I4

Factor Structure of the CSS

I tèm F2 F3 F4 F5

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

,82 0
.74 0
0 .72
0 .63
00

15.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.68

.64

.54

.50

.48

.48

.48
¡t

0
0
0
0
0

rJ.õ

P) .74 0
P) .65 0
P) ,64 o
P) .54 0
P) .54 0
P) .s4 0P) .s1 0
P) .48 0s) 0 .7ss) 0 .73
P) 0 .69s) 0 ,62E) 0 .s6E) 0 .50E) 0 .s0
P) 0 .46s) 0 0s) 0 0s) o o
P) 0 0s) 0 0
P) 0 0
P) 0 0
R) 0 0
P) 0 0
P) 0 0s) 0 0E) 0 0E) 0 0

technical he lp
problem solving
career planning
information
f eedbac k
introductions
gives credit
gives support
emulaled
reminds of me
role model
self-conf i denc e
father/mother
mutual re spec t
relationship va l ued
carlng
freedom to err
can c ha 1ì. en ge
remind of them
reLates to me
high expec ta t i on s
aids promot ions
note taIenL
resourceS
high s tanda rd s
challenging wor k
demands can't meet
negat ive f eelings
exchange f avour s

Percent Variance
Accounted For:

Total variance:62.6%
15.1 '1 0.0 8.2

Key:

F = Factor
(P) = Provisions subscal-e(E) = Emotion subscale

= SeIf-Concept subsc a Ie
= Resource s ubsca L e

(s)
(R)
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each of the four subscales did not load together on the
factors. Specif icalJ.y, onLy I of the 1b provisions subscale

items Loaded Logether on the first factor and the

Self-ConcepL subscale items shared facLors with both the
Provisions and Emotion subscale items. Àlso, the one-item
Resource subscale was not upheld. The resource item loaded

on Factor 3, which $¡as comprised of both Self-Concept and

Provisions subscale i tems.

To further assess the subscales posited by RiJ.ey and

t^¡rench (1985), standardized Cronbach alphas were calculated
for the lhree subscales that were comprised of more than one

item. The alphas were as follows: provisions = 0.91,
Emotion = 0.62 r and Self=Concept = 0.78. These results
indicate low reliability for the Emotion subscale. The

standardized Cronbach's alphas for the 5 factorS were: 0.97,
0.91, 0.81, 0.74, and 0.49, respectivety. These results
indicate that only the first four factors are reLiable.

Conc 1us ions

The PCA of the CSS did not support any of Ri]ey and

wrench's (1995) assumptions regarding its subscares. Given

that the structure of the subscales is pivotal to their
operational definition of mentoring, and that none of the

subscales emerged in the pCÀ, the CSS was not used !o
operational-1y define mentoring in Study 'l .
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Àppendix c

ConparÍson of re$ards given by mentors and nonnentors

The Investment Model and Equity Survey (IMES) was used in
Study 2. The first subsection of the IMES (see Àppendix I)
was comprised of 15 concrete items that were used to prompt

rèspondents to think about the rewards that they had

received from Lheir work relationship with a more senior
manager. Aboul nine of these rewards were created from the
behaviouraL items contained in the Behavioural Survey, which
v¡as used in Study 1, and incLuded the senior person: giving
career advice, instructions, and direct assistance to the
respondent; teaching, stimulating, and supporting the
respondent's goals; and enhancing the respondent ' s

visibility and sense of importance and competence

(se.Lt-confidence). Subsequent to completing the IMES, lhe
respondents read a comprehensive definition of mentoring and

indicated whether the senior person vras a mentor. Based on

their answer to this question, the respondents were

classified into two groups. Respondents who indicated that
the senior person was a mentor \,¡ere placed into the Mentored
(tø) group and respondents who indicated that the senior
person was not a mentor were placed into the Nonmentored
(Nt"t) 9roup,

The responses to the 15 concrete reward items served as

the dependent variables for a MÄNOVÀ which was used to
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determine if quantitative differences in the reward

behaviours existed between the M and NM group. The

assumptions required for the MANOVÀ were met and all
univâriate and multivariate outliers !¡ere assessed. No

univariate and five multivaria!e outliers vrere removed.

This resulted in a sample of 97 f.or the M group and gg for
the NM group.

The muLtivariate test of differences between the two

groups was significant ( F (15,169) = 9.18, p < .0001). À11

of the fol1ow-up univariate ÀNOVAS for each rewards

behaviour were aLso significant at p < ,0001. In each

instance, the means for the M group were significantty
higher than the means for the NM group. These means, as

well as the effec! size (d) of the difference between the
two means are presented in Figure 11. The graphs are

arranged in descending order of effect size.

Insert Figure 1'1 about here

Figure 11 illustrates Iarge differences between the M and

NM groups on I3 of the 15 rewards and moderate differences
on 2 of the rewards. For the nine behaviours thaL paraltel
the behaviours assessed in Study 1, the effect sizes range

from 0.76 to 1.57, Thus, large differences were found for
all 9 behaviours.
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Fiqure 11: MenLoring versus Nonmentoring means for
relat i onship rewards.
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Conc lusions

These resuLts indicate that there are large quantitative
differences between mentors and nonmentors in the extent to
which they: give advice, insLruct.ions, and assistance to
their subordinates; teach, stimulate, and support their
subordinates; and enhance their subordinates' visibility and

sense of competence and importance. These resuLts are

consisLent with the observed differences in these behaviours
that r{ere found in Study 1.
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Àppendix H

Reliability and Validity of Rusbult's Measures

RecaLl- that Rusbult's (1980a, i9BOb, 19g3) surveys were

comprised of five subsections. The first four subsections
were comprised of 3 to 15 concrete items that were used to
prompt the respondents to concentrate on their relationship
rewards, costs, alternatives, and investments, respectively.
Each set of concrete items were followed by two global
questions that measured the variable that !¡as focused upon

in that subsection. The fifth subsection was comprised of
two to three g].obal questions used to assess relationship
satisfaction and commitment.

In order to assess the reliability and validity of this
survey, Rusbult conducted several analyses. First,
reliability coefficients were calculated for the gJ-obaJ.

questions that asessed each variable (e.g. Rusbult, 19g3).

Second, if the global questions were reLiable, they were

averaged to form a single index of the variable. Third, the
convergent and discriminant validity of the variable indices
for rewards, costs, alternatives, and investments was

assessed via regressions of the concrete items on to the
variable indices (RusbuLt, 1983 ) .
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ReliabiLtv Coef f ícients

Rusburt (1990b) appJ.ied her investment model to
heterosexual romantic relationships. This was a

longitudinal study; thus, the survey v¡as administered 12

times. À1pha coefficients for the global questions that
assessed each variable achieved recommended levels with f ev¡

excepLions (Rusbu1t, 1980b). EIeven of the twelve
coefficients for rewards, alLernatives, satisfaction, and

commitment exceeded 0.78 and none \,¡ere below 0.70. For

costs, the reliabilty at Time 1 was 0.55 and r,rere greater
than 0.78 for Times 2 through 12. For investments, the
Iowes! c oe f f i c i e n t , 0 . 67 , was obtained at Time 4; Times 1,

2,5r 6, and 12 had coefficients ranging f rorn 0.70 to O.7g;
and the remaining Times all had coefficients exceeding 0.79
(Rusbult, 1980b) .

Rusbult (1983) applied the investment model to
friendships. The alpha coefficients for the global
ques!ions sere as follows: rewards (0.91), costs (0.71),
alternatives (0.85), investments (0.93), satisfaction
(0.92), and commitment (O.gO).

Collectively, these results indicate that for each

variable, the global questions were relíable. Given that
the globaI questions were reliable, RusbuJ.t averaged the
globaL guestions to achieve a single index for each
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noted lhat Rusbult (1980a) did not

to forming the variable indices.

Converqent Val iditv

The convergent validities of the variable indices for
rewards, costs, alternatives, and investments were

determined by regressing the concrete items used to measure

each variable on to the index for that variable. Convergent
vaJ-idity is indicated when the concreLe items have a high
multiple correlation \,¡ith their index (Rusbult, 1gg3).

The MuJ.tip1e Rs for the 1980a study were as folLows:
rewards (0.70), costs (0.42), alternatives (0.6.1 ), and

investments (0.56). The Multiple Rs for the.l 9g3 study
were: rewards (0.80), costs (0.67), alternãtives (0.66), and

investments (0,81). On the basis of these results, Rusbult
(1980a, 1983) concLuded that the indices had convergen!
val-idity, albeit the Multiple R for costs in the 19g0a study
was low.

Discriminant VaI iili tv

Rusbult (1983) assessed the discriminant validities of
the rewards, costs, alternatives, and investment indices by

separately regressing the concrete items used to prompt each

variable on to each of the four variabLe indices.
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Discriminant validity is indicated when a set of concrete
items is predictive of its own index but not of the other
indices (Rusbult, 1983). Rusbult's results are presented in
TabIe 15.

Insert Table 15 about here

Table '1 5 indicates that each index was prèdicted best by

the concrete items used !o prompt lhat index and was not a

good predictor of the oÈher indices. One exception to this
trend was observed for the concrete items that prompted

costs. These items predicted the rewards index as

effectively as as they predicted the costs index. Despite
this one excep!ion, Rusbult (j983) concluded that the
indices had discriminant va 1i di ty.

Conc lusíons

The alpha coefficients, as well as the Multiple Rs used

to gauge convergent and discriminant vaLidity indicate that,
overall, Rusbult's measures ¡rere reliable and va1id.
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Table 15

Discriminant Validities of Rusbult's Variable Indices
Source: Rusbult (1983), page 102.

I ndex

Concrete ltems Rewards Costs Àlternatives Investments

Rev¡a rds
Costs
ÀIternaEives
I nvestment s

.80 .42 .3't .36.65 .67 .32 .31.37 .28 .66 .41.40 .45 .42 .81

Note: Table values are Multiple R's from mulliple reqressionsof each set of Iconcrete iterns] onLo each Ivariable] -index.
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ÀPPENDIX I

Investment MoileI and Equity Survey

I would like you to take part in a study of interpersonalbehaviour--a study of Lhe interaction bètween tv¡o people.Specifically, I am interested in assessing the dynãmiãi otthe interpersonal relationships that occur at woik, you
have been.euk.9- to participatã in this study because youhave considerabl.e work experience.

For this study, I would like you to think about a fairlyenduring work rel-ationship thãt you have had with a moråsenlor manager or executive at work. By "fairly enduring",I mean that Èhe relationship has endureã for at-least twã 'years. The relationship may or may not be onqoinq, and mavor may not have been formed in this organizatlon. Thesenior manager or executive that you tñink about may beeither mare or femare, and should be an indiviãuai-iiti, ,otomyou have interacted on a more or less consistent ¡usii o"áithe course.of your relationship. This person migfri-irãvã --
been your ímmediate supervisor, or míghi be some otherperson with r¡hom you have had the oppõrtunity to inlåract.Please take a moment now to form a õiear piciuru oi il.,ii - -

person in your mi nd.

For the remainder of this study, I would 1ike you to focuson_the person you have selecteã, and on your wórkrel-ationship with this person. you will not be asked tosubmit thi s person's name
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I r+ould- now like you to complete the following survey items.For each item, pLease circle the number that best deËcribesyour feelings ar-¡d perceptions. If you are describing a past
work relationship, please respond tò the survey itemÃ baied
upon your f ee).ings and perceptions when the woikrelationship ended. If you are describing an ongoing workrelationship, pì.ease respond to the survey items-as íf your
work relationship had just ended.

A sample item
this survey, "
have se 1ec t ed.

follows. In

If this person gave you advice
please circle the number 2. On
person gave you advice that was
circle the number 5, and if the
circle the number 7, and so on.
item.

this item, as in all items in
" refers to the person that you

that was no! very helpful ,the other hand, if lhis
somewhat he1pful, pl ea se
advice lras very heLpful ,
Then proceed to the next

0. How. helpf ul ¡,¡a s "_' s" advice during your
r,¡ork relat ionship?--

I ------ 1----- I ----- | ----- r ----- I ----- | ----- | ------ I12345678Ò
not at al-Lherprul "il:í;i:i"

Remember., your responses to these items are anonymous, andwilI be kept strictly confidential.

You may begin.
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Right now, I would like you to focus on the reward value ofyour work relationship. By reward vaIue, r m-ean îhã-GiTe n tto which you bei-ieved that your relationáhip with
" had good featuies, and that " " hadposi!ive qualities and traits. To help you-ãËEe sË-The --

rev¡ard. value of your work relationship, for each of thefollor,ring items please circle the number that best describesyour feelings and perceptions.

1. How supportive was "_,' of your goals?

l------1-----1----- !-----1----- I ---- |----- |------ I1234s6iée
not at allsupporrive .:ä;::iii:

2, To rvhat extent did you believe that your workrelationship with " causeã other senior
managers to Iook ta"õI?ãEf-îpon you?

j------l-----1----- l-----1----- I ----- | ----- | ------ r1234s6ii|s
not at aI1 complet.ely

3, How effective was "
o¡,¡n wor k ?

t------
1

not at all-
effective

" at completing his or her

.l-----l----- l-----1----- r----- r----- t------ |23456789
ext reme 1y
effective

at communicating vrith4. How ef fect i ve ¡,¡as ',
other people ?

l------1-----l----- l-----1----- I ----- | ----- | ------ I1234sÈiàö
not at alLeffective :i!::iil:

5. How importan! did "_" make you f eeJ.?

j------l -----i ----- l-----1----- t----- t----- I ------ |1234s6)às
not at allimpoitanl- :#:;i:ii

6. How helpf ut was "_' s" career advice to you?

I ------.l.-----1----- l-----1----- r----- l----- | ------ |123456)à9
not at a1Ihelpful "il:i;i:ìt
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7. How pl,easant was it to interact with

I ------l----- I ----- | ----- | ----- r ---1234s6
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not at all
pleasant

8, Was " " wilJ-ing to do favours

l------l----- t----- t----- t----- t-----123456
not at all
willing

9. How conpetent did ',--" make you feel?

I ------1-----l----- l-----1----- t----- I ----- r ------ |1234s6)àö
ex ! reme ly
competen t

10. How much did " teach you about theorganization?

J------l-----l----- l-----l ----- | ----- I ----- I ------ |1234s6iáö
almost a lmo stnothing everything

1I. How reliable was " r1

l------l----- I ----- | ----- | ----- t-----123456
not at all
reliable

12, How helpf uL were ',_'s" instructions on ho!, to doyour job effectively-

l------l-----.1----- l-----1----- r----- | ----- r ------ |1234s6ià9
¡¡v L crL crtr extremelyhelpful he lpful'

13. How often could you expect direct assistance from
'' ''?

?

------l
9

ext remely
w i l L i ng

for you

t-----t78

-----t------l
QO

extremeJ-y
pleasant

l-----t------l789
ext remely
reliable

not at all
competen t

J------l-----l----- l-----1----- l----- | ----- t------ |123456iàó
always



14. How stimulating wâs "_t'r

l------ r----- r----- r----- t----- t----- |1234567
not at all
stimulating
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-----t------l
89

ext reme 1y
st imulat i ng

r-----t-----t------l6789
ex t reme ly
helpful

!¡ork relat ionship with

t------l
QO

ext reme 1y
rewa rd i ng

relat ionship wi th

-----t------l
89

far from
ideal

15, How helpful was " " in increasinq vourvisibility or aidfãg-lõi?-ãdvancemenr in ir.tå -
organization?

| ------ | ----- | ----- | ----- t-----12345
not at a1l

he lpf ul
16, Overa1l, how rewarding was your

|l 
'l?

| ------ | ----- | ----- | -----1234567
not at all
rewa rd i ng

17. In terms of rewards, how did your work
" compare to your ideal?

l------l-----l ----- I ----- r ----- t----- I1234567
close to

ideal
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I would now like you to focus on the cost value of your workreJ.ationship. By cost value,.I mean tl. e iT ei'E to ihich youbelieved that your relationsúip with " " hadn.S?!ly. f ealures, and rhar " - --fãã--negar irequairtles or trarts. To help you assess the coãt. value ofyour work relationship, for each of the f o1ì.owing itemsplease circle the number that best describes youi iããiing"and percep!ions.

1. Horc of ten did you feel that the time that you spent withcould have been better utilizèd?

l------1-----l----- l-----1----- L----- r----- | ------ |123456iáe
never a l ways

2. loy threatening was thè thought that ', " miohtfall out of favour with seniõr personnãT?-

J------l-----l-----l -----1----- t----- | ----- I ------ I12345ò)àö
not at allthreatenins ,r:ä:i:iÎlð

3. How closely were you identified r¡ith ,' by yourpeers and superiors?

J------1-----l-----l -----1----- t----- t----- | ------ I12345ò)àe
not at alLcrosely "äÌå::iit

n. 
l?intî".urably did your peers view your work retationship

l------t-----t123
not at all

tt¿-J¿j
favourably

5. How often did conflicts arise between you and "

ext reme 1y
favourably

1

l------l ----- l----- I -----1----- t----- | ----- r ------ I1234só)às
never always

6. How often did " make inordinate dernands onyou?

l------.1-----l----- i -----1----- r----- | ----- r ------ |1234s6)áÒ
never always
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7. HoH favourably was " " viewed by his or herpeers and supãriors?-

l------1----- l----- | ----- t----- | ----- r ----- | ------ |1234s6ieö
not at all
favourabLy

8. How often did "

extremely
favourably

" rec iprocate your favours?

always

" possess?

extremel,y
dependent

ext remely
costly

l------l ----- 1----- | ----- | ----- | ----- r ----- t------ r1234s678ö

l------l-----l----- l----- t----- t----- r----- t------ |123456?8ö
nonê many

10. How dependent was "_" upon you?

j------i ----- 1----- | ----- | ----- | ----- | ----- | ------ |1234s678Ò

neve r

9. How many unattractive quatities did,'

not at aLl
dependen t

not at all
costly

11. Were there tirnes that you believed that "hindered your progress in the organizalionf-
yes no

12. OveraII, how_costLy was your work relationship withn ú,)

l------1-----l----- l----- t----- r ----- t----- t------ |123456789

13. In terms of costs, how did your work relationship with
" compare to your ideal work relationähip?

l------1-----l----- !----- t----- t----- t----- t------ |123456iàö
close to far fromideal i deal
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I wouLd now like you to focus on the alternative outcome
ye¡_UÊ. of your work retationship. ay ãTte rn-ãTT vã õut"omeva1ue, I mean the quality of tñe beãt alternative to yourwork relationship with "_,'-- initiating a "oikrelationship with anothei-Gãñ-ior manager, or spénding moretime with your peers or a1one. To heip you asãess tñealternative outcome value of your work rètationstrip, ioreach of the f ollo¡,¡ing items please circle the numbåí thatbest describes your feelings and percep!ions.

1. How difficult v¡ould it have been to reolacein favour of an alternative r¿ork relationship?--

I ------1-----1----- l-----1----- I ----- r----- r------ |1234s67ó9
nol at alldirricurr :i!;;l:ìi

2. How attractive were.other people with whom you could haveformed a work relationship?
j ------i-----l----- i-----1----- L----- r----- r------ |1234s678ö

not at aIIattractive ";i:::iil:
3. How important to you r,ra s your work relationship withll 

''?

J------1-----1----- l-----1----- t----- t----- | ------ |123456)àö
not at aL1importañi- î#:;T:*i

4. How content were you to work alone?

t------t-----12
not at all
con!ent

.l----- l-----1----- L----- l----- t------ I3456789

5. OveralL, how appealing were your alternatives (i
working closely with anoLher manager, or workingduring your work reLationship with "i

ext reme ly
content

alone)

J------1-----l----- l-----1----- t----- t----- r ------ r1234s6iàö
not at aLlappearins :#::iîið
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6. À11 things considered, how did your relationship with
".--".......... .'-" compare with other work relationships thatyou could have had?

l------1-----l----- l----- r----- t----- t----- t------ |1234s6iàÒ
alternatives
vere much

worse

aLternatives
were much

better
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I would- now like you to focus on the investment size of yourwork relationship with ,'_". -Bt-Tnvestment-size'. i
mean the extent to which you npü thingè into" yourrelationship, and the extãnt to r¡hich ih"r" *.rè uniqueobjects, events, and acLivities associated with yo;;---relaEionship. r,¡ith 't_". To help you assèss thernvestment.size of your work relationship, for each of thefollowing_ items please circle the number ihat best describesyour feelings and perceptions.

1. approximately
with "

howr1many hours a r¡eek did you interact

reveal personal aspects of yourself to

l-----t-----t------l6789
always

did you beLieve that your job wasyour getting along \,¡ith', r1

1----- l-----1----- L----- r----- r------ |345678ö
ext reme 1y
dependent

on organizational|7

very rnuc h a
friendship

hour s

2. How oflen did you

t------l-----12
never

3. To ¡,¡hat extent
dependent upon

l------t-----12
not at all-
dependent

not at all a
friendship

4, How often did
operat ions and

l------t----12
never

you share your views
phi losophy with ''

-l-----l-----
34

5. Hol¡ emotionally demanding were your interactions wilh"?

1----- L----- t----- r------ |s6789
always

l------.1-----1----- l-----1----- | ----- | ----- | ------ |12345678Ò
not at aIIdemandins åäå::äîlä

6. To l¡hat extent did you perceive your_work relationshipwith "_" rò be a friendËhip?

l------1-----l-----l-----1----- t----- t----- | ------ |123456)àö
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Hor,r often did you socialize with " ,' outsidethe organization?

I ------1-----1----- i -----1----- t----- I ----- r------ |123456ièö
never a 1ways

À11 things considered, were there objects, persons, andactivities associated with your r,rork-reIaúiðnsfrip iilfr-
" that you wouLd have lost (or valued'less) ifthe relationship were to end?

l------1-----l----- l-----1----- | ----- t----- t------ I1234s6)èÒ
none

q In general, what r¡as the size of your investment in yourwork relat i onship wifh "

I
l------l----- l----- t----- r----- t-----123456

invested
great dea I

many

r-----t------l789
I invested

nothing
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I.would nor¡ like you to think about your work relationshipwith "_" in general, and coirplete the f ollowing 'items:-

1. How much did you like

t------t-----t-----r1234

| fi1

-----1----- l----- t----- r------ |s 6 7 8 
nota?arr

you satisfied $'ith your work
"?

r------t-----t-----123 | ----- | ----- t----- | ----- | ------ I

4
ext remely
satisfied

3. How much did you $ant your work relationship
" to continue?

I ------l ----- l----- | ----- I ----- | ----- t-----1234s67
very much

4. For what length of time did you want your workrelationship with', " to con-tinue?

l------l-----l----- l-----l ----- | ----- | ----- I ------ |1234s67àö

very much

2. To what degree were
reIaL ionship with "

a short
period
of time

QO

not a! alL
satisfied

with

l------rtt89
not at all

a long
period
of t ime

5. To what extent were you committed to your workrelationship with " "?

I ------1-----l----- | -----l----- t----- r----- l------ |12345678ö
noL at allcommitted ::ffiÎi::å
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Considering your work relationship with ' as awhole, and considering what you put into iõul-Tã tãTi on itr i p
compared to what you got out of it...and wtrat ', n
put-in, compared to what " got out of-lTl- ¡õw-would you say your work r e lãEi õnlhìþ "Ãtacked up"?

+3 I got a much better deal than+2 I got a somewhat better deal " 

-----ä
+1 I got a sl ightly better deal "-',0 we both got an egualty good...õi-5ããi..dea1
-] :l-" got a slightly better deal
-2 " got a somewhal better deal
-3 " got a rnuch better deal than I did
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For the purposes of this survey, a mentor is considered tobe a person r,¡ith r,Ìhom a novice professionaì. or "protege', hasa special reJ.a!ionship. A mentor is an inf Iuent-ial pérson
who significantLy helps the protege achieve major
lr.f e/career goals. By having power - through whom or whathe or she knor,¡s - the mentor promotes the p¡otege's velfare,training, and career. Thus, a mentor provides ãignificantlearning, support, and encouragement aã the prote!e strivesto aLtain success within a chosen professionãI aréa. The
mentor takes the protege under his or her wing and imparts
wisdom, care, sponsorship, even criticism.

Given this definition of
" was a mentor

a mentor,
to you?

wouJ.d you
yes_

say tha t
no
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Àppendix J

Study 2 - Test of Àssumptions

The data from Lhe Investment ModeL and Equity Survey
(IMES) were checked to assess whether the assumpt.ions of
multivariate analysis were met. The indices for each

variable were subjected to separate regression analyses for
the Mentored and Nonmentored groups. Also, MÀNOVÀS were

conducted to compare the two groups on each variabLe index,
For the regressions, the data were checked for muLtivariate
normal ity, Iinearity, homoscedasticity, and

multicollinearity. For the MANOVÀS, the data were checked

for independence of observations, equaLity of covariance
matrices, and homogeneity of variance. Each is dicussed in
turn.

Reqress ions

Normality, linearity, and homoscedasicity were assessed

by separately plotting the predicted values for satisfaction
and commitment against their residuals. MuLtivariate
normality, linearity, and homoscedasicity are indicated by a

rectangular plot (Stevens, 1986). The plots for both the
Mentored and Nonmentored groups for relationship
satisfaction and commitment are presented in Figures 12 and

13.
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Insert Figures 12 and 13 about here

Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate that each of the residual,
plots is rectangular in shape for bolh the Mentored and

Nonmentored groups; therefore, normality, linearity, and

homoscedasic ity are assumed,

MuLticollinearity for both groups was assessed via
Pearson correLations among the variable indices. High

correLations (about .90) among the predictors (rewards,

costs, alternatives, investments, and equity) are indicative
of multicoLlinearity (rabachnick & Fidell, l9g9). The

correlations for the Mentored and Nonmentored groups are
presented in Tab1es 16 and 17.

Insert Tables 16 and 17 ãbout here

Table 16 reveals low to moderate correlations among the
variable indices for the Mentored group. The correlations
between two of the predictors, rewards and costs ( r =

-.57), however, is indicative of some redundancy in the t¡,¡o

indices. This redundancy will cause the contribution of
costs to the regression equation to be underestimated, and

this aspect of the data will be taken into accounL when the
results for the MenLored group are interpreted.
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Fiqure 12: Mentored group - Residual plo!s (upper =

satisfaction; lower = commitment).
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Fiqure 13: Nonmentored group - Residual plots (upper =

satisfaction; l-ower = commitment) .
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Tabl-e 16

Correlations betçeen variable indices - Mentored qrouÞ

I NDEX CÀIESCom

Re\,¡ards
Costs
Alternatives
I nvestments
Equity
Satisfaction
Commi tment

1 .0 -.57 -,461.00 .29
1 .00

.16 .61 .60
-.13 -.59 -,44
-.02 -.34 -.45.27 -.02 .05
1 .00 .12 . 06

1.00 .66
1 .00

.18

.03
-. 01
1 .00

'IaDt e I /

Correlations between variabLe indices - Nonmentored qrouÞ

I NÐEX CÀIESCom

Rewards
Costs
Alternatives
I nvestment s
Equ i ty
Satisfaction
Comm i tmen t

1.0 -.80 -.80
1 .00 .71

1 .00

.50 .83 .75
-.51 -.81 -.69-.45 -.79 - .75
.36 .32 .291.00 ,44 .31

1.00 .81
1 .00

-,26
-. 34
1 .00
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Table 17 reveals several high correlations among the
predictors for the Nonmentored group. Specifically, there
is a high correlation between rewards and costs ( r = -.gO),
between rewards and alternatives ( g0), and between

costs and alternatives ( r = -,71), Àlthough these

correlations do not exceed Tabachnick and FideIl's (19g9)

recommended levels, preliminary stepwise regressions
indicated that these variables are multicollinear.
Therefore, costs and alternaLives were omitted from the
regressions for the Nonmentored group. With respect to
interpretation, the resul!s for costs and alternalives will
be the same as those found for rewards. Àn examination of
the correlations among these predictors and both
reJ.ationship satisfaction and commitment verifies this
approach.

MÀNOVÀs

Given that muLtivariate normality was assessed for each

group for the regression analyses, it !¡as not reassessed for
the MÀNOVÀs. However, further assumptions regarding
independence of observations, equality of covariance
matrices, and homogeneity of variance l,¡ere assessed for the
seven variable indices. Each is discussed in turn.

IndeÞendence. Given that the IMES was administered to a

cross-section of personnel who were separated both



physically and functionally
personnel from 12 di f ferent
observations ¡,¡a s a ssumed.
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within an organization and to
organizations, independence of

Equality of covariance. To assess the effects of any

departures from equality of covariance matrices, the
determinants of the matrices for the Mentored (n = 102) and

Nonmentored groups (n = 88) were compared for eãch MANOVÀ

(cf. Stevens, 1986). The variables for the first MANOVÀ

$rere the indices for relationship satisfaction and

commitment (relationship outcomes). The tog de!erminants of
the covariance matrices lrere 1.41 and 1.26 î.or lhe Mentored
and Nonmentored groups, respectively. Given lhat the
Mentored group has the Larger sample as r,¡elI as the 1arger
generalized variance, the multivariaLe F test witl be

conservative (cf. Stevens, 1986). Therefore, no adjustments
to alpha r¡ere made.

The variables for the second MANOVA r,rere the indices for:
rewards, costs, alternatives, investments, and equity
(relaLionship consequences). The log determinants of the
covariance matrices were 3.1 and 3.7 f.or the Menlored and

Nonmentored groups, respectively. Given that the Mentored
group has the larger sample and the smaÌler generalized
variance, alpha for the multivariate F test was set al 0.0.1

(cf. Stevens, 1986) for this MANOVA.
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Homoqeneitv. To assess homogeneity of variance for each

variabte in the two MÀNOVÀS, the ratio of the largest to
smallest variance for each variabl-e s¡ere calcuLa!ed and are
presented in TabLe 18.

Insert Table 1I abou! here

Tab]e 18 indicates that alL of the ratios are weLl below the
20: 1 criteria (cf . Harris , 1975); therefore, the assumption
of homogeneity of variance was met,

Sunma rv

Overa1l, the preJ.iminary analyses for the regressions
indicated that for both the Mentored and Nonmentored groups,
the assumptions of normaLily, lineariLy, and homoscedasicity
l¡ere met. With respect to multicollinearity, there was some

redundancy in the rewards and costs indices for the Mentored
group, but this redundancy did not warrant the deletion of
costs from the regressions. Conversely, multicoJ.linearity
r,¡as detected in the Nonmentored group; therefore, the
variabLe indices for costs and alternatives wi.1l not be

entered into the regressions for this group.

For the MÀNOVAS, the assumptions of muLtivariaLe
normality, independence of observations, and homogeneity of
variance vrere met. with respect to eguality of covariance
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Table 18

Homoqeneitv of variance for IMES indices

satisfaction
c ommi Lment

rewards
cosls
a.Lternatives
i nvestment s
equ i ty

) )1
2.36

1 .26
) a'7

1.18

3 .67
¿ RR

s.01
4,26
3.77
3.29
2 .09

t.b/: I

I Õa.l

3.98 : 1

1 .80: 1

1.47:1
1 .55: 1

1.77:1

M
NM

Key: var = Variance for
var = Variance f or

Mentored group
Nonmentored group
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matrices, for the MANOVÀ on relationship outcomes it was

determined that any violation of equality would result in a

conservative test; therefore, no adjustment t.o alpha is
required. Conversely, for the MANOVA on relationship
consequences it was determined that any vioLations of
eguality ¡,¡oul.d result in a liberal tes!; therefore, atpha
was set to 0.01 for this MÀNOVÀ.
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Àppendix K

Formation and Retiabilíty of IMES VariabLe Indices

The gJ.obal questions in the Investment Model and Eguity
Survey (IMES) were to be averaged in order to obtain a

single variabl.e index for relationship: rewards, costs,
aLternatives, investments, satisfaction, and commitment.

When the data were being inputted, however, it was observed

that lhree respondents had written that the scal,e on the
second globaì, item for rewards !¡as reversed and that this
reversal was confusing to them. Moreover, 25 respondents

had crossed out their initial response to the second global
item and made a second response that was consistent r¡ith
their answer to the first global question ¡,¡hen the reversaL
was considered.

Àt this point, the cause for the apparent confusion was

assessed. It was noted that all of the I5 concrete items
that preceded the globa1 questions for rewards, as we1l as

the first global question, were scaled such that "1" was low

was high, The first scale reversal appeared on the
second global question for rewards. Thus, it is Iikely that
the respondents had a mind set that ',9" was always high and

lhis mind set resulted in 35% of the respondents either
crossing out or failing to note the reversal- on the second

global question for rev¡ards.
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This mind set !¡as also apparent for investments. Once

again, the concrete items for invesLments, as r,¡ell as for
lhe first global question were alL scaled in the same

direction, and bhe second gJ.obat question was reversed.
Àbout 25% of the respondenls crossed out or failed to
reverse their response to the second globa] question for
i nve stment s .

For both costs and alternatives, some of the concrete
iLems preceding the gtobal questions were reversed and the
reversals on the global questions appeared to have been

attended to, Thus, it appears that because the concrete
items also had reversals, there was no mind set when the
respondents answered the globaI questions for costs and

a1!ernatives.

Given that a mind set

respondents answered the

r elra rd s and investments,

global question for each

that var i able.

was probably operating r¡hen the

second g1obal question for both

only the responses to the first
variable were used as an index for

There was no evidence of a mind set for costs and

alternatives; Èherefore, both of the gtobaJ. questíons for
each variable r,rere assessed for reliability prior to
establishing the variable indices. ReLiabilities r,¡ere also
calculated for the g1oba1 questions that assessed
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relationship satisfaction and commitment. The standardized
Cronbach alphas for these four variables v¡ere as f ollor,¡s:
costs (.88), alternat.ives (.66), satisfaction (.g5), and

commiLment (.82).

The Cronbach aLphas indicate that the globaJ- questions
for cos!s, satisfaction, and commitment were reliable;
therefore, the gJ.obal questions for each of !hese variables
Ì,¡ere averaged to form a single index of that variable.
Conversely, the global questions for alternatives were not
reliable. In order to choose which question would serve as

the index for alternatives, the correlations between each

gLobal question and relationship satisfaction and commitment

were compared. The first global question had low

correLations with both satisfaction ( r = -,35) and

commitment ( 1= -.37), whiì.e the second global. question was

highly correlated with both satisfaction ( r = -,72) and

commitment ( r = -.74). Therefore, the second global
question for alternatives was used as the variable index for
alternat ives.

Sumrna rv

Variable indices for rewards, costs, alternatives,
investments, satisfaction, and commitment were derived as

fo11ows. For rewards and investments, the first g1oba1

question used to measure each variable formed the index for
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that variable. For alternatives, the second global question
used to measure alternatives formed lhe index for
alternatives. For costs, satisfaction, and commitment, the
global questions used to measure each variable were averaged
to form the index for that variable.
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Àppendix L

Validity of ItitES Variable Indices

In order to assess the convergent and discriminan!
validity of the indices for rewards, costs, alternatives,
and investments, the concrete items used to assess each

variable were separately regressed on to alL of the variable
indices (cf. Rusbult, 1983). Convergent validity is
indicated by high R Squarès when the concrete items for a

given index are regressed on to that index. Discriminant
validity is indicated when a set of concrete items is
predictive of its own index but not of other indices. The

results of the regressions are presented in Tab]e 19.

lnsert TabLe 19 about here

The diagonal of Tab1e 19 addresses convergent validity.
The concrete items for rewards and costs had high predictive
ability for their respective indices; therefore, the indices
for rewards and costs have convergent validity. Conversel-y,
the concrete items for alternatives and investments are poor
predictors of their respective indices; therefore, these two

indices have lorç convergent validity.

With respect to discriminant validity, Tab1e 19

illustrates that the concrete items for rewards best
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discriminant validities for IMES indices

Concrete i tems Rewards I nves!
rrab

Costs

rewards
costs
alternatives
i nvestnen t s

0.88
0.64
0.23
0 .47

0 .62
0 ,64
0. 19
0.36

0.51
0.49
0.30
0.21

0.16
0.11
0.01
0.31

Note: Table values Squares for separate regressions of
on to the variable indices.the concrete

are R
i t ems

Key: AlterS = ÀLternatives
Invest = Investments
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predicted the rev¡ard index; hence, the reward index has

discriminant validity, SimiIarly, !he concrete items for
alternatives best predicted the alternatives index.
Discriminant vaLidity was not obtained for the costs and

investments indices. The cost index was predicted equally
welJ. by the rèward and cost concrete items, and the
investment index was better predicted by the rer¡ard and cost
concreLe items than by the investment concrete items.

Summa r v

The convergent and discriminant validities 9¡ere as

foIlows. The reward index has high convergent and

discriminant validity. The cost index has high convergent
but low discriminant validity. The alternatives index has

low convergent and some discriminant validity. The

investment index has neither convergent nor discriminant
va I idi ty.


